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UNIT- I: VOCABULARY BUILDING  

1. A   1.1 REFXES AND SUFFIXES: 

Prefix: A prefix is a sound or group of letters added or fixed before a word to get new 

word or new meaning. We can also say, Prefixes are added to the beginning of a word to 

make a new word.  eg mis+take. 

1.  1.2 Some common prefixes are 'mis', 'dis', 're', 'for', 'anti', 'ante', 'sub', 'un' and 'in'. New words 

are made by placing a prefix in front of a word. It is helpful to know the meanings of prefixes. 

Prefix 're' means again, therefore reappear means to appear again. 

Common Prefixes and their meanings: 

pre – before 

mis - bad(ly) 

sub – under 

inter - between 

semi – half 

The following prefixes like ‘im’, 'ir', 'il', 'in' and 'un' can be added to the beginning of words to make 

them into a negative. 

Examples: 

 im + possible = impossible 

 

ir + responsible = irresponsible  

il + legal = illegal  

in + active = inactive  

un + happy = unhappy 

 

Prefix Base Word or Root Word New Word  

Un happy unhappy  
 

 

1. 1.3 Suffixes: 

A suffix is a sound or group of letters added or fixed after a word to get new meaning. 

(Or) Letters added to the end of a main word are called suffixes. Common suffixes are: 

'ed', 'ful', 'ly', 'ing', 'able', 'ance', 'ence', 'ness'. 

Example: harm+less 
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When 'full' is added to a word you drop the final 'l'. If you add 'ly' to any word ending with 'ful' you 

keep the existing 'l'. 

Example 

hand + full = handful 

rest + full = restful 

restful + ly = restfully 

 Some prefixes and suffixes  

Prefix (before the root/base word) Suffix (after the root/base word) 

 anti  

anticlockwise,  

antisocial 

 able/ible 

  responsible, reliable 

 bi  

bicycle, bi-annual 

 age  

bandage, postage 

 Co 

 co-operate,  

co-pilot, 

 ate  

 terminate 

  congratulate 

 De 

 descend, decompose 

 en  

wooden, lengthen 

 dis  

disengage, disarray 

 Ful 

 beautiful, wonderful 

 En 

 enjoy, engulf 

 Hood 

 neighbourhood, parenthood 

 ex  

ex-Prime Minister, ex-MLA 

 Ic 

 realistic, optimistic 

 in/im 

 inadequate, improper 

 ish  

childish, selfish 

 Mis 

 mistook,  

misunderstood 

 ism  

realism,  

optimism 

 Multi 

 multimillionaire, multi-storeyed 

 Ist 

 realist, optimist 

 Non 

 non-profi t, non-believer 

 ity  

reality, sensitivity 

 pre  

prefix, pre-dawn 

 Less 

 homeless, hopeless 

 Re 

 reapply, redesign 

 ment  

payment, commitment 

 semi  

semi-conscious, semicircle 

 ness  

happiness, kindness 

 sub  

subdivide, submarine 

 ous  

dangerous, famous 

 

 tele  

television, telescope 

 Ship 

 friendship, kinship 

trans translate, transport sion/ssion/tion 

 decision, permission, generation 

 un   
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unco-operative, unprovoked 

 ward/s  

 backwards, 

Ward/s 

northwards 

 

 

 

Prefix Meaning New word 

dis Not, opposite of Dis+satisfied=dissatisfied 

mis wrongly Mis+spelt= misspelt 

un not Un+acceptable=unacceptable 

re again Re+election=re-election  

inter between Inter+related=interrelated 

pre before Pre+paid=prepiad 

non not Non+sense=nonsense 

super above Super+script=superscript 

sub under Sub+merge=submerge 

anti against Anti+bacterial=antibacterial 

 

Suffix  Meaning  Words  

-acy State or quality Democracy, accuracy, 

lunacy  

-al The action or process of Remedial, denial, criminal 

-ance, 

-ence 

State or quality  Nuisance, ambience, 

tolerance  

-dom Place or state of being Freedom, stardom, boredom 

-er; -or  Person or object that does a 

specified action  

Reader, creator, interpreter, 

inventor, collaborator, 

teacher 

-ism 

 

doctrine, belief Judaism, scepticism, 

escapism 

-ist person or object that does a 

specified action 

Geologist, protagonist, 

sexist, scientist, theorist, 

communist 

-ity, -ty quality of extremity, validity, enormity 

 

-Ment  

condition Enhancement, argument  
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1. B          CONVERSION 
The art of changing a sentence from Simple to Complex and Complex to Compound. A 

simple sentence will have Subject+ verb+ predicate. 

  A complex sentence will have two or more than two subordinate clauses with 

one main clause. 

  A compound sentence will have two or more than two main clauses.  

 Conversion of sentences is also known as Synthesis. It means the combination of two or more 

Simple sentences into one new sentence –Simple, Compound or Complex. For Example, look at the 

following sentences and understand how to combine two sentences into one.  

1. The thief heard a shout. He ran away. 

2. Hearing the shout, the thief ran away. (This type of exercise is called 

The following are the ways to combine the sentences into one. These are a few ways of combining 

Two or sentences into One Sentence. 

1. By using a Participle (Verb+ ‘ing’ form) 

1. I read the book. I returned it to the library. (Two different sentences) 

Having read the book I returned it to the library.  

2. The farmer jumped on his horse. He rode to the market. 

Jumping on his horse the farmer rode to the market. 

3. He opened the gate. He took the dog out for a run. 

Opening the gate he took the dog out for a run. 

4. Henry planted a rose. He watered it. He manured it. 

Having planted a rose, watered and manured it. 

 By using the Absolute Construction 

This is done when the sentences have different subjects. 

1. The president took his seat on the dais. The meeting began. 

The president having taken his seat on the dais, the meeting began.  

2. The storm subsided. We began our march again. 

The storm having subsided, we began we began our march again. 

3. The monsoon started. The village roads became muddy. 

The monsoon having started, the village roads became muddy. 

4. The examination was over. The college was closed. The students left for their homes. The Campus 

looked deserted.  

The examinations being over, the College being closed and students having left for their homes, the 

Campus looks deserted.  
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III. By using an Infinite 

1. I have some work. I must do it to night.  

I have some work to do to night. 

2. You must help your mother. It is your duty. 

It is your duty to help your mother. 

3. It is very heavy. I van not life it. 

It is too heavy for me to lift. 

4. He got enough foreign exchange. He could go to London for the conference and also to visit 

America. 

He got enough foreign exchange to go London for the conference and also to visit America.  

IV. By using a noun or phrase in Apposition 

1. Rama defeated Ramana. Ravana was the King of Lanka. 

Rama defeated Ravana, the king of Lanka. 

2. Mr.Ready is my tenant. He pays the rent regularly. 

Mr.Reddy, my tenant, pays the rent regularly. 

3. He won the first prize in Long jump, High jump and pole vault. It was a glorious performance. 

He won the first prize in Long Jump, High Jump and Pole Vault – a glorious performance. 

4. Stalin was the Dictator of Russia .He had talks with Roosevelt and Churchill. Roosevelt was the 

president of the United States. Churchill was the Prime Minister of Britain. 

Stalin, the Dictator of Russia, had talks with Roosevelt, the President of the United States, and 

Churchill, the Prime Minister of Britain. 

V.By using a preposition + a noun or a Gerund. 

1. He had many faults. But he was a good man atheart.In spite of having many faults, he was a good 

man at heart. 

2. Rossetti was a painter .He was also a poet. 

Besides being a painter, Rossetti was also a poet. 

3. He had a great deal of influence .But he could not get the job. 

With all his influence he could not get the job. 

VI. By using an Adverb or an Adverbial Phrase. 

1. He will win the election. That is certain. 
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He will certainly win the election. 

2. They decided to wind up the company. All agreed to this. 

They unanimously decided to wind up the company. 

By common consent they decided to wind up the company. 

3. There was an epidemic of cholera in the village. The doctor worked hard. He had no rest. He had 

none to assist him. 

During the epidemic of cholera in the village the doctor worked hard without any rest and with more 

to assist him.  

WAYS OF COMBINING TWO OR MORE SIMPLE SENTENCES INTO ONE COMPOUND 

SENTENCE. 

A compound sentence is one having two or more Co-ordinate clauses.  Hence it can be formed only 

with the help of Co-ordinating conjunctions. 

I. By using and, both ... and, not only.... but also, as well as. These conjunctions merely add one 

statement to another. 

1. Shankar got up. He went to the Post Office. 

Shankar got up and went to the Post Office. 

2. He had many friends. He also had several enemies. 

Not only had he many friends but also several enemies. 

3. Tom passed the test. Brown also passed the test. 

Tom as well as Brown passed the test. 

II.By using but, yet, whereas, nevertheless. These are used when contrasting statements have to 

be joined together. 

1. He is ill. He is cheerful. 

He is ill but he is cheerful. 

2. He is rich. He is miserable. 

He is rich yet miserable. 

3. John is ambitious. His brother is quite the reverse. 

John is ambitiouswhereas his brother is quite the reverse. 

4. There was a little a hope of success. They decided to perform the operation. 

There was little of success; nevertheless they decided to perform the operation. 
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III. 

By using or, either... or, nor, neither...nor, otherwise, else. These are used when two alternative facts 

or statements have to be presented. 

 

 

1. You can have tea. You can have coffee. 

You can have tea or coffee. 

2. He is a fool. He is a madman. 

He is either a fool or a madman. 

3. He does not smoke. He does not drink. 

He neither smokes nor drinks. 

4. He will not spend his money. He will not invest it. 

He will neither spend money nor invest it. 

5. You must apologise.  You will be punished. 

You must apologise, otherwise you will be punished. 

IV. By using for, so. These are used to when you have to make an inference from another 

statement or fact. 

1. He must be asleep. There is no light in his room. 

He must be asleep for there is no light in his room. 

2. He has been working hard. He will pass. 

He has been working hard; so he will pass. 

WAYS OF COMBINING TWO OR MORE SIMPLE SENTENCES INTO ONE COMPLEX 

SENTENCE. 

A complex sentence must have aprincipal clause and one or more subordinate clauses.The 

subordinate clauses may be a noun clause,an adjective clause or an adverb clause. 

1. Forming a complex sentence with a noun clause. 

1. India stands for peace .That should be known for everybody. 

That India stands for peace should be known to everybody. 

(The subject of the sentence). 

It should be known to everybody that India stands for peace. 

(In Apposition to it). 

2. He had failed.I told him that. 

I told him that he had failed. (The object of the verb told). 
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3. Where can we find the money for it? That is the question. 

The question is where we can find the money for it. 

(The complement of the verb is.) 

4. They proposed to do so.I was surprised at that. 

I was surprised at what they proposed to do.(The object of the preposition at). 

II. Forming a complex sentence with an adjective clause. 

Connected by the relative pronouns like who,which, that: 

1. The boy was caught.He had stolen the watch. 

The boy who had stolen the watch was caught. 

2. The man arrived on Friday.His name is Shankhar. 

The man whose name is Shankhar arrived on Friday. 

3. This is a fine opportunity.It should not be lost. 

This is a fine opportunity which should not be lost. 

4. This is an old fort.It was built by Akbar. 

This is an old fort that was built by Akbar.  

III.Connected by the Relative Adverbswhere,when,why: 

1. This is the house. The theft was committed here. 

This is the house where the theft was committed. 

2. My sister died. At that time I was only eight. 

At the time when my sister died I was only eight. 

3. You refused to sing. Can you tell me the reason? 

Can you tell me the reason why you refused to sing? 

IV. Forming a complex sentence with an adverb clause: Connected by the subordinating 

conjunctions when,as,since,till,where,if,though,unless,that,lest,whether,whereas etc. 

1. I went there. The door was locked. 

When I went there the door was locked. 

2. There was little rain this year. The crops have dried up. 

As there was little rain this year the crops have dried up. 

3. He has expressed his regret. We will forget all about it. 

Since he has expressed his regret, we will forget all about it. 

4. You finish dressing. I shall wait here. 
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I shall wait here until you finish dressing. 

5. There is a heavy rainfall there. Grapes will not grow at such a place. 

Grapes will not grow where there is a heavy rainfall. 

6. It may rain. Then the match will be cancelled. 

If it rains, the match will be cancelled. 

7. He is poor. He is honest in spite of it. 

Though he is poor, he is honest. 

8. You must work hard. Otherwise you won’t pass. 

You won’t pass unless you work hard. 

9. She starved herself. She wanted her children to be fed. 

She starved herself that her children might be fed. 

10. Henry tiptoed into the room. He did no want to disturb the class. 

Henry tiptoed into the room lest he should disturb the class. 

11. He may have gone. I don’t know. 

I don’t know whether he has gone. 

12. Hari had several enemies, his brother was extremely popular. 

Whereas Hari had several enemies, his brother was extremely popular. 

MODEL OF COMBINING SIMPLE, COMPOUND AND COMPLEX SENTENCES 

 

According to the certain combinations of words, phrases or clauses sentences can be classified into 

Simple, Complex and Compound Sentences. 

 

Phrase:  A phrase is a group of words, which makes some sense but not complete sense. A phrase 

does not contain a verb or subject.   

Ex: In spite of , on account of, in the evening/----- 

 

Clause: A clause is a group of words, which forms part of a sentence and contains a subject and 

predicate. These are two types. 

 

Main Clause: This has a subject and predicate and it gives a complete sense. This type of sentence is 

also called Principal sentence. 

Ex: He failed in the exam. 

 

Subordinate Clause: This has a subject and predicate and it does not give a complete sentence.  

Ex: Though he worked hard,.................. 

Note : Sentences can be formed by combining main and subordinate clauses. 

Ex:1. He failed in the examthough he worked hard. 

 (Main Clause)  (Subordinate Clause) 

1. I knowthat he has gone. 

 MC  SC 

2. If you are thirstyyou can drink water. 
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SC   MC 

 

Simple Sentence: A sentence with only one clause is called ASimple Sentence. 

Ex: He is rich. 

       She is unhappy. 

Compound Sentence: A sentence with two or more than main clauses is called a Compund Sentence. 

 Ex: He is rich but he is honesty. 

        She is so weak she cannot dance. 

Complex Sentence: A sentence with only one main clause and one or more subordinate clauses are 

called a Complex Sentence.  

Ex: Though he is rich, he is unhappy. 

       If you work hard you will get success. 

 

Model Simple  Compound Complex 

I In spite of  

Eg: In spite of being poor he 

is honest.  

 But/yet 

He is poor but he is honest. 
 Though/ Although 

Though he is poor he is honest. 

II Too/ enough—to 

He is too short to touch the 

switch board. 

Very ---- and therefore 

He is very short and therefore 

he cannot touch the switch 

board.  

So—that not 

He is so short that he cannot touch 

the switch board.  

III Being 

Being sick, he cannot come. 
 So 

He is sick so he cannot come.  
                  As 

As he is sick he cannot come. 

IV In case of  

In case of working hard, you 

will get success.  

And then 

Work hard and then you will 

get success. 

 If 

If you work hard you will get 

success. 

V  In case of not  

In case of not paying exam 

fee, your hall ticket will not 

be issued. 

 Or 

You pay your exam fee or your 

hall ticket will not be issued. 

 If not/ Unless 

Unless you pay you exam fee your 

hall ticket will not be issued. 

VI  On 

On seeing the Tiger the 

farmer escaped.  

 And 

The farmer saw the tiger and 

he escaped. 

 When 

When the farmer saw the Tiger he 

escaped. 

VII Besides/ In addition 

Besides giving them food, 

Ramya gave money.  

 Not only---- but also 

Ramya gave them not only 

food but also money. 

  

  ----------- 

VIII Due to/ On account of/ 

Owing to/Because of.... 

Due to/ Owing to/On 

account of/ Because of/ 

illness, she did not attend 

the class. 

 So/ and so 

She was ill so/and so she did 

not attend the class. 

 As/ Since/ Because 

As she was ill she did not attend 

the class.  

 

1.C.  COMPUNDIG 

 
A compound word is a combination of two or more words that function 

as a single unit of meaning. There are three types of compounds:  

1. Those written as single words, with no hyphenation, are called 

closed compounds--the word "flowerpot," for example.  
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washroom  blackbird blackboard blackberries 

upend blacktop whitecap whitefish 

whitewall whitewash friendship pancake 

daytime upbringing upbeat upcoming 

repairman firefighter standby bedroom 

blackjack blacklist blackmail blackout 

uphill waterline upkeep upland 

firehouse teenager carpool bellbottom 

ballroom brainchild pinstripe bodywork 

upward upwind upturn storerooms 

deadline rainbow watermelon waterway 

daybreak daybook daydream daylight 

 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Hyphenated compounds, such as "merry-go-round" and "well-

being," are the second type.  

  

accident-prone computer-aided good-looking 

sugar-free power-driven quick-thinking 

carbon-neutral user-generated bad-tempered 

sport-mad custom-built fair-haired 

camera-ready muddle-headed open-mouthed 

 
Well-known  
Up-date 
 

Noun    verb  
 an ice skate     to ice-skate 

a booby trap                                    to booby-trap 

A court martial    To court-martial  
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3. Those in the third group, called open compounds, are written as 

separate words--the nouns "school bus" and "decision making," for 

example. 
1. living room 
2. full moon 
3. real estate 
4. dinner table 
5. coffee mug 
6. largely irrelevant 
7. newly formed 
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1.D ANALOGY: 

Introduction: 

1.D.1 Analogy means similarity. In this type of questions, two objects related in some way are given 

and third object is also given with four or five alternatives. You have to find out which one of the 

alternatives bears the same relation with the third objects as first and second objects are related. 

Example 1: 

Curd : Milk :: Shoe : ? 

(A) Leather      (B) Cloth 

(C) Jute           (D) Silver 

Answer: Option A 

As curd is made from milk similarly shoe is made from leather. 

 

Example 2: 

Calf : Piglet :: Shed : ? 

(A) Prison      (B) Nest 

(C) Pigsty      (D) Den 

Answer: Option C 

Calf is young one of the cow and piglet is the young of Pig. Shed is the dwelling place of cow. 

Similarly Pigsty is the dwelling place of pig. 

Example 3: 

Malaria : Mosquito :: ? : ? 

(A) Poison : Death      (B) Cholera : Water 

(C) Rat : Plague          (D) Medicine : Disease 

Answer: Option B 

As malaria is caused due to mosquito similarly cholera is cause due to water. 

Example 4: 

ABC : ZYX :: CBA : ? 

(A) XYZ      (B) BCA 

(C) YZX      (D) ZXY 

Answer: Option A 

CBA is the reverse of ABC similarly XYZ is the reverse of ZYX. 

Example 5: 

4 : 18 :: 6 : ? 

(A) 32      (B) 38 

(C) 11      (D) 37 

Answer: Option B 

As, (4)
2
 + 2 =18 

Similarly, (6)
2
 + 2 = 38. 
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Example:6 

CUP: LIP :: BIRD:? 

A. BUSH  

B. GRASS 

C. FOREST 

D. BEAK 

Answer: Option D 

 Explanation: 
Cup is used to drink something with the help of lips. Similarly birds collect grass with the 

help of beak to make her nest. 

Example:7 

APPLE; GRAPE; ORANGE 

a. VEGETABLE 

b. FRUITS 

c. STEMS 

d. OATS 

Answer: Option B 

Explanation: 
Apple, Grape and Orange all these are fruits 

Example: 8 

LUCKNOE, PATNA, BHOPAL, JAIPUR......... 

a. Shimla 

b. Mysore 

c. Pune 

d. Indore 

 

Answer: Option A 

Explanation: 
All the cities given in the question are state capitals similarly Shimla is also a capital. 

Example:9 

LOCK; SHUT; FASTEN---- 

a. WINDOW 

b. DOOR 

c. IRON 

d. BLOCK 

Answer: Option D 

Explanation: 
The synonym of Lock, Shut and Fasten is Block. 

 Example:10 

 WHEAT, BARLEY, RICE-------- 

a. FOOD 

b. AGRICULTURE 

c. FARM 

d. GRAM 

Answer: Option D 
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Explanation: 
All the terms given in the question are cereals and gram is also one of the cereals. 

  Example:11 

 PATHOLOGY, HEMATOLOGY, ZOOLOGY---------- 

a. BIOLOGY 

b. HEMATOLOGY 

c. ZOOLOGY 

d. GEOLOGY 

Answer: Option B 

Explanation: 
As all terms given in the question are medical terms and Hematology is also medical 

term. 

 Example: 12 

'Indolence' is related to 'Work' in the same way as 'Taciturn' is related to: 

a. Cheat 

b. Act 

c. Speak 

d. Observe 

Answer: Option C 

Explanation:As 'Indolence' and 'Work' are opposite to each other in the same way 'Taciturn' and 

'speak' are opposite to each other. 

Example:13 

'Ophthalmia' is related to 'Eye' in the same way as 'Rickets' is related to: 

A. 
Kidney 

B. 
Nose 

C. 
Bone 

D. 
Heart 

Answer: Option C 

Explanation: 
As 'Ophthalmia' is a disease of 'Eye' in the same way 'Rickets' is the disease of 'Bone'. 

Example: 14 

'Nun' is related to 'Convent' in the same way as 'Hen' is related to: 

A. 
Nest 

B. 
Shed 

C. 
Cell 

D. 
Cote 
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Answer: Option D 

Explanation: 
As dwelling place of 'Nun' is 'Convent' similarly the dwelling place of 'Hen' is 'Cote'. 

Example:15 

'Reading' is related to 'knowledge' in the same way as 'Work' is related to: 

A. 
Money 

B. 
Employment 

C. 
Experience 

 
 

D. 
Engagement 

Answer: Option C 

Explanation: 
As 'Knowledge' is achieved by 'Reading' in the same way 'Experience' is achieved by 'Work'. 

 

1.D.2  LOOK AT ANALOGY ONCE AGAIN: 

 

Analogy means similarity or resemblance or some kind of relationship between two given things.  

Analogy test, therefore, intends to evaluate one’s ability to comprehend the relationship that exists 

between two objects, things or figures. 

 

Examples: 

1. Cause and effect relationship 

  Example: Education: Development 

(a) Man : Speech 

(b) Nutrition : Health 

(c) Game : Play 

(d) Child : Growth 

     The relationship between development and educationist of cause and effect. Education is a cause 

for development. Among the four choices only (b) nutrition is a cause for health and thus this is the 

answer. 

 

2. Part and whole relationship 

  Example: House: Room 

(a) Struggle : Fight 

(b) Transport : Car 
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(c) School : College 

(d) Boy : Girl 

 Room is a part of house. Similarly car is a part of transport system 

 

3. Action to object relationship 

  Example: Break: Piece 

(a) Writer : Pen 

(b) Bread : Bake 

(c) Kick : Football 

(d) Muddy : Unclear 

Just as break is an action that makes pieces, kick is an action that makes the football move. 

 

4. Worker and tool relationship 

  Example: Sculptor: Chisel 

(a) Pathology : Disease 

(b) Tailor : Needle 

(c) Engineer : Site 

(d) Time: Seconds 

Just as a sculptor works with a chisel so a tailor works with a needle. 

 

5. Worker and product relationship 

  Example: Fanner: Crop 

(a) Fabric : Yarn 

(b) Cat : Kitten 

(c) Wish : Desire 

(d) Editor : Newspaper 

Just as crops are the products of a fanner’s work so a newspaper is the product of an editor’s work. 

 

6. Word and synonym relationship 

  Example: Abate: Lessen 

(a) Sweet : Bitter 

(b) Ice : Solid 

(c) Dog : Bitch 

(d) Secret : Clandestine 

Just as abate and lessen have similar meanings, so secret or clandestine have similar meanings. 
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7. Object and creature symbol relationship 

  Example: Flag: Nation 

(a) Fox : Cunning 

(b) Soldier : War 

(c) Wine : Grapes 

(d) Cow : Herbivorous 

Just as flag stands as the symbol of a nation, so fox stands for cunningness. Thus (a) us the answer. 

 

8. Creature and living place relationship 

  Example: Bee: Hive 

(a) Duck : Drake 

(b) Warm : Tepid 

(c) Carcass : Corpse 

(d) Monk : Monastery 

Just as a bee lives in a hive, similarly a monk lives in a monastery. Thus (d) is the answer. 

 

9. Creature and offspring relationship 

  Example: Horse: Colt 

(a) Goat : Bleat 

(b) Dawn : Twilight 

(c) Dog : Puppy 

(d)      Actor: Stage 

Just as colt is the young one of horse so puppy is the young one of dog. Thus (c) is the answer. 

 

1.D. 3     10. Creature and sound relationship 

  Example: Frogs: Croak 

(a) Hare : Leveret 

(b) Liquor : Intoxication 

(c) Serpents : Hiss 

(d) Brake : Car 

Just as the sound of frogs is known by the word croak, so the sound of serpents is hiss. Thus (c) is the 

answer. 
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1.D.4  Practice Set -1 

Directions: The following questions comprise two words each that have a certain relationship 

between them, followed by four lettered pair of words. Select the lettered pair that has the same 

relationship as the original pair of words. 

1. Shrub: Prune 

(a) Beard : shave 

(b) Hair : trim 

(c) Lawn : mow 

(d) Wool : shear 

2. Shield: Soldier 

(a) Stethoscope : doctor 

(b) Book : author 

(c) Advocate : court 

(d) Helmet : rider 

3. Fox: Cunning 

(a) Cat : playful 

(b) Horse : runner 

(c) Vixen : cute 

(d) Ant : industrious 

4. Sonnet: Poem 

(a) Ballad : stanza  

(b) Murder : crime 

(c) Chapter : book 

(d) Lie : falsehood 

5. Wrestler: Arena 

(a) Cricket : pitch 

(b) Ring : finger 

(c) Farmer : field 

(d) Assistant : clerk 

6. Restaurant: Menu 

(a) Library : catalogue 

(b) Journal : newspaper 

(c) Book : encyclopedia 

(d) College : account 

7. Heart: Cardiology 

(a) Brain : psychology 

(b) History : histology 

(c) Civics : polity 

(d) Fossils :paleontology 
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8. Donkey: Trot 

(a) Monkey : waddle 

(b) Cat : leap 

(c) Eagle : stride 

(d) Mouse : scamper 

9. Infection: Illness 

(a) Satisfaction : appetite 

(b) Applause : audience 

(c) Antidote : disease 

(d) Rehearsal : performance 

10. Ashes: Fire 

(a) Building : debris 

(b) Current : bygone 

(c) Relics : civilization 

(d) Bottle : stopper 

(e) Bullet : barrel 

11. Needle: Thread 

(a) Leader : follower 

(b) Prick : sew 

(c) Bat : ball 

(d) Pin : cushion 

(e) Nail : hammer 

 

1.D.5 Practice Set -2 

Directions: In the following sets of analogies one word is missing. Select that word from the words 

(a), (b), (c); (d) exhibit the same analogy as established among the three italicized words:  

1. Bow: Riffle: :  Hourglass: 

(a) Clock tower 

(b) Bullet 

(c) Diameter 

(d) Chronometer 

2. Errata: Flaws:: Jewels 

(a) Mall scripts 

(b) Books 

(c) Literature 

(d) Prints 
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3. Drill: Bore:: Sieve: 

(a) Thresh 

(b) Sift 

(c) Pry 

(d) Rinse 

4. Country: President:: State: 

(a) Governor 

(b) Minister 

(c) Chief Minister 

(d) Citizen 

5. Bread: Yeast: Curd: 

(a) Fungi 

(b) Bacteria 

(c) Germs 

(d) Virus 

6. Steel: Rails::  Alnico : ? 

(a) Aircraft 

(b) Machinery 

(c) Silverware 

(d) Magnets 

7.Tree : Forest :: Grass : ? 

(a) Lawn 

(b) Field 

(c) Garden 

(d) Farm 

8.Conscience : Wrong :: Police : ? 

(a) Thief 

(b) Law 

(c) Discipline 

(d) Crime 

9.Tebran : Iran :: Beijing : ? 

(a) China 

(b) Japan 

(c) Turkey 

(d) Malaysia 
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10. Pigeon : Peace :: White Flag : ? 

(a) Friendship 

(b) Victory 

(c) Surrender 

(d) War 

1.D.6 Practice Set -3 

1.Cobra is related to Snake in the same way as Leopard is related to …?... 

(a) Tiger 

(b) Lion 

(c) Cat 

(d) Zebra 

2.Leaf is related to Sap in the same way as Bone is related to …?... 

(a) Fluid 

(b) Blood 

(c) Marrow 

(d) Calcium 

3.Circle is related to Circumference as Square is related to …?... 

(a) Area 

(b) Volume 

(c) Diagonal 

(d) Perimeter 

4.Crumb is related to Bread in the same way as Morsel is related to …?... 

(a) Fruit 

(b) Biscuit 

(c) Food 

(d) Cake 

5.Earth is related to Axis in the same way as Wheel is related to …?... 

(a) Tyre 

(b) Car 

(c) Road 

(d) Hub 

 

II .CONE WORD SUBSTITUTION: 

11.A  Instead of using several expressions or words to convey the meaning, one can avail 

the skill of using one word. 
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One Word Substitution : A 

One Word Sentence 

Abdurate Unmouable - stubborn - unyeilding 

Aborigines The original inhabitants of a country 

Abridge To condense 

Absolute Zero The standing point of absolute temperature 

Acceterate Cause to move faster 

Accilerate Speed up 

Acerose Needle shaped 

Acess Means of approaching 

Acoustics Relating to sound 

Acrophobia Pathological fear of high places 

Acumen Superior mental acuteness 

Adhoc For the purpose 

Adolscence A stage of growth between boyhood and youth. 

Adulation Excessive devotion 

Aerial Living in air 

Aeronautics Science of flight of aeroplanes 

Aesthetic A love of beauty 

Affidavit A written statement given on oath 

Affinity Having a natural attention to 

Aggravate To make worse 

Aglophoble A person who hates England 

Agonostic One who thinks that everything is know through god only. 

Alimony Money giving to a woman who divorses his husband. 

Allegory Description of a subject with symbolical representation to another. 

Allusive Having reference to something 

Alluvial Sandy soil deposited by running water 

Alpinism Mountain climbing 

Altimeter Instrument used for measuring altitudes in aircraft. 

Altruist One who works for the good of others. 

Amateur One who learns a subject as a hobby. 

Ammeter Instrument used for measuring the electrical currents in amperes. 
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Amnesty General pardon of the offenses against gout. 

Amoyan Strong and powerful woman. 

Amphibian Living/ Operating on land and water. 

Amphibious Animals that can be live on land and water. 

Ample Adequate or more than dequate - in extent, size etc. 

Anachronism Comparing modern persons with ancient persons 

Anachronism Something out of its proper time. 

Anachronistic A word which can be interpreted in any way. 

Anachronistic Set in wrong time or period. 

Anaesthetics Drugs causing unconciousness such as chloroform. 

Anaesthetist One who gives chloroform to a patient. 

Analogy Relation - Relationship 

Anarchist One who is out to destroy government 

Anarchist One who provokes disorder in a state. 

Anatomist One who describes the parts of the human body. 

Anatomy Study of sciences relating to the bodily structure of human. 

Anile Like a weak old woman. 

Animometer Instrument used for measuring the force and velocity of winds. 

Annihilate Destroy utterely 

Annuity Yearly grant - beings - animals and plants by way of disection. 

Annular Ring shaped 

Anodyne Pain reliever 

Anonymus That which is written without name. 

Antagonist Enemy - Antagonism 

Anthropologist One who studies history relating to the development of man from premetive ages. 

Antibiotics Drugs which completely destroys bacteria. 

Antiquarian A person who is interested in antiquities. 

Aphelion The point in a planet's orbit that tis farthest from the sun. 

Apiary a bee house (Contains several hives). 

Apirigee A point as above that is nearest to earth. 

Apologist One who says sorry (Sorrow) for his mistakes. 

Aporhtegm Words spoken by great men. 
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Apostasy To renounce one's faith or religion. 

Apostate One who deserts his religion or principles. 

Aqauntie Relating to water 

Aquarium A thing where fishes are kept. 

Aquatic Living in water 

Arbitrator One who is appointed by two parties & decide their difference. 

Arboreal Living in trees 

Arboriculture Cultivation of trees and vegetables. 

Archaeologist One who studies human antiquities. 

Archaism Using ancient Languages. 

Archeologist One who make a scientific study of human antiquities. 

Archipeloge See which has number of small islands. 

Archive That what is not in current use. 

Aristocracy The rule by nobels. 

Arsenal A place where weapons are manufactured and stored. 

Articulate To pronounce Clearly. 

Astronomy Study of heavenly bodies. 

Atheist One who has no belief in god. 

Atmosphere The air surrounding the earths. 

Audible That which can be heard. 

Audiometer Instrument used for measuring the intensity of sound. 

Audiophone Instrument used for improving imperfect sense of hearing. 

Aurora Australis Southern lights 

Aurura Borealis Northern lights. 

Autocracy Absolute rule by one person. 

Autocrat Who exercises absolute power. 

Avairy A building for keeping - rearing and breeding of birds. 

Avalanche A heavy mass of snow falling down a hill with great noise. 

Avarice Greed - Inordinate desire to gain and hoard wealth. 

 

 

 

 

One Word Sentence 

Ballad A short narrative poem - adopted for writing and sighning. 

Ballistics Science dealing with the motion of projectile like rockets bombs & shells. 

Balmaccan A type of man's overcoat. 

Barbarism Mixed Language 
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Barometer An apparatus used for measuring the atmospheric pressure. 

Bellicose Ready to fight. 

Benefactor Kindly helper. One who makes a request or endowment. 

Benevolent Kind hearted  

Bevy Group of girls or women larks. Flocks of quail. 

Bibliographer One who writes big books. 

Bibliography A list of books with details of authorship, editions, subject etc. 

Bibliophile A lover of book 

Biblophile One who loves the study of books. 

Bifurcate Divided into two branches. 

Bigamy The crime of having two life partners at a time. 

Bilingual Spoken or written in two languages. 

Biography Life of a person written by somebody. 

Biologist One who studies the science of animals and plants. 

Biota Animal and plant life of a religion or period. 

Black Box 
An apparatus which records the fight data of an aeroplane and is also a voice 

recorder. 

Blackbinding Kidnapping for selling into slavery. 

Blasphemer One who speakes evil - Impcous one - irrevirent one. 

Blood Transfusion 
The process the transfusing blood of one person into blood stream of another 

person. 

Boat Wrighter Wagon maker 

Bolo Large single - adged military knife - Machete 

Botanist One who studies the science of plants 

Boycott To obstain from buying or using 

Boycott Unite to punish a person from association. 

Brettle Easily broken 

Buccal Of the check of the sides of the mouth. 

Bureaucracy A gout in which the whole power is vested in officials. 

Butcher One whose business to a slaughter cattle for food. 

Bygamist One who has two wives. 
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One Word Substitution : B 

One Word Sentence 

Ballad A short narrative poem - adopted for writing and sighning. 

Ballistics Science dealing with the motion of projectile like rockets bombs & shells. 

Balmaccan A type of man's overcoat. 

Barbarism Mixed Language 

Barometer An apparatus used for measuring the atmospheric pressure. 

Bellicose Ready to fight. 

Benefactor Kindly helper. One who makes a request or endowment. 

Benevolent Kind hearted  

Bevy Group of girls or women larks. Flocks of quail. 

Bibliographer One who writes big books. 

Bibliography A list of books with details of authorship, editions, subject etc. 

Bibliophile A lover book 

Biblophile One who loves the study of books. 

Bifurcate Divided into two branches. 

Bigamy The crime of having two life partners at a time. 

Bilingual Spoken or written in two languages. 

Biography Life of a person written by somebody. 

Biologist One who studies the science of animals and plants. 

Biota Animal and plant life of a religion or period. 

Black Box An apparatus which records the fight data of an aeroplane and is also a voice recorder. 

Blackbinding Kidnapping for selling into slavery. 

Blasphemer One who speakes evil - Impcous one - irrevirent one. 

Blood Transfusion The process the transfusing blood of one person into blood stream of another person. 

Boat Wrighter Wagon maker 

Bolo Large single - adged military knife - Machete 

Botanist One who studies the science of plants 

Boycott To obstain from buying or using 

Boycott Unite to punish a person from association. 

Brettle Easily broken 

Buccal Of the check of the sides of the mouth. 

Bureaucracy A gout in which the whole power is vested in officials. 
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Butcher One whose business to a slaughter cattle for food. 

Bygamist One who has two wives. 

  

 

One Word Substitution : C 

One Word Sentence 

Cacophonous Harsh or discordant sound. 

Cadaver Dead body 

Caduceus Emblem of medical profession and US army medical corps. 

Caliber Diameter of bore of gun - degree of merit. 

Calligraphy Beautiful writing 

Calorimeter An instrument used for measuring quantities of heat. 

Canon Church law body of principles. 

Carburator 
An apparatus used in an internal combustion engine for charging air with 

petrol 

Cardiac Pertaining to the heart 

Cardinal Of prime importance 

Cardiograph A medical instrument for tracing heat movements. 

Caries Dental decay 

Carniology 
Describe the habits, merits and demerits of a man by seeing his skull 

carniologist. 

Carnivore 
 

Flesh eater - dogs - cats - lions etc 

Carnivorous An animal tht eats human flesh.  

Carrion Dead and putrifying flesh 

Catastrophe Denotes the last stage of a tradegy. 

Celibate One who resolved not to marry. 

Centipede An insect with many legs. 

Cervine Of deers or the deer family - Deerlike. 

Chagrien Vexation from humiliation or disappointment. 

Chandlier Candle maker - Merchant - Dealer in supplies and provisions. 

Chemotherapy Controls of infections by chemicals. 

Chiarascuro Distribution of light and shade in a picture. 

Chiromanchy Fortune telling through palm reading - palmistry. 
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Choronology Arrangements of events according to dates or times of occurance. 

Chronologer One who writes the details of transactions which made in a country. 

Chronometer An instrument kept on boardship for measuring accurate time. 

Cinematograph 
It contains a series of lenses arranged to throw on screen an enlarged image of 

photography 

Circumlocution A round about way of speaking. 

Clarify Make clear. 

Classic That which is acclaimed as an excellent work. 

Clio Greek muse of history. 

Coalesce Grow into one - Blend - unite - fuse. 

Coercion Intimidation by threat or duress - forceful - compulsion. 

Coeval Of the same age or duration - Contemporary with. 

Cognomen Surname or nickname. 

Collegues Those who work in the same department. 

Colleiny Complete with buildings and work - Caolmines. 

Comatose In a coma - Lacking energy - Lethargic. 

Comely Pleasing in appearance - fair - pretty. 

Commutator Device for reversing direction of electrical current. 

Compensation Money given for requisitioned property. 

Concatinate Linked together 

Concetric Having the same centre. 

Conflagrative Combustible - flammable - inflammable 

Connisseur 
Me who is well versed in any subject a critical judge of any art particularly 

fine arts. 

Connoisseur Expert in art - the fine arts. 

Contagious Disease A disease which spreads by contact. 

Contemporary A man living in the same age with another. 

Contemporary One who lives at the same time of another 

Continent Restrained in regard to desires or passion - especially to sexual desires. 

Convalescence The gradual recovery from illness. 

Converge To meet in a point (Rays & illness). 

Cooper Maker of casks or barrels. 

Copy-right Exclusive right to publish a book. 
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Coral reef A chain of rocks laying at or near the sea. 

Cosmopolitan One who is free from national limitations. 

Costegate Correct by punishing. 

Creditor One to whom a debt is owing. 

Credulity Trust without proper evidence readiness to believe. 

Credulous A person who readily believes others. 

Credulous Too ready to believe 

Crescograph Instrument used for measuring the growth of plants. 

Cresendo Gradual increase in force - volume - loudness. 

Crisis Turning point of danger or disease. 

Cryogenies Branch of physics dealing with very low temparature. 

Cryptograph Secret writing. 

Crystallography Science of crystallization. 

Cul-De-Sac Dead end 

Cygnet Young swan. 

Cynosore Centre of interest - something that strongly attracts attention by its brilliance. 

Cytogenetics Cell formation. 

Cytology Dealing with cells. 

 

One Word Substitution : D 

One Word Sentence 

Debacle Sudden collapse - general break-up - violent rush. 

Debtor One who owes money to another. 

Decalogue Ten commandments. 

Decelerate Slow down. 

Defendant One who is sued by the plaintiff. 

Deism 
Got birth and followed principles in a particular caste but telling, he is not 

god. 

Deist One who believes in the existence of god. 

Delettante An admirer by the people 

Deliquisic Become liquide by absorbing moisture from the air - Melt away. 

Delittante One who takes up an art - dabbler - a lover of fine arts. 

Deluge Anything that overwhelms like a flood - great flood - rain. 

Democracy The gout formed by the people. 

Demography Science of vital and social statistics. 
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Demonology Ralating to devils - ghost and other terror things. 

Depilate Remove hair from. 

Dermotologist One who treates skin diseases. 

Desiceate Dry throughly - Remove moisture from. 

Despondent High - Spirited - Overflowing with enthusiasm - boiling up. 

Despotism Is a form of government in which a single entity rules with absolute power.  

Detenu One who detained in custody. 

Dislectical (s) Logical argumentation. 

Dialysis The process for flood purification when the kidneys malfunction. 

Dilemna 
A state of a person, who is asked to choose one of the two infavourable 

things. 

Dilemna 
Situation requiring a choice between equally undesirable alternatives - 

perplexing problem. 

Diminish Make or become smaller. 

Diminuendo Gradual increase in force. 

Dipsomania Irristible craving for alcoholic drinks. 

Dissuade Persuade not to do something. 

Dividend Sum payable as profit to an individual by a joint stock company. 

Domicile A place where one lives permanently. 

Dorsal Situated on bank. 

Drinker's apparatus Instrument used to help breathing in infantile paralysis. 

Dynamo 
The origin of electricity in a dynamo is the transformation of machanical 

energy into energy. 

 

One Word Substitution : E 

One Word Sentence 

Earth's Atmosphere 
 

Is covering of air which surrounds of earth. 

Ebullient Situated on the abdominal side. 

Eccentric That which is not placed centrally. 

Ecclisiologist One who studies the science relating to the church. 

Eclectric Persons with unusual or odd personality. 

Eclogue A pastoral poem. 

Ecology 
Study of plants or of animal or of people or of institutions in relation to 

environment. 

Edible That which is fit to be eaten. 

Effiminate A person who is a womanish in his habit. 

Effiminate One who possess the quantities of woman. 
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Egoeism Selfishness - opposed to altruism. 

Egoism Speaking too much of one self. 

Egoist One who speaks using I and me always. 

Elastic One which rescemes its normal shape and size after the stress is releases. 

Electrometer Instrument used for measuring electricity. 

Elegiac Expressing sorrow or lamentation. 

Elegy A lament for the dead. 

Elixir Not clerical. 

Ellipsis 
The ommission from a sentence of a work or words that would comple the 

construction. 

Elymology Science relating to the formation and development of words. 

Elymology Which discribes the birth of a particular word. 

Embeyyle Divert money fraudulently to one's own use. 

Emeritus Honourably discharged from service. 

Emetic Inducing vomiting - something that induces vomiting. 

Emollient Soothing to living tissue. 

Empericism Belief based on experience or observation. 

Encomuim Formal expression of high praise - eulogy. 

Encroach Make inroads on others property. 

Endemic 
A disease which becomes prevalent in a particular area on account of its 

surroundings conditions. 

Enduring Long lasting. 

Enjoin Direct or order someone to do something. 

Enthologist One who studies the science of the variatees of human race. 

Entomologist One who studies about insects. 

Ephemeral Transitory - short lived - lasting a very short time. 

Epicentre (Of Earch Quack) is the point at which earthquake breakout. 

Epicure A person who is very fond of sensous enjoyments. 

Epicure One who prefers sensual pleasures. 

Epidemic A disease which attackes many people in a particular area in one time. 

Epilogue A poem of speech at the end of the play. 

Epilogue A short speech at the end. 

Epiphangi An appearance or manifestation. 

Equanimity Evenness of mind or temper. 

Equigravisphere A point in space where the gravity is constant. 

Equine Of horses - horselike - a horse. 

Equinox When days and nights are equal (March21 - September). 

Esoteric Known only a few - Reconcile. 
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Estivate Spend a hot or dry period in a prolonged state of torpor or dormancy. 

Estuary A broad channel formed by joining of the sea and river water. 

Ethologist One who studies the science of character. 

Etiology Study of causation. The study of the cause of disease. 

Etymologist One who studies derivations of words - history of linguistic change. 

Eulogy Speech or writing that praises - High praise - Encomium. 

Euphimism Soften expression. 

Euphony Melodious Music 

Euphony Pleasant sound. 

Euthanasia Mercy killing painless death to relieve suffering. 

Euthenics Science of improving the environment. 

Exaggerate Describe a thing beyond limits of truth. 

Exasphere 
This is a outer most zone of the atmosphere and beings at about 40 miles 

above earth. 

Exbiology Science dealing with life or possibilities of life existing beyond the earth. 

Exegesis Critical explanation or interpretation. 

Exemplary Fit to be 

Exercism Slogan to derive or get out of the dragon. 

Exodus Departure - Emigration (Usually of a large number of people). 

Exonerate Free from blame - Exculpate. 

Explicit Fully and clearly expressed. 

Extempore Speech delivered without any preparation. 

Extinguish To put an end to. 

Eymologist One who studies the science and origin of words. 

  

 

One Word Substitution : F 

One Word Sentence 

Fanatic One who passes interest in religion. 

Fatalism Religion that which believes that god is everything. 

Fathom Understand fully - unit of length equal to six feet. 

Fathometer Instrument used for measuring the depth of the ocean. 

Fauna Animals of a given region or period. 

Fealthy Sworn allegance to a lord. 
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Feduciary Of the relationship between a trustee and his principal. 

Fertile That which is productive. 

Fetish Amulet object believed to have magic power. 

Filly A young female horse. 

Fission Cleaving or splitting into parts. 

Flock Animals such as birds, sheep and goats keeping together in large number. 

Flora Plants of a particular region or period. 

Flotsom The thing which comes out from sea (Cannot stay in water). 

Fluctuating Moving to & fro. 

Flux Continuous change - instability - fusion. 

Footedpad Robber, who goes on foot. 

Formidable That which is heard tobe resisted. 

Fortissimo Very loud. 

Fragile That which can be easily broken. 

Funambulist A rope dancer - who walks on thread. 

Funge A class of plants which have no chlorophyll. 

Fussion Uniting by metting together. 

  

 

One Word Substitution : G 

One Word Sentence 

Galvanize Startle into sudden activity - to coat with zinc. 

Galvanometer 
A glass tube for measuring volume changes in chemical reactions between 

glasses. 

Gambrel Type of roof. 

Gastronomy Relating to taste (Food taste). 

Gender Male goose 

Genealogist One who traces the history of the descent of families. 

Geneology Heredity, Hereditary 

Genocide international distriuction of racial groups. 

Genuine Authentic - free from pretense. 

Geologist One who studies the internal structure of the earth (crust). 

Germicide Medicine that kills germs. 

Geysers There are natural hot water springs. 

Glacier A huge mass of snow moving slowly down the valley and stopes. 
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Glaciers Mass of lic. Formed by snow on mountains moving slowly along valley. 

Gnosticism A type of yoga (Gymnastics). 

Government Connoisseur of choice food. 

Graminuiorous Animals that feed on grass.Animals that feed on grass. 

Gregarious Animals living in flocks. 

Gynaecologist One who treates femal diseases 

One Word Substitution : H 

One Word Sentence 

Haemorrhage Escape of blood to the ruptures of blood vessels inside the body. 

Hagiology Relating to kings Hagiographic. 

Herbivore Plant eater - hoofed mammals. 

Herbivorous Animals eating herbs. 

Hedonist One who devotes himself to pleasure. 

Hiatus Gap - Missing part - Break in continuity - lacuna. 

Hibernate To spend the winter in a dormant state. 

Hibernation Condition of sleep during certain parts of the year. 

Hierarchy Any system of persons or things passed on to other. 

Hieroglyphic Pictographic script. 

Histrionics Acting - Artificial behaviour or speech done for effect. 

Hodge-Podge Heterogeneous mixture - Jumble. 

Holocaust A sacrifice totally concerned by fire - Devastation. 

Holography Making of true - three dimensional photographs by use of laser beams. 

Homely Not beautiful - unattractive - plain. 

Homogenous Things which are of the same kind and of the same dimensions. 

Homologous Corresponding having same or similar relation. 

Homophone 
Word pronounced the same as, but different in meaning spelled the same 

wayhood. 

Horologist One who studies the art of clock making. 

Horticulture An art of garden cultivation. 

Hostage Persons given to another as pledge. 
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Hullabaloo Clamorous noise or disturbance - Uproar. 

Hybrid Anything derived from heterogeneous sources. 

Hydraulics Study of water or other liquid in Motion. 

Hydrographer One who knows the positions of lands and draws the maps. 

Hydrography Description of oceans and lands and the oceans. 

Hydrometer Instrument used for measuring the specific gravity of liquids. 

Hydrophobia It is usually caused by the bite of mad dog. 

Hydrophobia Rabies disease (Dog's bite) disease of water. 

Hydrophone Instrument used for recording sound under water. 

Hydroponics 
Culture of plants without soil, with the help of chemical solutions containing 

nutrients. 

Hydrostatics Relating to water. 

Hydrotropic Turning towards or away from moisture. 

Hygrometer Instrument used for measuring humidity in air. 

Hymn Song in praise of god. 

Hyperbola Curve with two distinct and similar branches. 

Hypercriticism Deep criticism. 

 

One Word Substitution : I 

One Word Sentence 

Ichthyologist An expert in fishes. 

Ichthyology Study of fishes. 

Iconoclast Destroyer of images attached on traditions. 

Iconography Teaching by pictures and models. 

Iconolater Worshipper of idols or images. 

Idol Favorite - Any person or thing devotedly or excessively admired. 

Igloo Eskimo home shaped hut or native house. 

Igneous Of or about fire produced under intense heat. 

Ill-o·mened Ill fated – Unlucky 

Illegible That which is incapable of being read. 

Illicit Unlicensed – unlawful 

Imago an insect in its sexually mature adult state 
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Immiscible Incapable of being mined. 

Immutable Unchangeable - unalterable - changeless. 

Implicit Not fully and clearly expressed implied. 

Imply Indicate without express statement. 

Impregnable That which cannot be taken by force. 

Improbable That which is not likely to happen. 

Impromptu Made or done without previous preparation - Extemporaneous. 

Impenetrable impossible to pass through or enter. 

Inattentive Not giving proper attention. 

Inaudible That which cannot be heard. 

Incarcerate imprison or confine. 

Incarnadine Blood red - crimson - flesh coloured - pale pink. 

Incinerate Burn - Reduce to ashes. 

Incognito Travelling under a name other than one's own. 

Incombustible Not inflammable 

Incompatible Persons who cannot work or live together in harmony. 

Incomprehensible That which cannot be understood. 

Iconoclast A destroyer of images. 

Incorrigible Incapable of being corrected. 

Incorruptible very honest : incapable of being corrupted 

Incredible That which cannot be believed. 

Incriminate Change with a crime or fault. 

Incumbent Holding of an office - obligatory. 

Indescribable That which is impossible to describe adequately. 

Inescapable That which cannot escaped from. 

Inevitable Sometimes which cannot fail to come to pass. 

Inexplicable That which cannot be explained. 

Infallible Incable of making mistakes 

Infanticide Murder or infants. 

Infections That (disease) which is liable to spread. 

Inflammable That which sets on fire easily. 

Inimitable That which cannot be. 

Insolation The sun's energy 

Insoluble That which cannot be dissolved in liquid. 

Insomnia Loss of sleep. 

Inhalation taking air into lungs - stimulus. 
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Insurmountable too great to be overcome. 

Interdiction Prohibition prevention from participation in certain sacred acts. 

Interjection A word exclamation 

Internist Medical student receiving training in a hospital. 

Intractable That which cannot be controlled easily. 

Invertebrate Without a backbone - without strength of characters. 

Invincible That which cannot be defeated. 

Invulnerable Incapable of being wounded. 

Ionosphere The layer of the earth's atmosphere which contains a high concentration of 

ions and free electrons. 

Irrevocable A decision on which one cannot go back. 

Isobel Is a contour lines of equal rainfall. 

Isohyets 
A line on a map connecting points having the same amount of rainfall in a 

given period. 

Isthmus A narrow strip of land connecting two larger land masses. 

Itinerate One who journeys from place to place. 
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III. WORDS OFTEN CONFUSED: 

 

III. A.  COMMONLY CONFUSED WORDS 

 Words that sound alike or look alike (moral/morale) often confuse students, especially 

those using spell checkers. This lengthy list of commonly confused words with simple 

definitions will help you decide which spelling fits your sentence.  

1. accept : to receive  

 except : with the exclusion of  

2. advice : recommendation (noun)  

advise:  to recommend (verb) 

3.  adverse: unfavorable  

averse: opposed to  

4. Affect: to influence (verb); emotional response (noun)  

Effect: result (noun); to cause (verb) 

5.  Aisle: space between rows  

isle :island allude to make indirect reference to elude to avoid  

6. allusion :indirect reference 

illusion: false idea, misleading appearance  

7. already: by this time  

all ready : fully prepared  

8. altar : sacred platform or place 

alter:  to change  

9. altogether:  thoroughly  

all together : everyone/everything in one place  

10. a lot :a quantity; many of something  

allot: to divide or portion out  

11. angel: supernatural being, good person  

angle: shape made by joining 2 straight lines  

12. are: plural form of "to be"  

our: plural form of "my" 

13.  accent: pronunciation common to a region  

ascent: the act of rising or climbing  

assent “consent, agreement 

14.  assistance: help 

assistants: helpers  

15. bare :nude, unadorned  

bear:  to carry; an animal  

16. beside: close to; next to  

besides:  except for; in addition 

17.  boar : a wild male pig  

bore : to drill a hole through  

18. board: piece of wood  

bored : uninterested  

born brought into life  
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borne : past participle of "to bear" (carry)  

19. breath:  air taken in (noun)  

breathe :to take in air (verb)  

20. brake :device for stopping 

 break : destroy; make into pieces 

 buy to purchase 

 by next to; through the agency of  

21. canvas: heavy cloth  

canvass : to take a survey; a survey 

22.  capital :major city  

capitol:  government building  

23. Choose: to pick  

chose : past tense of "to choose"  

24. Clothes:  garments  

Cloths:  pieces of fabric  

25. Coarse:  rough  

Course:  path; series of lectures  

26. Complement:  something that completes  

Compliment:  praise, flattery  

27. conscience :sense of morality  

conscious : awake, aware corps regulated group 

28.  corpse : dead body  

council: governing body  

counsel :advice; to give advice  

29. Dairy: place where milk products are processed 

 diary :personal journal  

30. descent :downward movement  

dissent: disagreement  

31. dessert: final, sweet course in a meal  

desert : to abandon; dry, sandy area device a plan; a tool or utensil devise to create 

32. discreet :modest, prudent behavior  

discrete a separate thing, distinct do a verb indicating performance or execution of a 

task  

33. dew:  water droplets condensed from air  

due: as a result of  

34. dominant:  commanding, controlling 

 dominate:  to control  

35. die: to lose life; one of a pair of dice  

dye :to change or add color dyeing changing or adding color  

 

elicit : to draw out 

 illicit:  illegal, forbidden 

eminent : prominent  

imminent:  about to happen 
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  envelop :to surround (verb)  

  envelope :container for a letter (noun)  

everyday : routine, commonplace, ordinary (adj.) 

 every day: each day, succession (adj. + noun) 

 fair: light skinned; just, honest; a carnival  

fare :money for transportation; food  

farther: at a greater(measurable) distance 

 further: in greater(non-measurable) depth  

formally :conventionally, with ceremony  

formerly: previously  

forth: forward  

fourth :number four in a list 

 gorilla: animal in ape family 

 guerrilla: soldier specializing in surprise attacks  

hear :to sense sound by ear  

here: in this place  

heard: past tense of "to hear" 

 herd :group of animals  

hoard :a hidden fund or supply, a cache 

 horde: a large group or crowd, swarm 

 hole: opening  

whole :complete; an entire thing  

human: relating to the species homo sapiens 

 humane :compassionate  

its: possessive form of"it"  

it's :contraction for "it is"  

knew : past tense of "know" 
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 new: fresh, not yet old  

know :to comprehend no negative 

 later: after a time  

latter: second one of two things  

lead :heavy metal substance; to guide  

led :past tense of "to lead"  

lessen :to decrease  

lesson: something learned and/or taught 

 lightning: storm-related electricity  

lightening :making lighter 

 loose: unbound, not tightly fastened  

lose: to misplace  

maybe :perhaps (adv.)  

may be :might be (verb)  

meat :animal flesh  

meet: to encounter  

mete :to measure; to distribute  

metal: a hard organic substance  

medal: a flat disk stamped with a design  

mettle :courage, spirit, energy  

miner: a worker in a mine 

 minor :underage person (noun); less important (adj.)  

moral :distinguishing right from wrong; lesson of a fable or story  

morale :attitude or outlook usually of a group 

 passed: past tense of "to pass"  

past: at a previous time  

patience: putting up with annoyances  
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patients :people under medical care  

peace: absence of war 

 piece: part of a whole; musical arrangement  

peak: point, pinnacle, maximum peek to peer through or look furtively  

pique: fit of resentment, feeling of wounded vanity  

pedal: the foot lever of a bicycle or car  

petal: a flower segment  

peddle: to sell  

personal: intimate; owned by a person 

 personnel: employees  

plain: simple, unadorned  

plane: to shave wood; aircraft (noun)  

precede :to come before  

proceed: to continue  

presence: attendance; being at hand  

presents :gifts  

principal: foremost (adj.); administrator of a school (noun) 

 principle :moral conviction, basic truth 

 quiet :silent, calm  

quite: very  

rain: water drops falling; to fall like rain  

reign: to rule  

rein :strap to control an animal (noun); to guide or control (verb)  

raise: to lift up  

raze: to tear down 

 rational: having reason or understanding 

 rationale: principles of opinion, beliefs  
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respectfully: with respect  

respectively :in that order  

reverend: title given to clergy; deserving respect  

reverent: worshipful  

right :correct; opposite of left  

rite: ritual or ceremony  

write :to put words on paper  

road: path 

 rode: past tense of "to ride"  

scene: place of an action; segment of a play  

seen :viewed; past participle of "to see"  

sense :perception, understanding  

since: measurement of past time; because  

sight: scene, view, picture  

site: place, location cite to document or quote (verb) 

 stationary :standing still 

 stationery:  writing paper 

 straight: unbending 

 strait: narrow or confining; a waterway  

taught :past tense of "to teach" 

 taut: tight  

than:  besides  

then:  at that time; next their possessive form of  

"they" : there in that place 

 they're:  contraction for "they are"  

through : finished; into and out of  

threw : past tense of "to throw" 
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 thorough complete  

to :toward  

too :also; very (used to show emphasis)  

two: number following one  

track :course, road  

tract :pamphlet; plot of ground  

waist :midsection of the body  

waste :discarded material; to squander 

 waive :forgo, renounce  

wave: flutter, move back and forth  

weak: not strong  

week: seven days 

 weather: climatic condition  

whether: if  

wether: a neutered male sheep 

 where: in which place  

were: past tense of "to be"  

which :one of a group  

witch :female sorcerer  

whose :possessive for "of who"  

who's :contraction for "who is"  

your :possessive for "of you"  

you're: contraction for "you are" 

 yore: time long past  

 

 

A few words similar in pronunciation,    different in spelling and meaning. 
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IV. SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS 

Synonym – A word or phrase that means exactly or nearly the same as another word or 

phrase.  

Antonym – An antonym is a word that is the opposite meaning of another. 

WORD SYNONYM     

 

ANTONYM 

1. Devoid Lacking, empty, 

bereft 

Full, complete, replete 

2. Enigma Puzzle, mystery, 

riddle 

Clarity, comprehensibility, 

discernment 

3. Penchant Fondness, liking, 

inclination 

Dislike, hatred, antipathy 

4. Hilarious Funny, lively, 

humorous 

Boring, sad, grave 

5. Scowl Frown, grimace, 

glower,  

Grin, smile 

6. Sagacity  Wisdom, 

acumen, 

astuteness 

Ignorance, stupidity, ineptness 

7. Adept Skilled, 

accomplished, 

proficient 

Incompetent, clumsy, awkward, 

unskilled 

8. Ostentatious Flashy, showy, 

flamboyant, 

conspicuous 

Modest, moderate, plain, quiet 

9. Alacrity Promptness, 

alertness, 

enthusiasm, 

fervor 

Apathy, indifference, 

disinclination, dullness 

10. Latent    Dormant, 

hidden, inherent, 

underlying  

Active, apparent, manifest, 

obvious 

11. Mitigate   Reduce, relieve, 

ease, diminish 

Worsen, aggravate, increase 

12. Strident Harsh, shrill, 

loud, jarring 

Quiet, soft, pleasant, low 

13. Elated Delighted, 

excited, 

overjoyed, 

euphoric 

Depressed, miserable, sad, 

sorrowful 

14. Extinct  Dead, obsolete, 

disappear, 

bygone 

Alive, extant, living, existing 

15. Rectitude Uprightness, 

honesty, 

integrity, 

goodness 

Deceit, dishonesty, evil, 

immorality 
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16. Audacious  Reckless, bold, 

daring, fearless 

Timid, afraid, fearful, meek 

17. Capricious  Unstable, 

impulsive, fickle, 

unpredictable 

Reasonable, steadfast, constant, 

stable, reliable 

18. Venerate  Revere, respect, 

admire, adore 

Denounce, despise, hate, detest 

19. Resolved  Determined, 

decide,  

Hesitate, forget, refuse 

20. Wield  Control, exercise, 

brandish 

Ignore, neglect, cease    

 

 

 

I) Against each key word are given some suggested meanings. Choose the word 

or phrase which is nearest in meaning to the key word. 

1) Aromatic 

a) Crippled    b) fragrant    c) sentimental    d) stinking 

2) Emulate 

a) Imitate      b) deny       c) question     d) discuss 

3) Devoid  

a) Stupid       b) lacking    c) evasive     d) hopeless 

4) Apposite 

a) Appropriate   b) highly unpleasant   c) foolish    d) painful 

5) Enigma 

a) Reply            b) puzzling    c) praise     d) sharp 

6) Ingenious 

a) Misleading    b) clever at inventing   c) intoxicated    d) alarm 

7) Fiasco 

a) Strength     b) success     c) failure      d) hope 

8) Penchant 

a) Disability     b) like    c) eagerness     d) dislike  

9) Impetuous 

a) Rash   b) pleasing     c) freezing     d) resourceful 

10) Extinct 

a) Dull     b) wonderful    c) obsolete d)   extant 

11) Cynosure 

a) Repel    b) threat     c) centre of attraction       d) rejoice 

12) Myriad 

a) Bright     b) imaginary     c) very great number     d) variety     

13) Nostalgic 

a) Indolent    b) diseased     c) homesick     d) soothing 

14) Ostentatious 
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a) Wealthy    b) talkative     c) showy      d) noisy 

15) Incredulous 

a) Superstitious    b) unreliable      c) unimaginative     d) skeptical 

16) Lurid 

a) Shocking     b) bright     c) abundant   d) happy 

17) Irk 

a) To scold   b) to make a wry face   c) to urge    d) to annoy 

18) Elated 

a) Debased   b) respectful    c) delighted     d) extremely unhappy 

19) Cache  

a) Lock    b) grappling hook    c) hiding place     d) automobile 

20) Incessant  

a) Irritated     b) overflowing     c) extreme   d) continue 

 

 

II) Identify the word that most closely matches the meaning of the underlined 

word. 

 

1) The pioneers who had endured the long winter welcomed the warm spring. 

_______________ 

A) missed   B. survived    C. closed          D. wanted   

2) The strawberries were bright scarlet in the middle of the green leaves. 

_______________ ____  

B) A. red       B. yellow      C. green         D. blue 

3) She hurled the ball across the field. 

A) Catch     B) hold      C) throw    D) play 

4) Ramya read a hilarious story yesterday. 

A) Funny   B) sad       C)  interesting      D) boring 

5) A man of few words, he is known for his brevity 

A) briefness     B) athleticism    C)  laughter     D )  skill 

6) The city council concurred with the excellent recommendations of the library 

committee. 

A)  agreed   B)  rejected     C)  argued      D) stopped 

7) George is adept with crossword puzzles. 

A)  miserable     B) skilled      C) close     D. bored 

8) She stamped into the room with a scowl on her face. 

A) Frown         B) stare         C) grin    D) smile 

9)  When your plan brings us great wealth, you will be rewarded for your sagacity.  

A)  good looks  B)  mistakes   C) intelligence     D) huge appetite for herbs 

10) No word must ever leak out about this military action! It has to be a clandestine 

operation in order to succeed.  

A)  Family    B) useful      C) dangerous       D) secret 

 

III) Pick out the word opposite or nearly so in the meaning of the given words. 

1) Erudite 
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a) Ignorant    b) unknown      c) illiterate      d) unfamiliar 

2) Latent 

a)  Hidden       b) forbidding         c) obvious      d) artificial 

3) Virtuous 

a) Vicious     b) vulgar    c) miserly     d) domestic 

4) Laudatory 

a) Cheerless      b) defamatory      c) quiet       de) inadmirable 

5) Gullible 

a) Unreliable     b) uncompanionable     c) rigid      d) distrustful 

6) Impeccable 

a)  reasonable      b) practical     c) repulsive     d) faulty 

7) Mitigate 

a) Expedite       b) worsen     c) slacken      d) repair 

8) Callous 

a) Hardened    b) soft        c) sensitive        d) compact 

9) Fantastic 

a) Illusion         b) real       c) wonderful           d) economical 

10) Kith 

a) Relative       b) son        c) strangers          d) outfit 

11)  Ponderous 

a) Simple       b) thoughtless     c) empty      d) light 

12) Immaculate 

a) Up-to-date      b) significant      c) untidy      d) expressive 

13) Gratify 

a) Defeat         b) distress      c) frustrate        d) discourage 

14) Arduous 

a) Difficult     b) easy         c) gluttony        d) exertion 

15) Baffle 

a) Make way   b) thwart     c) confuse     d) substitute 

16) Exalt 

a) Ennoble      b) glorify      c) extol        d) depreciate 

17) Odious 

a) Familiar     b) pleasant    c) insignificant   d) cacophony 

18) Strident 

a) Musical      b) pleasant    c) melodious       d) stable 

19) Mundane 

a) Excellent    b) superior     c) heavenly        d) extraordinary 

20) Copious  

a) Plentiful     b) little           c) accommodative    d) abundant 

 

IV) Identify the word that is opposite in its meaning of the underlined word. 

1) Mountain gorillas are an endangered species. 

a) Threatened       b) perilous    c) hazard    d) protected 

2) He was a cruel and capricious tyrant. 
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a) Fickle       b) unstable     c) reliable       d) impulsive 

3) It is difficult to reason with an obstinate old man. 

a) Adamant     b) obdurate     c) unyielding    d) amenable 

4) He was a man of great political sagacity and formidable resolution. 

a) Wisdom    b) astuteness    c) acumen     d) ineptness 

5) Ramesh appears pompous but is a good man underneath. 

a) Modest      b)  imperious      c) overbearing      c) grandiloquent 

6) He is avaricious of power.  

a) Rapacious      b) covetous      c) greedy    d) generous 

7) The officer was supercilious and self-conceited.  

a) Humble     b) arrogant       c) disdainful       d) conceited 

8) The country has high unemployment and rampant inflation. 

a) Pervasive      b) unbridled       c) widespread    d) controlled 

9) The change in the policy led to the creation of a new, affluent middle class.  

a) Opulent     b) prosperous     c) propertied     d) poor 

10) Please don’t omit any details, no matter how trivial they may seem.  

a) Petty       b) insignificant      c) negligible     d) important 

 

A word which gives opposite meaning is called ANTONYM. 

SOME EXAMPLES OF ANTONYMS: 

 Achieve    X Fail 

 Idle x X Active 

 Afraid – X  Confident 

 Ancient  X  Modern 

 Arrive X Depart 

 Arrogant X Humble 

 Ascend X Descend 

 Attack X Defend 

 Blunt X Sharp 

 Brave X Cowardly 

 Cautious  X Careless 

 Complex  X Simple 

 Compliment X  Insult 

 Crazy  X Sane 

 Crooked X  Straight 

 Decrease X  Increase 

 Demand X – X Supply 

 Destroy  X Create 

 Divide X  Unite 

 Drunk X  Sober 

 Expand X  Contract 

 Freeze X  Boil 

 Full X   Empty 

 Generous X –Stingy 

 Giant  X Dwarf 

 Gloomy X Cheerful 

 Guilty  X Innocent 

 Hire – X Fire 

 Include X –Exclude 

 Individual X Group 
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 Innocent X Guilty 

 Knowledge X  Ignorance 

 Liquid  X Solid 

 Major X Minor 

 Marvelous X  Terrible 

 Mature X Immature 

 Maximum X - Minimum 

 Noisy X  Quiet 

 Optimist X - Pessimist 

 Ordinary X Extraordinary 

 Partial  X Complete 

 Passive X Active 

 Permanent X Unstable 

 Plentiful  X Sparse 

 Positive  X Negative 

 Powerful X – Weak 

 Praise – X Criticism 

 Private X Public 

 Problem X – Solution 

 Professional X Amateur 

 Profit X Loss 

 Quality X Inferiority 

 Random X  Specific 

 Rigid  X Flexible 

 Segregate X  Integrate 

 Shame X Honor 

 Simple X  Complicated 

 Single X Married 

 Strength X Weakness 

 Sunny  X Cloudy 

 Superb X  Awful 

 Temporary X  Permanent 

 Timid X  Bold 

 Toward X Away 

 Tragic X  Comic 

 Transparent X  Opaque 

 Triumph X  Defeat 

 Union X  Separation 

 Unique  X Common 

 Upset  X Relaxed 

 Urge X Deter 

 Vacant  X Occupied 

 Vague X  Definite 

 Vertical X  Horizontal 

 Villain  X Hero 

 Visible X Invisible 

 Wax X Wane 

 Wealth  X Poverty 

 

A word which gives same meaning is called SYNONYM. 

 

 Awful =Terrible 

 Begin= Commence 
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 Beneficial = Favourable 

 Calm=Tranquil 

 Contemporary = Modern 

 Dangerous: Perilous 

 Delicious= Scrumptious 

 Deceptive= Misleading 

 Dicey= Risky 

 Dubious= Doubtful 

 Everlasting= Eternal 

 Fortunate=Lucky 

 Get:= Acquire 

 Hearsay= Rumour 

 Hypothesis= Speculation 

 Idea= Notion 

 Impassive=Emotionless 

 Important= Vital 

 Jealous =Envious 

 Knowingly= Deliberately 

 Lazy= Sluggish 

 Lethal= Deadly 

 Lucid = Clear 

 Madness=  Insanity 

 Mendacity= Lying 

 Mischievous= Prankster 

 Notify= Inform 

 Nugatory=  Worthless 

 Obdurate= Stubborn 
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 Obsolete= Out of date 

 Passable= Satisfactory 

 Preceding= Previous 

 Predicament= Dilemma 

 Priority= Precedence 

 Quiet= Soundless 

 Quite= Fairly 

 Reminiscence=Memory 

 Remorse= Regret 

 Remote= Isolated 

 Scared= Frightened 

 Significant= Meaningful 

 Story= Tale 

 Substantially= Considerably 

 Temper= Mood 

 Torpid= Lethargic 

 Transitorily= Temporary 

 Untimely= Premature 

 Vain=Useless 

 Wrong= Erroneous 

 Zenith= Peak 
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V. PHRASAL VERBS: 
A group of words which do not stand for literary meaning rather they mean for some 

other meaning. The following is an extensive list of phrasal verbs.  

 

PRACTICE SET 

A. Sentence form 

Choose the exact meaning of the idioms / phrases 

1. When I saw him in the morning, he looked like a duck in a thunderstorm.  

       (a) Entrapped 

       (b)  Distressed 

        (c)  Indomitable 

        (d)  Peaceful 

         (e) Timid 

    2. Our school is within a stone’s throw of the railway station. 

        (a) Very far-off 

         (b) With a certain radius 

         (c) At a short distance 

        (d) Within a definite circumference 

   3. He burnt his fingers by interfering in his neighbor’s affair. 

       (a) Got himself into trouble 

       (b) Burnt himself 

       (c) Got himself insulted 

       (d) Got rebuked 

    4. For the first week, the apprentice felt like a fish out of water 

      (a) Frustrated 

       (b) Homeless 

       (c) Disappointed  

       (d) Uncomfortable 

 5.  His friends failed to see why he should ride the high horse just because he had                       
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        Won an election  

(a) Become abnormal 

(b) Appear  arrogant 

(c)  Indulge in dreams 

(d)  Hate others 

   6. It is out of the question for only to have a quiet meal with a set of ultras around     

       Him 

(a) Unthinkable 

(b)  Impossible 

(c)  Unbecoming 

(d)  indecent 

   7. May car broke down on way to college yesterday. 

       (a) Met with an accident 

       (b) Broke into pieces 

       (c) Stopped due to mechanical failure 

       (d) Dashed against another vehicle 

   8. The prices are going up by leaps and bounds 

       (a) Irregularly  

       (b) Gradually 

       (c) Rapidly 

       (d) Systematically 

   9. We kept our fingers crossed till the final results were declared 

      (a) Waited expectantly 

    (b) Kept praying 

    (c) Felt scared 

    (d) Kept hopeful 

 

 

  10. to fish in troubled waters 

     (a) To make the most in a bad situations  

     (b) To disturb others 
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     (c) To do something silly 

     (d) To try to find out an impossible object 

B. Direct Multiple Choice 

Choose the exact meaning of idiomatic expressions/phrases. 

 1 .between the devil and the deep sea 

(a)  To be in a dilemma 

(b)  To be in a temper 

(c) To choose correctly 

(d) To live dangerously   

 2.   Black sheep 

(a) A costly item 

(b)  A dark shinny object 

(c) An unworthy person 

(d) A funny man  

3. Lion’s share 

(a)  No share at all 

(b) Greater share of a thing  

(c) Miserly 

(d) Very small item 

   4. In a nutshell   

(a) Cheaply 

(b) In a very short form or in a few words 

(c) Very rapidly 

(d) Very Weakly 

  5. Child’s play 

(a) A very easy thing  

(b) A very cheap thing  

(c)  funny thing  

(d) Things that can be done without ant cost 

 

 

 

Phrasal Verb Meaning Example 

abide by 
To respect or obey a decision, a 

law or a rule 

If you want to keep your job here, you must abide 

by our rules. 
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Phrasal Verb Meaning Example 

account for To explain, give a reason I hope you can account for the time you were out! 

add up To make sense, seem reasonable The facts in the case just don’t add up. 

advise against 
To recommend not doing 

something 

I advise against walking alone in this 

neighborhood. 

agree with 
To have the same opinion as 

someone else. 
I agree with you. I think you should go as well. 

allow for To take into consideration 
We need to allow for unexpected charges along the 

way. 

appeal to 1. To plead or make a request 

2. To be attractive or interesting 

1. He appealed to the court to change its decision. 

2. A vacation of sunbathing doesn’t appeal to me. 

apply for 
To make a formal request for 

something (job, permit, loan etc.) 
He applied for a scholarship for next semester. 

back away 
To move backwards, in fear or 

dislike 
When he saw the bear, he backed away in fright. 

back down To withdraw, concede defeat 
Local authorities backed down on their threats to 

build on that part of the beach. 

back up 

1. To give support or 

encouragement 

2. To make a copy of (file, 

program, etc.) 

1. I’m going to be very strict with him. I hope 

you’ll back me up on this? 

2. You should back up all your computer files in a 

secure location. 

bank on 
To base your hopes on something / 

someone 
I’m banking on you to help with the charity event. 

black out To faint, lose consciousness Jenna fell in the parking lot and blacked out. 

block off To separate using a barrier. 
The police blocked off the street after the 

explosion. 

blow up 
1. To explode 

2. To get angry 

1. Tommy blew up the red balloon. 

2. Don’t blow up at me. It’s not my fault. 

boil down to To be summarized as It all boils down to who has more power. 

boot up 
To start a computer by loading an 

operating system or program 

You need to boot up your computer before you 

begin to work. 

break away To separate from a crowd One of the wolves broke away from his pack. 

break down 

1. To go out of order, cease to 

function 

2. To lose control of one’s 

emotions 

1. The washing machine broke downso we had to 

call in the repair technician. 

2. John broke down when he heard the news. 
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Phrasal Verb Meaning Example 

break into To enter by force Burglars broke into my car last night. 

break out To start suddenly 
Rioting broke out after the government raised the 

fuel prices again. 

break out of To escape from a place by force Several prisoners broke out of jail. 

break up 
To come to an end (marriage, 

relationship) 

She broke up with Daniel after dating him for five 

years. 

bring up To raise (a child) Sara is bringing up her children by herself. 

brush up on 
To improve, refresh one’s 

knowledge of something 

I must brush up on my French before going to 

Paris next month. 

bump into 
To meet by chance or 

unexpectedly 
I bumped into Adam at the bank. He says “hello”. 

burn out 

1. stop (something) working 

2. become exhausted from over-

working 

1. The light bulb burnt out. Please change it. 

2. She needs to work fewer hours. Otherwise she 

will burn out. 

call back To return a phone call Could please call back in ten minutes? 

call off To cancel The game was called off because of bad weather. 

calm down 
To become more relaxed, less 

angry or upset 

It took Kylie several hours to calm down after she 

saw the accident. 

carry on To continue 
The soldiers carried on walking in order to get to 

their post before dark. 

carry out 

1. To do something as specified (a 

plan, an order, a threat) 

2. To perform or conduct (test, 

experiment) 

1. His orders were carried out to the letter. 

2. That company does not carry outtests on 

animals. 

check in To register at a hotel or airport 
They said I must check in at least three hours 

before my flight. 

check out 

1. To pay one’s bill and leave (a 

hotel) 

2. To investigate 

1. Donna checked out of the hotel this morning. 

2. I don’t know if this price is correct. 

I’ll check it out online. 

clam up To refuse to speak 
When the police started asking questions, the 

suspect clammed up. 

clamp down on 
To act strictly to prevent 

something 

The local authorities have decided to clamp down 

on illegal parking in handicapped parking places. 

come across 

1. To find by chance 

2. To appear, seem, make an 

impression 

1. I was cleaning up and came acrosssome old 

photos of you. 

2. The politician came across as a complete fool 

during the TV interview. 

come forward To present oneself 
Has the owner of the winning lotto ticket come 

forward? 

count on To rely or depend on (for help) You can count on me to keep your secret. 
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Phrasal Verb Meaning Example 

cut down on To reduce in number or size 
I’ve decided to cut down on the amount of sweets 

I eat. 

cut out 
1. To remove using scissors 

2. To stop doing something 

1. She cut out a coupon from the newspaper. 

2. You need to cut out all red meat from your diet. 

deal with 
To handle, take care of (problem, 

situation) 
Catherine is not good at dealing with stress. 

die down To calm down, become less strong 
After the storm died down, we went outside to see 

the damage it had caused. 

do without To manage without 
She didn’t get a salary this month, so she’ll have 

to do without extra treats. 

drag on To last longer than expected 
The suspect’s trial dragged on longer than we had 

expected! 

draw up 
To write (contract, agreement, 

document) 
They drew up a contract and had me sign it. 

dress up wear elegant clothes 
Their wedding gave us a chance to dress upand get 

out of the house. 

drop in 
To visit, usually on the way 

somewhere 

Why don’t you drop in to see us on your way 

home? 

drop off 

1. To deliver someone or 

something 

2. To fall asleep 

1. I’ll drop off the papers later today. 

2. I often drop off in front of the TV. 

drop out To leave school without finishing Zack dropped out of college and joined the army. 

ease off 
To reduce, become less severe or 

slow down (pain, traffic, work) 
Traffic usually eases off about 7pm 

end in 
To finish in a certain way; result 

in 
Her marriage ended in divorce. 

end up 
To finally reach a state, place or 

action 

If you don’t improve your work habits, you’ll end 

up being fired. 

fall through To fail; doesn’t happen 
His plans to trek through South America fell 

through when he got sick. 

figure out To understand, find the answer 
He’s trying to figure out how to earn enough 

money to go on the trip to Spain. 

fill out 
To complete (a form/an 

application) 

Please fill out the enclosed form and return it as 

soon as possible. 

find out To discover or obtain information 
I’m going to to find out who’s responsible for the 

power cut. 

focus on To concentrate on something 
Tom had difficultty focusing on work the day 

before his holiday started. 

get along (with) 
To be on good terms; work well 

with 

It’s important to get along with your team 

supervisor. 
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Phrasal Verb Meaning Example 

get at To imply 
What are you getting at? Do you think I’m to 

blame? 

get away To escape I think we should get away for the weekend. 

get by To manage to cope or to survive Students without jobs have a hard time getting by. 

get in To enter When did you get in last night? 

get into (+noun) To enter How did you get into your car without the keys? 

get off 
1. To leave (bus, train, plane) 

2. To remove 

1. You should get off the train in Kings Heath. 

2. I can’t get the ink stain off my shirt. 

get on To board (bus, train, plane) I’m trying to get on the flight to Brussels. 

get on with 

(something) 
To continue to do; make progress 

After they split up, she had a hard time getting on 

with her life. 

get on (well) with 

(somebody) 
To have a good relationship with 

He doesnt get on very well with the other members 

of the committee. 

get out To leave 
He had a hard time getting out of Newark because 

of the snow? 

get out of To avoid doing something Edna’s trying to get out of working the night shift. 

get over 
To recover from (illness, 

disappointment) 
Has she gotten over the flu? 

get over 
To recover from (illness, 

disappointment) 

Mary had the chickenpox last week but she got 

over it. 

get rid of To eliminate Please get rid of that old t-shirt. It’s so ragged. 

get together To meet each other Let’s get together for your birthday on Saturday. 

get up To rise, leave bed 
Will you please get up? You’ve got a class in 20 

minutes. 

give in 
1. To cease opposition; yield 

2. To To hand in; submit 

1. We will never give in to the terrorists’ demands. 

2. I’ll give in my paper tomorrow. 

give up To stop doing something Morris gave up drinking 10 years ago. 

go through To experience 
Andy went through a lot of pain after his mother 

died. 

grow up 
To spend one’s childhood; 

develop; become an adult 
He’s like Peter Pan. He never really grew upat all. 

hand in To submit (report, homework) Please hand in your papers before Friday. 

hand out To distribute 
Susan volunteered at the shelter where she handed 

out warm clothes. 

hang out 
To spend time in a particular place 

or with a group of friends 

Which pub does the team hang out at after the 

game? 

hang up To end a phone conversation If you hang up now, I’ll never speak to you again. 
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Phrasal Verb Meaning Example 

hold on 
1. To wait 

2. To grip tightly 

1. Please hold on and a representative will answer 

your call. 

2. She was so scared on the rollercoaster ride that 

she held on for dear life. 

hurry up To be quick, act speedily 
Hurry up and finish your lunch or we’ll miss the 

train. 

iron out 
To resolve by discussion, 

eliminate differences 

The two countries met at the conference to iron 

out their differences. 

join in To participate 
Yes David, you can join in the discussion any time 

you like. 

join up 

1. To engage in, become a 

member of 

2. To meet and unite with 

1. There was a war on, so some kids were only 

sixteen when they joined up. 

2. Let’s separate now and join up later at the 

restaurant. 

keep on To continue doing something 
If you keep on making that noise I will get 

annoyed. 

keep up with 
To stay at the same level as 

someone or something 

I read the paper every day to keep up with the 

news. 

kick off To begin, start The rugby match kicked off at 3 o’clock. 

leave out To omit, not mention 
Please check your form again and make sure 

nothing is left out. 

let down To disappoint 
I feel so let down because they promised me a 

puppy but all I got was a doll. 

look after To take care of 
Andy can you look after your sister until I get 

back? 

look down on To consider as inferior 
She’s such a snob. She always looks down 

on anyone who is poor. 

look on To be a spectator at an event 
If you don’t want to take part in the game you 

can look on for now. 

look for To try to find something Harry went to the shop to look for a new computer. 

look forward to 
To await or anticipate with 

pleasure 

I’m looking forward to my birthday. It’s in two 

days time. 

look up to To admire 
I always looked up to my father. He was a great 

man. 

make fun of To laugh at/ make jokes about It’s not nice to make fun of people in wheelchairs. 

make up To invent (excuse, story) 
That’s a good excuse. Did you make up it up 

yourself? 

mix up 
To mistake one thing or person for 

another 

She had so many cats that she kept mixing up their 

names. 

move in To arrive in a new home or office Did you hear? Our new neighbors are moving 
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Phrasal Verb Meaning Example 

in this afternoon. 

move out 
To leave your home/office for 

another one. 

When are you moving out? We need your office 

for the new guy. 

nod off To fall asleep 
You were so tired after the game that you nodded 

off on the couch. 

own up To admit or confess something Come on. Own up. We know you did it! 

pass away To die 
Your grandfather passed away peacefully in his 

sleep last night. 

pass out To faint 
He didn’t drink enough water so he passed out at 

the end of the race. 

pay back To reimburse I’ll pay you back as soon as I get the loan. 

put off To postpone, arrange a later date 
Don’t put off until tomorrow, what you can do 

today. 

put on To turn on, switch on It’s very dark in here. Please put on the light on. 

put out To extinguish 
The fire fighters were able to put out fire in ten 

minutes. 

put up 
To accommodate, give somebody 

a bed 

I can put you up until the weekend but then I’m 

going away. 

pick up To collect somebody 
I’ll pick you up at around 7:00 to take you to the 

airport. 

point out 
To indicate/direct attention to 

something 

As I already pointed out, there was a mistake in 

your calculation. 

rely on To count on, depend on, trust You can rely on me. I always arrive on time. 

rule out To eliminate 
Since he had a sound alibi, the 

police ruledhim out as a suspect. 

run away 
To escape from a place or 

suddenly leave 
He ran away from home and joined the circus. 

run into 
To meet by accident or 

unexpectedly (also: bump into) 

I’m so glad I ran into you. I need to ask you 

something. 

run out of To have no more of something. 
We’ve run out of milk. I’ll just pop next door to 

borrow some. 

set off To start a journey; Let’s set off early to miss the rush hour traffic. 

set up To start a business 
They set up their own company when they were 

still in high school. 

shop around To compare prices 
Don’t buy that. Let’s shop around and see if we 

can find something cheaper. 

show off To brag or want to be admired 
He’s such a show off. He has to tell everybody 

about his new computer. 

show up To appear/arrive I don’t think she’ll show up tonight. Her daughter 
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Phrasal Verb Meaning Example 

is sick. 

shut up (impolite) To be silent, stop talking Shut up, you’re spoiling the movie! 

sit down To take a seat I think you should sit down. It’s bad news. 

stand up To rise from a sitting position 
The whole stadium stood up for the national 

anthem. 

stick up for To defend 
My big brother always stuck up for me when I got 

into a fight. 

take after 
To resemble, in appearance or 

character 
Angie really takes after her grandmother. 

take care of To look after Please take care of my cat when I’m away. 

take off To leave the ground The plane will take off as soon as the fog lifts. 

take on To hire or engage staff I hear they’re taking on extra staff for this event. 

take out To remove; extract 
Please take out your mobile phones and turn them 

off. 

tell off To reprimand/criticize severely The coach told her off for not trying hard enough. 

think over To consider 
Take your time and think it over before you 

decide. 

try on 
To wear something to see if it 

suits or fits 
Go ahead, try it on and see if it fits? 

turn down To refuse I asked her out but she turned me down flat. 

use up 
To finish a product (so that there’s 

none left) 
Your parents used up all the coffee! 

watch out To be careful Watch out! There’s a dog in the road. 

wear out 
1. To become unusable 

2. To become very tired 

1. Julie wore out her shoes running the marathons. 

2. Julie was worn out after all that running. 

work out 

1. To do physical exercise 

2. To find a solution or calculate 

something 

1. You should work out twice a week at the gym. 

2. Can you work this out? I’m no good at math. 
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UNIT-II 
II. 1 Types of verbs:  

Verbs can be classified into many different groups according to their function. Here we 

are going to introduce the 3 main types of verbs: Action Verbs, Linking Verbs, and 

Helping Verbs. Can you identify what the underlined verbs in the following sentences 

are? And each action verb can be divided into three.  

(see(Verb-1) –                    saw(Verb 2-)                    seen(Verb3). 

Present verb  past verb participle verb (used with has, have, had) 

SUBJECT –VERB AND AGREEMENT: 

The auxiliary verbs are to be agreed with the main verb in the usage. 

11.2 A verb is a word which tells us where a person or a thing is doing. In other words, a verb 

tells us an action (work). A verb tells us an action, a state of being, or existence, or 

possession. We cannot frame a sentence without a verb. Verbs indicate thoughts and actions. 

We need nouns to name things and verbs to express what those things do. How to use the 

main verbs are explained through Tense tables. 

 

KINDS OF VERBS 

Verbs can be classified into two 

MAIN VERBS 

1. I am playing. (play- main verb) 

Again main verbs are classified  into two 

TRANSITIVE 

 

INTRANSITIVE 

 

AUXILARY VERBS 

I am playing. (am-auxiliary verb) 

Again Auxiliary verbs are classified into two 

PRIMARY VERBS MODAL or 

SECONDARY 
 

 

HOW TO UNDERSTAND TRANSITIVE VERBS:  

Eg: Ravindraran very fast.                                                                                                                                               

The plane rose to a great height. 

She is a smart girl. 

There are fifty students in the class. 

A verb which has an object is called a Transitive Verb. Sometimes a transitive verb may have 

two Objects. 

Sirigave a rupee. (What did she give? (She gave a rupee.) The answer to this question is 

called Direct object. It means rupee is the Direct Object. 

Siri gave a rupee to the beggar. (Whom did she give? (She gave to the beggar.) The answer to 

this question called Indirect object. It means to the beggar is Indirect object. 

A verb which has no Object is called an Intransitive Verb. 

He spoke for more than two hours. 
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The water is boiling. (In these two sentences we can’t give an answer to the questions 

starting with ‘What’, ‘Whom’.  

Verbs can be used both transitively and intransitively: 

Some verbs can function both transitively and intransitively. So it is not reasonable to classify 

a verb as transitive or intransitive, instead we should say that the verb is used transitively or 

intransitively. 

VERBS USED TRANSITIVELY   VERBS USED INTRANSITIVELY 

 He speaks the truth.    Sita speaks slowly. 

 The students rang the bell.   The bell rang loudly. 

 He flies kites.     A bird flies. 

 Verbs like Burn, Stop, Break and Open are other verbs which can be used both-

intransitively and transitively. 

TRANSITIVE       INTRANSITIVE 

She burnt her hand.      She burnt with guilt. 

He stops the car.      The car stops. 

She broke a bottle.      The bottle broke. 

Open all gates.       The office opens at ten o’clock. 

Passive voice is possible only with transitive verbs. 

Each main verb will be classified into three (Verb forms) 

VERB-1 

PRESENT 

ROOT VERB 

BASIC VERB 

VERB-II 

PAST 

VERB-III 

PAST PARTICIPLE 

GO WENT GONE 

WRITE WROTE WRITTEN 

SEE SAW SEEN 

EAT ATE EATEN 

SING SANG SUNG 

PUT PUT PUT 

CUT CUT CUT 

 These verb forms are again classified into strong verbs and weak verbs: 
 Verbs which undergo some vowel change or shift of vowel to form other forms of verbs are 

called Strong Verbs. Ex: GO - WENT- GONE 

  Verbs which undergo no vowel change or shift of vowel change is called Weak 

Verbs. 

Ex: PUT-PUT-PUT 

      CUT-CUT-CUT 
Note:  Verbs forming their past tense by adding ‘ed’,‘d’ or ‘t’ to the present tense (with or 

without any change in the vowel inside) are known as weak verbs. 

Examples are given below: 

Address, addressed, addressed 

Agree, agreed, agreed 

Apply, applied, applied 
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Beg, begged, begged 

Buy, bought, bought 

Burn, burnt, burnt 

 

II.  2.   AGREEMENT OF THE VERB 

 

 

Subject- Verb Agreement Subject-verb agreement refers to the relationship between 

the subject and the verb in a sentence. The verb has to agree with the subject in Person 

and Number. A singular subject takes a singular form of a verb and a plural subject takes 

a plural form of a verb. Consider the following sentences. 

 1) Mina teaches English. 

 2) Mina and Veena teach English.  

3)I teach English.  

4) Mina taught English. In the first sentence, 

 Mina-the subject is First Person Singular and the verb form teaches is used. 

 In the second sentence, the subject (Mina and Veena) is Third Person Plural and the 

verb teach is used. 

 In the third sentence, the subject (I) is First Person Singular and the verb teach is used. 

General rules of subject-verb agreement : 

1. Subjects and verbs must agree in number. This is the cornerstone rule that forms the 

background of the concept. The dog growls when he is angry. The dogs growl when they 

are angry.  

2. Prepositional phrases between the subject and verb usually do not affect agreement. 

E.g. The colours of the rainbow are beautiful. 

 3. When sentences start with “there” or “here,” the subject will always be placed after 

the verb, so care needs to be taken to identify it correctly. E.g. There is a problem with 

the balance sheet. Here are the papers you requested.  

4. If two subjects are joined by and, they typically require a plural verb form. E.g. The 

cow and the pig are jumping over the moon.  

5. The verb is singular if the two subjects separated by and refer to the same person or 

thing. E.g. Red beans and rice is my mom's favourite dish.  

6. If one of the words each, every, or no comes before the subject, the verb is singular. 

E.g. No smoking or drinking is allowed. Every man and woman is required to check in. 

 7. If the subjects are both singular and are connected by the words or, nor, neither/nor, 

either/or, and not only/but also the verb is singular. E.g. Jessica or Christian is to blame 

for the accident. 

8. The singular verb form is usually used for units of measurement or time. E.g. Four 

quarts of oil was required to get the car running.  

9.  If the subjects are both plural and are connected by the words or, nor, neither/nor, 

either/or, and not only/but also, the verb is plural. E.g. Dogs and cats are both 

available at the pound.  

10.  If one subject is singular and one plural and the words are connected by the words 

or, nor, neither/nor, either/or, and not only/but also, you use the verb form of the 

subject that is nearest the verb. E.g. Either the bears or the lion has escaped from 

the zoo. Neither the lion nor the bears have escaped from the zoo. 
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 11. Indefinite pronouns typically take singular verbs except for the pronouns (few, 

many, several, both, all, and some) that always take the plural form. E.g. Everybody 

wants to be loved. E.g. Few were left alive after the flood. 

 12. Collective nouns like herd, senate, class, crowd, etc. usually take a singular verb 

form. E.g. The crowd is turning restless. 

 13. Titles of books, movies, novels, etc. are treated as singular and take a singular verb. 

The Burbs is a movie starring Tom Hanks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have seen already how a verb from will be  used in the in each tense in UNIT-I 

UNIT-III AUXILARY VERBS 

III.1  

PRIMARY AUXILARIES 

Primary Auxiliaries can be divided as following:  

1. Verbs ‘to be’: is, am, are, was, were 

(is, am, are-used in present tense) 

(was, were-used in past tense) 

2. Verbs ‘to have’: has, have, had 

(has and have used in present perfect.) 

(had is used in past perfect) 

3. Verbs ‘to do’ does, do, did 

(does and do used to make negative and 

Interrogatives in the present tense) 

(did is used in the past tense to make 

negatives and interrogatives)  

MODAL OR SECONDRAY AUXIALRIES 

Modal Axially Verbs are verbs which ‘help’ 

other verbs to express a meaning: it is important 

to note that ‘modal verbs’ convey no meaning by 

themselves. 

  

 

A quick 

look at 

Auxiliar

y 

Verbs(P

rimary 

AV) 

Used IN Examples on(is, am ,are) Examples on (Does+Do)  

Is, am , 

are, Do, 

does 

Simple 

Present=does, do 

Is he going to market? 

Am I not reading a book? 

Is she not signing a song? 

Does he work now? 

Does she write an exam? 

Does she not write an 

Used to 

make 

Interrogativ
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He, she, 

it=Does 

I, We, 

They, 

You= 

Do 

Present 

Continuous=is,am

,are 

exam? es and 

Interro-

Negative 

sentences. 

Was 

,Were 

He, She, 

It, I=Was 

They, 

We, 

You=wer

e 

 

Past Continuous 

Tense  

Was he going to college? 

Was She coming to movie? 

Were they not going to movie? 

Were we look into the problem? 

 

 

--------   --------  ------- 

Used to 

make 

Interrogativ

es and 

Interro-

Negative 

sentences. 

Has, 

Have 

He, She, 

It=has 

I, 

We,They,

You=hav

e 

Present Perfect Has he gone to picture? 

Has he not gone to picture? 

Has she written an exam? 

Has she not written an exam? 

Have I done this? 

Have you seen this? 

They also used to indicate 

possession. 

He has a car. 

She has a house. 

I have a large house. 

 

Used to 

make 

Interrogativ

es and 

Interro-

Negative 

sentences. 

had 

had=he, 

she,it, 

i,we, 

they,you 

Past Perfect Had he gone to picture? 

Had he not gone to picture? 

Had I gone to picture? 

Had they seen movie? 

Had they not seen movie? 

 Also used to indicate 

possession. 

He had a car. 

She had a house. 

I had a new building. 

Used to 

make 

Interrogative

s and 

Interro-

Negative 

sentences 

 

MODAL  

VERBS 

 

USED FOR 

 

Examples   

 

Negatives 

 

May Seeking 

Permission, 

informal Requests, 

Present & Future 

possibilities, 

Expressing good 

wishes & desires in 

formal English. 

May I come in?    

May I go now? 

May I take your pen? 

May I borrow your book? 

May God bless you?                                        

I may not come in. 

I may not go now? 

We may not drive? 

 

Might Seeking 

Permission, 

expressing purpose, 

Might I borrow your car? 

Might I talk to my teacher? 

 

I might not borrow your car? 

We might not talk to her? 
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Requests, 

politeness, 

hesitation, lack of 

confidence,  

Present& Future 

possibilities, 

Expressing good 

wishes & desires in 

formal English. It 

stands for more 

politeness. 

Might is the past 

equivalent of 

‘may’. 

Might can be used 

in the conditional 

clauses. 

He asked if he might come in. 

 

 

 

Can Is used to express 

physical, mental 

ability/capacity/ca

pability. 

Can will be used 

for ‘Wh’ questions 

to express puzzle, 

impatience, anger 

of the speaker. 

Can also indicate 

‘circumstantial 

Possibility. 

I can solve this problem. 

We can swim this river. 

They can write this essay. 

What can he do? 

What can She say, I wonder? 

How can they resign? 

You can go there by road now. 

I cannot solve? 

We cannot solve? 

They cannot read? 

 

Could: 

 

 

It is a very good 

way of making 

request. It denotes 

more politeness 

and courteousness. 

Could you not lend me your car? 

Could you not send an application form? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Will 

1. The use of ‘will’ in second and third person denotes pure future actions. With first 

person ‘will’ denotes threat, warning, promise or determination : 

(a) He will go tomorrow   (b) You will work here 

don’t I will see you (threat, warning)  (d) I will pay you on Monday 

(promise) 

(e) I will achieve my goal (determination)  

(f) I will never speak to him (determination) 

2. ‘Will’ is also used for making formal request: 

 (a)  Will you close the door?  (b) Will you bring me a glass of 

water? 
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3. ‘Will’ also express probability in combination with all the persons. The negative 

form ‘will not (won’t) denotes refusal: 

 (a) I won’t’ go there  (b) He will not sanction your leave 

 don’t He will be in the park  (d) Today is 15
th
 Aug, schools will be closed 

4. ‘Won’t (will not) in interrogative sentence denotes ‘invitation’: 

 (a) Won’t you have a cup of tea ? (Invitation, I want you to have a cup of tea) 

 (b) Won’t you meet her?  (c) Won’t you stay for a day ? 

5. ‘Will’ is also used for commands and instructions: 

 (a) All the cadets will attend the parade.   (Instruction, 

command) 

 (b) The girls will not wear the shorts.   (Instruction, 

command) 

 don’t You will deliver the welcome speech.   (Instruction, 

command) 

6. ‘Will’ in third person denote a general habit: 

 (a) The women will not keep mum (habit) (b) The girls will talk (habit) 

 c. He will smoke (habit)  (d) The minister will come late (habit) 

III. Should 

1. ‘Should’ can be express: duty, responsibility, advice, probability, expectation, 

presumption, moral obligation and mild command: 

 (a) One should obey one’s elders.    (Duty) 

 (b) You should obey your parents.   (Moral obligation) 

 don’t The rich should help the poor.   (Expectation) 

 (d) You should work hard.    (Advice) 

 (e) You should find her in the play-ground.  (Probability) 

 (f) You should take care of your health.   (Advice) 

 (g) You should take care of your briefcase.  (Responsibility) 

 (h) You should complete your work every day (Mild command) 

 (i) He should be reading now.   (Probability) 

 (j) He should be worried about me.   (Presumption) 

 (k) They should be anxious about us.  (Presumption) 

2. ‘Should’ is also used for expressing purpose like ‘may and might’: 

 (a) I taught her so that she should pass.   (She might pass) 

 (b) I scolded him so that he should work hard.  (He might work 

hard) 

3. The use of ‘should’ in perfect tense denotes an obligation that was not fulfilled: 

 (a) He should have gone by morning bus.  (But de didn’t go) 
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 (b) She should have informed me about the incident.  (But she didn’t inform me) 

 Don’t Ramesh should have submitted the bills.  (But he didn’t 

submit) 

4. ‘Should’ is also used with ‘lest’ in following type of conditional sentences. ‘Lest’ 

means – ‘in case’ or ‘so that …… not’ 

 (a) Move fast lest you should miss the bus.     (b) Work hard lest you should fail. 

 

IV. Would 

1. For making request use of ‘would’ shows more politeness in comparison to 

‘will’, ‘would’ is more commonly used for requests. Would is also used to know 

the wishes of the others. 

 (a) Would you accompany me to the railway station?  (Polite request) 

 (b) Would you send me an application form?   (Polite request) 

 don’t Would you sing at the concert tomorrow?  (Willingness 

querry) 

2. ‘Would’ is also used to express : likelihood, presumption and probability : 

 (a) He would be in the field now.    (Likelihood) 

 (b) She would be in the club at this time.   (Probability) 

 don’t She would be cooking now.    (Likelihood) 

 (d) She would be about 80 now.    (Presumption) 

3. The use of ‘would’ with ‘rather’ shows preference: 

 (a) I would rather rest now. (b) I would rather study than see a movie. 

 don’t I would rather play than rest now. 

4. The use of ‘would’ in following construction shows strong desire / willingness: 

 (a) I wish, you would fight this election.   

 (b) I wish you would support her fully. 

 don’t I wish they would agree to this proposal. 

5. ‘Would’ is also used in conditional sentences for showing unreal imaginations: 

 (a) If I had one crore rupees, I would denote fifty lacs to the trust. 

 (b) If I had wings I would fly to Europe. 

 don’t If I were the king, I would make you my chief adviser. 

 (d) If a tiger came into the room, what would you do? 

6. The use of ‘would’ in following type of conditional sentences denotes the action 

which do not take place: 

 (a) If he had come to me I would have given him a job. (He didn’t come) 

 (b) If she had asked me I would have helped her. (But she didn’t ask me) 

7. ‘Would’ is the past tense form of ‘will’, it is used in indirect narrations too : 
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 (a) He told me that he would go to Jaipur the next day. 

 (b) He told me that she would not agree to the proposal. 

8. ‘Would you like…..?’  expresses  an invitation : 

 (a) Would you like a cup of tea ? (b) Would you like to come in ? 

 

 

UNIT –III Modal verbs:  

What are modal verbs? 

Modals (also called modal verbs, modal auxiliary verbs, modal auxiliaries) are special verbs which 

behave irregularly in English. They are different from normal verbs like "work, play, visit..." They 

give additional information about the function of the main verb that follows it. They have a great 

variety of communicative functions. 

Here are some characteristics of modal verbs: 

 They never change their form. You can't add "s", "ed", "ing"... 

 They are always followed by an infinitive without "to" (e.i. the bare infinitive.) 

 They are used to indicate modality allow speakers to express certainty, possibility, 

willingness, obligation, necessity, ability 

List of modal verbs 

Here is a list of modal verbs: 

can, could, may, might, will, would, shall, should, must 

The verbs or expressions dare, ought to, had better, and need not behave like modal auxiliaries to a 

large extent and my be added to the above list 

Use of modal verbs: 

Modal verbs are used to express functions such as: 

1. Permission 

2. Ability 

3. Obligation 

4. Prohibition 

5. Lack of necessity 

6. Advice 

7. possibility 

8. probability 
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Examples of modal verbs 

Here is a list of modals with examples: 

Modal Verb Expressing Example 

Must 

Strong obligation You must stop when the traffic lights turn red. 

logical conclusion / Certainty He must be very tired. He's been working all day 

long. 

must not Prohibition You must not smoke in the hospital. 

Can 

Ability I can swim. 

Permission Can I use your phone please? 

Possibility Smoking can cause cancer. 

Could 

ability in the past When I was younger I could run fast. 

polite permission Excuse me, could I just say something? 

Possibility It could rain tomorrow! 

May 

Permission May I use your phone please? 

possibility, probability It may rain tomorrow! 

Might 

polite permission Might I suggest an idea? 

possibility, probability I might go on holiday to Australia next year. 

need not 
lack of necessity/absence of 

obligation 

I need not buy tomatoes. There are plenty of 

tomatoes in the fridge. 

should/ought 

to 

50 % obligation I should / ought to see a doctor. I have a terrible 

headache. 

Advice You should / ought to revise your lessons 

logical conclusion He should / ought to be very tired. He's been 

working all day long. 
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had better Advice You 'd better revise your lessons 

Remember 

Modal verbs are followed by an infinitive without "to", also called the bare infinitive. 

Examples: 

 You must stop when the traffic lights turn red. 

 You should see to the doctor. 

 There are a lot of tomatoes in the fridge. You need not buy any. 

III.2        TENSES:  

There are four forms in the Present Tense.  

 

They are:  

 

1.SimplePresentTense.  

2. Present Continuous Tense.  

3. Present Perfect Tense.  

4. Present Perfect Continuous Tense.  

 

Let us see one by one.  

 

1.Simple Present Tense: 

 

The Simple Present Tense is used  

 

i. To indicate a habitual action.  

 

Examples: 

 

• He drinks tea every morning.  

• My father gets up at 6am everyday.  

• I go to college regularly.  

• The College celebrates its founder’s day on 7th June every year.  

 

ii. To express general truth.  

 

Examples: 

 

• The Sun rises in the east.  

• Two twos give four.  

• Honey is sweet.  

 

iii. To express a future event that is part of a fixed timetable.  
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Examples: 

 

• The match starts at 10am.  

• When does this shop reopen?  

• The next train arrives at 7.45am.  

 

iv. To introduce a quotation.  

 

Examples: 

 

• Keats says, ‘A thing of beauty is joy for ever’.  

• Bible says, ‘To forgive is divine’.  

 

 

2.Present Continuous Tense: 

 

The Present Continuous Tense is used  

 

i. For an action going on at the time of speaking.  

 

Examples: 

 

• She is writing a letter.  

• He is walking along the road.  

• They are discussing this problem.  

• We are playing foot-ball.  

 

3.Present Perfect Tense: 

 

The Present Perfect Tense is used  

 

i. To indicate activities that completed in the near past.  

 

Examples: 

 

• He has just gone out.  

• They have earned goodwill.  

• We have deposited the mount with a local bank.  

• The child has gone to bed.  

 

4. Present Perfect Continuous Tense: 

 

This Present Perfect Continuous Tense is used for an action which began at some time in 

the past and is still continuing.  

 

Examples: 
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• They have been building this bridge for the last seven months.  

• He has been working in this company for a long time.  

• They have been playing cricket since 5pm.  

• I have been writing a novel for the last one year.  

PAST TENSE:  

Past Tense is divided in to four. 

Simple Past: An action took place in the past and time of its action is known. 

He came to college yesterday. 

Past continuous: The past continuous tense is formed by combining the past tense of to 

be (i.e., was/were) with the verb's present participle (-ing word). There are many 

situations in which this verb tense might be used in a sentence. For example, it is often 

used to describe conditions that existed in the past. 

The bell rang when I was entering the gate.  

Past perfect: An action completed where timing is no so particular to mention. 

When two past actions took place at a time the first one will be used in the past perfect. 

He had completed the exam. 

The train left before he had reached the station.   

Future Tense indicates the actions to be happened in the future. 
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UNIT-II 

TENSE (BASIC INFORMATION TO UNDERSTAND VERBS) 

PRESENT TENSE 

 

KINDS OF SENTENCES 

Affirmative Sentence 

S+ v+  0bject 

He goes to college daily. 

She comes to market 

regularly. 

It often works. 

Water boils I00 Degree 

Celcius. 

The sun sets in the west. 

The sunrises in the west. 

The moon shines in the 

sky. 

The Prime Minister visits 

India shortly. 

The king tells minister to 

punish the thief. 

They go to picture daily. 

 

Negative Sentence 

S+AV+Nega+V+Obj 

He does not go to college 

daily. 

She does not come to 

market regularly. 

 It does not often work? 

Water does not boil I00 

Degree Celcius? 

 The sun does not set in 

the west. 

The sun does not rise in 

the west. 

The moon does not shine 

in the sky. 

The Prime Minister does 

not visit India shortly. 

The king does not tell 

minister to punish the 

thief. 

They do not go to picture 

daily. 

 

 

Interrogative 

 

Does he go to college 

daily? 

Does she come to 

market regularly? 

 Does it often work? 

Does Water boil I00 

Degree Celsius? 

Does the sun set in the 

west. 

Does the sunrise in the 

west? 

Does the moon shine in 

the sky? 

Does the Prime Minister 

visit India shortly? 

Does the king tell 

minister to punish the 

thief? 

Do they go to picture 

daily? 

 

 

Interro Negative sentence 

 

Does he not go to college 

daily? 

Does she not come to 

market regularly? 

 Does it not often work? 

Does Water not boil I00 

Degree Celsius? 

Does the sun not set in the 

west? 

Does the sun not rise in 

the west? 

Does the moon not shine 

in the sky? 

Does the Prime Minister 

not visit India shortly? 

Does the king not Stell 

minister to punish the 

thief? 

Do they not go to picture 

daily? 

 

 

 

 

 Present Tense The use of verb. Examples 

Itis used to express –  

Habitual Action, Routine 

Actions, universal truths, 

Narrating incidents in the past, 

designed future plans and so on. 

 

 

First verb is to be used. 

Ex:- V1              V2             V3 

Go            went         gone  

See           saw          seen 

Write       wrote     written    

 

  Add –‘s’ or – ‘es’ to the third 

person singular.  

………………………………..  

Auxiliaries used.  

Does- He, She, It(third person 

singular) 

Do- I, We, You, They 

 

He goes to college daily. 

She comes to market regularly. 

It often works. 

Water boils I00 Degree Celsius. 

The sun sets in the west. 

The sunrises in the west. 

The moon shines in the sky. 

The Prime Minister visits India 

shortly. 

The king tells minister to punish 

the thief. 

I go to Chennai next week. 

We drink coffee every day. 

Clue Words 

 

Every, daily, every, usually, 

generally, often, regularly, 

always, etc  
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     PRESENT CONTINOUS TENSE 

 

KINDS OF SENTENCES 

Affirmative Sentence 

 

He is going to college 

now. 

She is coming to market 

at present. 

It is crossing the road, 

see. 

Don’t disturb me, I am 

doing work. 

They are crossing the 

road, wait. 

We are playing now. 

You are looking at the 

sky. 

 

Negative Sentence 

 

He is not going to 

college now. 

She is not coming to 

market at present. 

It is not crossing the 

road, see. 

 I am not doing work. 

They are not crossing 

the road, wait. 

We are not playing now. 

You are not looking at 

the sky. 

 

Interrogative 

 

Is he going to college 

now? 

Is she coming to market 

at present? 

Is it crossing the road, 

see? 

 Am I doing work? 

Are they crossing the 

road? 

Are we playing now? 

Are you looking at the 

sky? 

 

 

Interro Negative 

 

Is he not going to 

college now? 

Is she not coming to 

market at present? 

Is it not crossing the 

road, see? 

 Am I not doing work? 

Are they not crossing 

the road? 

Are we not playing 

now? 

Are you not looking at 

the sky? 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Present continuous  Tense The use of verb. Examples 

Itis used to express – an action 

happening just before our eyes, at 

the time of our talking and 

listening. 

 

Verb  +ing form  

Ex: is going—he,she,it 

      Am going-I 

     Are going-WE, YOU, THEY 

………………………………….. 

Auxiliaries used.  

is- He, She, It(third person 

singular) 

am- I(first person singular) 

are-  We, You, They(third 

person plural) 

 

He is going to college now. 

She is coming to market at 

present. 

It is crossing the road, see. 

Don’t disturb me, I am doing 

work. 

They are crossing the road, wait. 

We are playing now. 

You are looking at the sky. 

 

Clue Words 

Now, at present, look, stop, wait, 

don’t, see, etc 
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PRESENT PERFECT TENSE 

 

KINDS OF SENTENCES 

Affirmative Sentence 

S+AV+V3+Ob 

He has gone to college 

just now. 

She has come to market 

just now. 

It has crossed the road 

just now. 

 I have done the work 

just now. 

They have crossed the 

road just now. 

We have played just 

now. 

You have looked just 

now. 

 

Negative Sentence 

S+AV+N+V3+Ob 

He has not gone to 

college just now. 

She has not come to 

market just now. 

It has not crossed the 

road just now. 

 I have not done the 

work just now. 

They have not crossed 

the road just now. 

We have not played just 

now. 

You have not looked 

just now. 

 

Interrogative 

AV+S+V3+Ob 

Has he gone to college 

just now? 

Has she come to market 

just now? 

Has it crossed the road 

just now? 

 Have I done the work 

just now? 

Have y they crossed the 

road just now? 

Have we played just 

now? 

Have you looked just 

now? 

 

Interro Negative 

AV+S+N+V3+Ob 

Has he not gone to 

college just now? 

Has she not come to 

market just now? 

Has it not crossed the 

road just now? 

 Have I not done the 

work just now? 

Have y they not crossed 

the road just now? 

Have we not played just 

now? 

Have you not looked 

just now? 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Present Perfect Tense The use of verb. Examples 

Itis used to express – an action 

happened or completed just now. 

 

Verb 3  

Ex: HAS +GONE 

 HAVE +GONE 

Auxiliaries used: 

Auxiliaries used.  

Has- He, She, It(third person 

singular) 

Have-  We, You, They, I 

 

He has gone to college just now. 

She has come to market just now. 

It has crossed the road just now. 

 I have done the work just now. 

They have crossed the road just 

now. 

We have played just now. 

You have looked just now. 

 

Clue word: Just now 
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PRESENT PERFECT CONTINOUS TENSE 

 

     KINDS OF SENTENCES 

Affirmative Sentence 

He has been going to 

college since two years. 

She has been coming to 

market for two years. 

It has been  crossing the 

road for two hours 

 I have been doing the 

work for two weeks. 

They have been crossing 

the road for two years. 

We have been playing 

the chess since two 

hours. 

You have been playing 

the chess for two weeks 

 

Negative Sentence 

He has not been going 

to college since two 

years. 

She has not been 

coming to market for 

two years. 

It has not been  crossing 

the road for two hours 

 I have not been doing 

the work for two weeks. 

They have not been 

crossing the road for 

two years. 

We have not been 

playing the chess since 

two hours. 

You have  not been 

playing the chess for 

two weeks 

 

 

Interrogative 

 

Has he been going to 

college since two years? 

Has she been coming to 

market for two years? 

Has it been crossing the 

road for two hours? 

 Have I been doing the 

work for two weeks? 

Have they been crossing 

the road for two years? 

Have we been playing 

the chess? 

Have you been playing 

the chess since two 

hours? 

 

 

Intero Negative 

 

 

Has he not been going 

to college since two 

years? 

Has she not been 

coming to market for 

two years? 

Has it not been crossing 

the road for two hours? 

 Have I not been doing 

the work for two weeks? 

Have they not been 

crossing the road for 

two years? 

Have we not been 

playing the chess? 

Have you not been 

playing the chess since 

two hours? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PresentPerfectcontinuousTense The use of verb. Examples 

Itis used to express – an action 

began in the past and is still 

continuing in the present. 

 

Verb 1+ING  

Ex:   

Auxiliaries used: 

         HAS BEEN –- HE, 

SHE,IT 

HAVE BEEN --

I,WE,THEY,YOU 

……………………………

……… 

 

He has been going to college since two 

years. 

She has been coming to market for two 

years. 

It has been crossing the road for two 

hours. 

 I have been doing the work for two 

weeks. 

They have been crossing the road for 

two years. 

We have been playing the chess since 

two hours. 

You have been playing the chess for 

two weeks. 

 

Clue word: Just now 

Since/ for 
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PAST TENSE 

KINDS OF SENTENCES 

Affirmative Sentence 

S + V2 + Object 

________________ 

He +wrote+ a letter. 

 

She sang a song. 

 

It worked last night. 

They went to market 

We went for a picnic last 

month. 

You went to market last 

night. 

Negative Sentence 

S+A.V + Negative + V1 + 

obje 

________________ 

He +did+ not+ write+ a 

letter. 

 

She did not sing a song. 

 

It did not work last night 

They did not go to market. 

We did not go for a Picnic 

last month. 

You did not go to market 

last night. 

Interrogativve 

Did + Sub + Vi+Objec+? 

Did + he+ write+ a letter? 

 

Did she sing a song? 

 

Did it work last night? 

 

Did they go to market? 

Did we go for picnic last 

night? 

Did you go to market last 

night? 

Interro Negative 

Did + he+ not + Sub + 

V1+object +?        

__________________ 

Did+ he +not+ watch TV? 

 

Did she not sing a song? 

Did it not work last night? 

Did they not go to market 

last night? 

Did we not go for picnic 

last night? 

Did you not go for market 

last night? 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simple Past Tense The use of verb. Examples 

To refer to a past event or action 

happened in definite time. 

To mean a habitual action in the 

past. 

 

Second form of verb 

   V1              V2        V3 

   Go  -        went-      gone 

Write-       wrote-   written 

Eat   -        ate-       eaten 

Come -      came-     come 

Speak  -     spoke-   spoken 

Sing   -       sang-     sung 

Make -        made-  made 

See  -         saw-    seen 

Like  -        liked-   liked 

Play -       played-  played 

Cook-       cooked-  cooked 

Take-      took-      taken 

Move-      moved-   moved 

Paint-      painted- painted 

 

1.  He went to Jaipur yesterday. 

 

2. I wrote her a letter two days 

ago. 

 

3) India defeated Pakistan 

Long time ago. 

 

4) He wrote a book two years ago. 

 

5) Ramesh studied four hours 

back. 

6) We got independence in 1947. 

Clue Words to Identify. 

Yesterday, ago, back, last or 

mention of any past year 

 

Auxiliary verb to form -negatives 

and interrogatives are(DID) 
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PAST CONTINUOUS 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE 

To refer to an action in progress at 

some time in the past. 

Clue words :(when/while) 

Auxilary verbs to form negatives 

and interrogatives. 

Was / were 

The use of Verb. 

First verb+ing 

Go+ing 

Take+ing 

Auxilaryverbs:Was / were 

He,She,It(third person singular) 

and I(first person)=was 

They, we, you=were 

 

Examples 

1. He was reading a book in the 

morning. 

2. When I saw her, she was 

going to market. 

3. They were playing cricket. 

4. Ram was writing a letter. 

5. The boy was playing while I 

called him. 

 

Affirmative Sentence 

S + V2 + Object 

My friend was waiting 

for me. 

She was reading a novel. 

When I saw her, she was 

singing a song. 

It was thundering. 

Ram was playing chess. 

Negative Sentence 

S+A.V + Negative + 

V1.ing + Object 

My friend was not 

waiting for me. 

She was not reading a 

novel. 

When I saw her, she was 

not singing a song. 

IT was not thundering 

Ram was not playing 

chess. 

 

Interrogative 

A.V + V1+ing +O+? 

Was my friend not 

waiting for me? 

Were they playing 

cards? 

Was she singing, when I 

saw her? 

Was it thundering, 

When I saw her? 

Was Ram playing 

chess? 

Inturo Negative 

A.V + S + V1ing + O 

 

Was my friend not 

going to market? 

Were they not playing 

cards? 

Was she not singing, 

when I saw her? 

Was it not thundering, 

When I saw her? 

Was Ram not playing 

chess? 
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PAST PERFECT TENSE: 

KINDS OF SENTNECES 

Affirmative Sentence 

I had talked 

 

We had talked 

 

You had talked 

 

He had talked 

 

She had talked 

They had talked. 

 

Negative Sentence 

I had not talked 

 

We had not talked 

 

You had not talked 

 

He had not talked 

 

She had not talked 

They had not talked. 

Interrogative 

Had I talked? 

Had we talked? 

Had you talked? 

Had he talked? 

Had he talked? 

Had they talked? 

 

Interro Negative 

Had I not talked? 

Had we not talked? 

Had you not talked? 

Had he not talked? 

Had she not talked? 

Had they not talked? 

 

 

 

 

 

Perfect Tense The use of verb. Examples 

The past perfect tense indicates 

an action completed in the past in 

relation to a later action in the 

past. 

 

Third form of verb is to be used. 

I      11          111 

Go – went – gone. 

 See- saw- seen 

Sing-sang-sung 

Put-  put – put 

Eat – ate- eaten 

Take-took-taken 

Come-came-come 

 

1.  She said that she had visited 

madras. 

 

2. Smith had worked in Warangal 

for three years before he was 

transferred. 

 

The train had left before we 

reached the station. 

 

He committed a murder and had 

escaped. 

 

The bell had rung before I 

reached the college. 

 

Clue Words to Identify. 

Before, after, already. 

 

Auxilary verbs to form negatives 

and interrogatives. 

Had -  I had 

           We had 

           You had 

      He, She, it= had 

          They had 
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PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSE 

KINDS OF SENTENCES 

Affirmative Sentence 

He had been working in the 

college for 15 years. 

She had been living in Bihar for 

two years. 

I knew that he had been riding 

the horse for many days. 

We had been coming to bridge 

course for two weeks. 

They had been coming to bridge 

course for two weeks. 

 

 

 

 

Negative Sentence 

He had not been working in the 

college for 15 years. 

She had not been living in 

Bihar for two years. 

I knew that he had not been 

riding the horse for many days. 

We had not been coming to 

bridge course for two weeks. 

They had not been coming to 

bridge course for two weeks. 

 

 

 

Interrogative 

Had he  been working 

in the college for 15 

years? 

Had she  been living in 

Bihar for two years? 

Had I been riding the 

horse for many days? 

Had we been coming to 

bridge course for two 

weeks? 

Had they been coming 

to bridge course for two 

weeks? 

 

 

 

Interro Negative 

Had he not been 

working in the college 

for 15 years? 

Had she not been living 

in Bihar for two years? 

Had I not been riding the 

horse for many days? 

Had we not been coming 

to bridge course for two 

weeks? 

Had they not been 

coming to bridge course 

for two weeks? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Past Perfect Continuous Tense The use of verb. Examples 

 

The past perfect continuous tense 

is used to refer to some action 

that we began before a certain 

point in the past and continued 

till that time in the past. 

 

 

Auxiliary verb is to be used. 

 

Had is the auxiliary verb. 

 

Verb: 

Verb +ing form 

 

Eg: had been going’ 

      Had been singing 

      Had been working 

      Had been watching 

 

She had been living in Bihar for 

two years . 

We had been coming to bridge 

course for two weeks. 

He had been working in the 

college for 15 years. 

I knew that he had been riding 

the horse for many days. 

We had been coming to bridge 

course for two weeks. 

 

 

 

 

Clue Words 

SINCE, FOR 

Had Been + Vi+ing form 

 

Auxiliary verbs .  Had been 

   He, She, It=had been 

I, we, You, They=had been 
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SIMPLE FUTURE TENSE 

KINDS OF SENTENCE 

Affirmative Sentence 
Sub+will/shall+verb 1+ ob 

I shall talk 

We shall talk 

You will talk 

He will talk 

She will talk 

They will talk 

Negative Sentence 
sub+av+not+v1+ob 

I shall not talk 

We shall not talk 

You will not talk 

He will not talk 

She will not talk 

They will not talk 

 

 

Interrogative 
av+sub+v1+obj 

Shall I talk? 

Shall we talk? 

Will you talk? 

Will he talk? 

Will she talk? 

Will they talk? 

Interro-Negative 

av+sub+not+obj 

Shall I not talk? 

Shall we not talk? 

Will you not talk? 

Will he not talk? 

Will she not talk? 

Will they not talk? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simple Future Tense The use of verb. Examples 

 

The simple Future tense is used to 

indicate an action which takes place 

in future. 

 

First forms of verb is to be 

used 

 

S + Will / shall / +V1 + O 

 

He will come tomorrow. 

She will come by next train. 

It will function tomorrow. 

I shall meet him tomorrow. 

They will sell this all. 

We shall write the exam next 

week. 

Clue Words 

 

Tomorrow, next 

 

Auxilary verbs to form negatives. 

Will , Shall 

I shall, We shall,  

They will, He will, She will. 
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III. 3       FUTURE CONTINOUS TENSE 

 

Affirmative Sentence 

 

I shall be meeting him 

tomorrow. 

They will be selling this 

car by next Saturday. 

She will be going to 

Chennai next week. 

We shall be leaving to 

Delhi by next month 

 

 

Negative Sentence 

 

I shall not be meeting 

him tomorrow. 

They will not be selling 

this car by next 

Saturday. 

She will not be going to 

Chennai next week. 

We shall not be leaving 

to Delhi by next month. 

Interrogative 

 

Shall I  be meeting him 

tomorrow? 

Will they   be selling 

this car by next 

Saturday? 

Will She be going to 

Chennai next week? 

Shall We be leaving to 

Delhi by next month? 

 

 

Interro Negative 

 

Shall I not be meeting 

him tomorrow? 

Will they not be selling 

this car by next 

Saturday? 

Will She not be going to 

Chennai next week? 

Shall We not be leaving 

to Delhi by next month? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Future continuous Tense The use of verb. Examples 

 

IT is used to indicate a future 

action that is not deliberate or 

already decided upon and also 

used to indicate future events 

planned….   

 

 

First forms of verb is to be used 

 

S + Will be / shall be / +V1 + ing 

…………………………….. 

Auxilary verbs to form negatives. 

Will be, Shall be 

I shall be 

We shall be 

He will be 

She will be 

 

 

I shall be meeting him tomorrow. 

They will be selling this car by 

next Saturday. 

She will be going to Chennai 

next week. 

We shall be leaving to Delhi by 

next month. Clue Words 

 

By, next, tomorrow 
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FUTURE PERFECT TENSE    

  

 

Affirmative Sentence 

I shall have talked. 

We shall have talked. 

You will have talked. 

He will have talked. 

She will have talked. 

They will have talked. 

Negative Sentence 

I shall not have talked. 

We shall not have 

talked. 

You will not have 

talked. 

He will not have talked. 

She will not have talked. 

They will not have 

talked. 

 

 

Interrogative 

 

Shall I have talked? 

Shall we have talked? 

Will you have talked? 

Will he have talked? 

Will she have talked? 

Will they have talked? 

Interro- Negative 

Shall I have not talked? 

Shall we have not 

talked? 

Will you have not 

talked? 

Will he have not talked? 

Will she have not 

talked? 

Will they have not 

talked? 

 

FUTURE PERFECT CONTINOUS TENSE 

Future Perfect Tense The use of verb. Examples 

 

The Future Perfect tense is used 

to represent an action which will 

be completed by a certain Future 

time. 

 

 

Third form of verb is to be used. 

V3 

 

Ex:- V1              V2             V3 

       Go            went         gone       

Auxiliary verb used.  

Have been 

 

 

1. By next week I shall have been 

here for twenty years. 

 

2. They will have saved thirty 

thousand rupees by the end of the 

year. 

 

3. They will have reached 

Hyderabad before the strike 

begins. 

Clue Words 

 

‘by’ and ‘before’ 

 

 

Future Perfect continuous 

Tense 

The use of verb. Examples 

 

The Future Perfect tense is used 

to indicate  as action represented 

as being in progress over a period 

of time that will end in the future, 

as 

 

 

Shall have been+Vi+ing 

Will  have been+Vi+ing 

 

I, We =shall have been    

He, She, It=will have been 

Auxiliaries used.  

 Shall Have been 

Will Have been 

 

 

He will have been living here for 

three years. 

She will have been living here 

for three years. 

It will have been living here for 

three years. 

They will have been living here 

for three years. 

I shall have been living here for 

three years. 

We shall have been living here 

for three years. 

Clue Words 

 

By,  next,  
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Affirmative 

Sentence 

He will have been 

living here for three 

years. 

She will have been 

living here for three 

years. 

It will have been 

living here for three 

years. 

They will have been 

living here for three 

years. 

I shall have been 

living here for three 

years. 

We shall have been 

living here for three 

years. 

Negative Sentence 

 He will not have 

been living here for 

three years. 

Shewill not have 

been living here for 

three years? 

I shall have not 

been living here for 

three years? 

 Will they have not 

been living here for 

three years? 

Shall I have not 

been living here for 

three years? 

Shall we havenot  

been living here? 

 

Will/shall+subject+not+havebeen+verb 

+ingform+since/for+? 

 

 (or) 

Won’t/Shan’t+sub+havebeen+verb 

+ing +since/for+? 

 

 

Will he not have been living here for 

three years? 

Shall I  nothave been living here for 

three years? 

Interro- Negative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not necessary 

 

TENSES(A RANDOM LOOK AT THE TENSES 

 Tense is the form of a verb used to show: 

 a) The time of an action, a state of an event. 

 b) The degree of completeness. 

 In English, verbs have past and present tense forms.  

The future is expressed in various ways with the help of auxiliaries. The present tense 

refers to an action which is done at the present. 

 E.g. there he goes.  

The past tense refers to an action completed sometime in the past. E.g. I visited the Taj 

Mahal yesterday.  

The future tense refers to an action to be done sometime from now. E.g. I will meet him 

in the evening. 

 

 

 

TENSE  

The Present Tense  

1. Use of Simple Present Tense  

a) To express habitual action. E.g. He goes to temple every day.  
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They visit their home town every vacation. 

 b) To express a general or universal truth.  

E.g. Water boils at 100⁰ C. 

 c) To make statements of general nature. E.g. this pen costs thousand rupees.  

d) To express a situation or fact that is permanent.   

  E. g. Delhi stands in the banks of Yamuna. e) To describe an action that is to take p[lace 

in the near future. E.g. My sister arrives from Bangalore tomorrow.  

f) To quote an author or a source of information. E.g. Nehru says in his Discovery of 

India that...... . 

 g) In clauses showing time or condition when the main clause is in the future, we use 

simple present in the subordinate clause.  

E.g. when I go to Dubai, I shall bring a Rado for you.  

2. Use of Present Continuous 

 a) To describe an action in progress and the continuity of the action. 

 

E.g. boys are playing cricket. 

 b) To describe an action in progress but not necessary at the time of speaking. 

 E.g. He is writing a book on English grammar.  

c) To express an action definitely planned for the near future. 

 E.g. the department of English is conducting a national seminar next week.  

d) To express an action that has become a habit for doing it over and over again.  

E.g. he is always coming late. 

 3. Use of Present Perfect Tense  

a) To express an action that has been recently completed.  

E.g. she has just returned from Hyderabad. 

 b) To describe a just happened action the time of which is not given  

E.g. the courier has delivered the package.  

c) To describe a past experience or event that has been repeated a number of times up 

to now. And connected with what is being spoken at present. 

 E.g. he has never tasted meat. 

 d) To express an action that began in the past and still continues.  

E.g. they have lived in Calicut for two years.  

I have not seen her since last Sunday.  

4. Use of Present Perfect Continuous  

a) To describe an action that began in the past, is still continuing and may extend in the 

future. 

 E.g. they have been working on the project for three years.  

I have been living in Madurai since my childhood.  

5. Use of Simple Past  

a) To express events and actions that happened in an earlier time or in the past. 

 E.g. I visited Mysore last year.  

b) To express a habitual or regular action in the past.  

E.g. She offered prayers at the shrine of St. Alphonsa every year. 

 c) To express an event which occurred at a particular point in the past?  

E.g. she returned from Hyderabad on Monday last.  
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d) To express an action which occupied a period of time in the past? 

 E.g. she stayed with her uncle for four years. 

 6. Use of Past Continuous  

a) To express an action that was happening at some point in the past. 

 E.g. the boys were playing cricket. 

 

b) To express an action that was continuous at a given point in the past time. 

 E.g. yesterday at 7:00 pm she was watching a TV programme.  

7. Use of Past Perfect  

a) When two actions happened in the past time, we use past perfect tense to refer to 

the first action. 

 E.g. the speech had ended before he reached the hall.  

8. Use of Past Perfect Continuous  

a) This tense is used to express an action that continued in the past for a given period of 

time. 

 E.g. he had been waiting for the parcel for two days.  

9. Use of Simple Future  

a) To talk about future actions or events which are part of some time table or 

programme.  

E.g. the plane takes off at 6 0’clock in the morning. 

 b) To talk about future activities or events which have already been arranged.  

E.g. i am going to do a lot of gardening in this week. 

 10. Future Continuous  

a) Used when we talk about an action or event going on at a particular time or over a 

particular period in the future. 

 E.g. I shall be waiting for you at the railway station.  

What will you be doing in the evening today? 

11. Use of Future Perfect a)  

To describe an activity or event that will have been completed by a certain point of 

time in the future.  

E.g. I shall have finished my third revision by March.  

12. Use of Future Perfect Continuous 

a) To describe events or activities which have started and will continue to happen 

for a period or up to point of time in the future.  

E.g. she will have been learning French for two years. 
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UNIT-III -4 

 

III. 4 ARTICLES & PREPOSITIONS 
‘A’, ‘AN’ AND ‘THE’ are called Articles. They denote one or singular number. They are 

also called demonstrative nouns.  

‘A’ usually used before consonant sounds with exceptions. 

‘An’ is used before Vowel sounds with exceptions. 

‘The’ is used to several contexts.  

 

A, an and the are known as articles.  

An article is a kind of determiner.  

A and an are indefinite articles and the is the definite article.  

Indefinite article a is used before a singular noun beginning with a consonant sound.  

E.g. a pencil, a flower, a novel 

 Indefinite article an is used before a singular noun beginning with a vowel sound. 

 E.g. an ant, an umbrella, an Indian 

 There are some exceptions to these rules regarding the use of articles.  

1) Indefinite article an is used in the following manner also 

 An hour, an honest man. (Here h is silent: the word begins with a vowel sound.)  

2) Indefinite article a is used in the following manner also.  

A uniform, a unique occasion, a university When all do we use indefinite articles?  

We use indefinite article with a noun following it for the first time. On repeating the 

noun the definite article is used.  

E.g. I saw a boy yesterday.  

On looking closely I saw the boy was a victim of Endosulphan. 

 I saw an Orang-utan yesterday.  

The animal is supposed to be very intelligent.  

A stranger came to our house yesterday.  

The man turned out to be my father’s friend. 

 Indefinite article is used before a noun standing for a class. (Here the noun is 

generalised.)  

E.g. A child is happy on seeing its mother.  

A student today is expected to be computer literate. Indefinite article is used with words 

referring to quantity, speed and measure.  

E.g. I bought these apples at hundred rupees a kilogramme.  

He had crossed the speed of 60 km an hour when the camera captured him.  

The road was tarred at the cost of one crore a kilometre.  

The definite article ‘THE’ is used before: names of rivers, oceans, seas, ships, mountain 

ranges and group of islands. 

 E.g. The Pampa, The Indian Ocean, The I.N.S. Vikramaditya, The Himalayas, The West 

Indies 

 The definite article is used before the names of Epics and books of literature. 

 E.g. The Ramayana, The Bible, The Odyssey  

The definite article is used before the names of families. The Nehrus, The Guptas The 

definite article is used before the names of institutions. 
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The Indian Parliament, the Indian Police Academy, the Reserve Bank of India.  

The definite article is used before the names of titles.  

The President of India, the Air Chief Marshal, The Chief Justice If the name is mentioned 

the definite article is omitted. E.g. President Barak Obama  

The definite article is used before the names of heavenly bodies and the elements. 

 E.g. the sun, the moon, the earth, the sky 

Indefinite and Definite Articles 

The words a, an, and the are special adjectives called articles. 

 

Indefinite Articles—a, an 

 

an—used before singular count nouns beginning with a vowel (a, e, i, o, u) or vowel sound: 

 an apple, an elephant, an issue, an orange 

a—used before singular count nouns beginning with consonants (other than a, e, i, o, u): 

 a stamp, a desk, a TV, a cup, a book 

Definite Article—the 

 

Can be used before singular and plural, count and non-count nouns 

1. Indefinite Article (a, an) 

Used before singular nouns that are unspecified: 

 a pencil 

 an orange 

Used before number collectives and some numbers: 

 a dozen 

 a gallon 

Used before a singular noun followed by a restrictive modifier: 

 a girl who was wearing a yellow hat 

Used with nouns to form adverbial phrases of quantity, amount, or degree: 

 I felt a bit depressed. 

2. Definite Article (the) 

Used to indicate a noun that is definite or has been previously specified in the context: 

 Please close the door. 

 I like the clothes you gave me. 
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Used to indicate a noun that is unique: 

 Praise the Lord! 

 The Columbia River is near here. 

Used to designate a natural phenomenon: 

 The nights get shorter in the summer. 

 The wind is blowing so hard. 

Used to refer to a time period: 

 I was very naïve in the past. 

 This song was very popular in the 1980s. 

Used to indicate all the members of a family: 

 I invited the Bakers for dinner. 

 This medicine was invented by the Smiths. 

 

Choose the correct article in each sentence. 

 

1)Did you bring          AN            (a, an, the) umbrella?  

2)Are you looking for    THE                  (a, an, the) shampoo?  

3)I checked         THE             (a, an, the) mailbox again.  

4)Can I have              A        (a, an, the) spoon please?  

5)I was born into       A               (a, an, the) poor family.  

6)She will come back in      AN                (a, an, the) hour.  

7)Have you been to          THE            (a, an, the) Space Needle Tower in Seattle?  

8)I would love to talk to one of       THE               (a, an, the) managers.  

9)What            AN          (a, an, the) amazing view!  

10)The helicopter landed on      THE                (a, an, the) roof of a building.  

 

A(AN) can be alos used like the word "per". 

Examples: 

 Apples currently cost $1.30 a pound. 

 Cheetahs can run 60 miles an hour. 

 You want $150 a person for the tour? 

USE 13 

Use THE with nouns modified by ranking or ordering expressions such as "the first", "the second", 

"the third", "the next", "the last", "the previous", "the following", "the penultimate", etc. 

Examples: 

 This is the fifth day of our conference. 

 I'll pay the next time we have dinner. 
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 Don't forget the following rule. 

USE 14 

Use THE with superlatives such as "the best", "the biggest", "the most important", "the least 

interesting", etc. 

Examples: 

 This is the best day ever. 

 That is the most expensive hotel room I've ever heard of in my life. 

 He told the funniest joke! 

Comparative forms, such as "bigger", "better", "more" can be used with both A(AN) and THE and 

follow general article usage. 

Examples: 

 I like the bigger roller coaster. 

 He has a more expensive car than I do. 

HOWEVER: THE is often used with comparative forms (bigger) rather than superlative forms 

(biggest) when comparing only two things. This is commonly used in phrases such as "the bigger of 

the two". 

Examples: 

 Jessie and Shauna are both smart. But I think Shauna is the smarter of the two. 

 Between Jason's son and his daughter, his daughter is the better athlete. 

USE 15 

Do not use articles when generalizing about uncountable nouns and plural countable nouns. 

Examples: 

 Curiosity is a great trait. Uncountable 

 Water is an important resource. Uncountable 

 Vegetables are good for you. Plural countable 

USE 16 

English speakers often use THE plus a singular noun when they talk about or make generalizations 

about certain topics, including: 

 musical instruments (the piano, the guitar, the flute) 

 plants (the coconut palm, the saguaro, the baobab) 

 animals (the leopard, the elephant, the lowland gorilla) 

 inventions (the steam engine, the plane, the light bulb) 

 currencies (the dollar, the euro, the yen) 

 body parts (the head, the eye, the ear) 

https://www.englishpage.com/minitutorials/countable-uncountable-nouns.htm
https://www.englishpage.com/minitutorials/countable-uncountable-nouns.htm
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Examples: 

 I play the piano. 

 The sequoia tree is native to California. 

 The dolphin is a very intelligent animal. 

 The Wright brothers invented the airplane. 

 Right now, the euro is stronger than the dollar. 

 Cheryl got poked in the eye. 

In general, English speakers choose to use THE in this way to give the noun a more abstract or 

conceptual sound. We choose to say "the piano" to make it sound more like an abstract art form. 

Similarly, "the dolphin" sounds more like we are referring to the species. Moreover, "the plane" has a 

more conceptual sound that conveys the idea of invention. But remember, you can also make 

generalizations about these topics using plurals as in USE 15. 

USE 17 

The expressions "a few" and "a little" mean "some" and express the idea that you have more than 

expected. 

Examples: 

 He always carries a few dollars for emergencies. 

 He had a little difficulty with his homework. 

 She has a few friends who can help her move. 

HOWEVER: The expressions "few" and "little" (without an article) mean "not much" and express the 

idea that you have less than expected. 

Examples: 

 Unfortunately, I had little time to enjoy New York because I had to work so much. 

 Sadly, he has few people in his life. 

 They have little money, so their daughter cannot pay her tuition. 

BUT REMEMBER: When the words "only" or "just" are used, "a few" and "a little" also emphasize 

the meaning "not much". 

Examples: 

 Unfortunately, I only had a little time to enjoy New York because I had to work so much. 

 Sadly, he just has a few people in his life. 

 They only have a little money, so their daughter cannot pay her tuition. 

USE 18 

Generally, articles are not used with the names of illnesses or diseases. 

Examples: 

 Dr. Smith visits schools and universities to educate students on AIDS. 

 Oncologists are doctors who specialize in treating cancer. 

 There are several medications that can be used to treat malaria. 
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HOWEVER: There are some illnesses which require THE. 

 the measles 

 the flu 

 the mumps 

 the bubonic plague 

MOREOVER: There are a few health conditions or illnesses which can be used with both A(AN) as 

well as THE and follow general article use. This category includes most aches, pains, growths, and 

attacks. 

 a cold 

 a heart attack 

 a stroke 

 a wart / tumor / growth / etc. 

 a sore throat / sore back/ sore foot / etc. 

 a headache / toothache / backache / etc. 

REMEMBER: This last category follows general article use. Study the examples below. 

Examples: 

 John has a cold. The cold was pretty bad. 

 Nancy had a heart attack. The heart attack seriously weakened her heart. 

 Deb had a sore throat. The sore throat made it hard to talk. 

USE 19 

If a direction (north, west, southeast, left, right) directly follows a verb, do not use an article with the 

direction. 

Examples: 

 We need to walk south. 

 They drove north all day. 

 At the stop sign, turn left and walk three blocks. 

HOWEVER: If a direction follows a preposition, you must use THE. 

Examples: 

 We need to walk to the south. 

 Our house is in the north. 

 The grocery store is on the right. 

MOREOVER: Use THE with compass directions when referring to them as special geographic or 

cultural regions. 

Examples: 

 We love the South. 

 Have you ever visited the East? 
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 The West has better national parks. 

USE 20 

THE can be used with plural family names to refer to the family as a group. 

Examples: 

 The Robinsons love to vacation in Florida. 

 The Shinoharas are originally from Japan. 

 My brother lives next door to the Jacksons. 

USE 21 

THE can be combined with certain adjectives to refer to a group of people such as "the blind", "the 

elderly", "the rich", "the French", "the Sioux", etc. 

Examples: 

 He is elderly. Adjective 

 The organization helps the elderly. Elderly people 

REMEMBER: This is especially important in situations where nationalities or ethnic groups and their 

languages might be confused. In such situations, THE is used to specify that we are talking about the 

nationality or ethnic group rather than the language. 

Examples: 

 I like French. Language 

 I like the French. The French people 

HOWEVER: When generalizing about nationalities or ethnic groups that end in "-ans", such as 

"Americans", "Mexicans", and "Hawaiians", THE is not usually used. 

Examples: 

 Americans watch a lot of TV. 

 Germans drink a lot of beer. 

USE 22 

Do not use THE with the names of most countries unless the name contains a word such as "States", 

"Kingdom", "Republic", "Emirates", "Union", "Coast", etc. 

Examples: 

 I love Italy. 

 John used to live in Japan. 

 He lives in the United States. 

SIMILARLY: Don't use THE with states, provinces, and cities unless THE is specifically part of the 

name or contains a word such as "Territory" or "Coast". 
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Examples: 

 He lives in California. 

 Ladakh is in India. 

 The Northwest Territories is a province in Canada. 

EXCEPTIONS: THE is used with "the Netherlands" as well as with many nations which are island 

chains, such as "the Philippines", "the Maldives", "the Bahamas", etc. Additionally, in the 

past, THE was used with certain countries such as "the Sudan", "the Gambia", and "the Congo"; this 

usage is becoming less common. 

Examples: 

 He lives in the Netherlands. 

 I visited the Bahamas last year. 

USE 23 

Use THE with the names of: 

 oceans 

 seas 

 coasts 

 rivers 

 swamps 

 archipelagos 

 collections of lakes (such as the Great Lakes) 

 mountain chains 

 deserts 

 references on the globe (such as the Equator, the North Pole) 

 geographic regions (such as the Northwest, the Middle East) 

 bridges (except Tower Bridge) 

 pagodas 

 hotels 

 theaters 

 museums 

 institutes 

 skyscrapers 

 the Sun, the Moon 

 extraordinary works of art or architecture (such as the Mona Lisa, the Colosseum, the Great 

Wall of China, and the Taj Mahal) 

Examples: 

 James visited the Hermitage, a famous museum in St. Petersburg. 

 I would love to visit the North Pole. 

 Nina walked over the Rialto Bridge. 

Use our Articles Flashcards to memorize the categories in Uses 23 and 24. 

USE 24 

Do not use an article with: 

https://www.englishpage.com/articles/articles-flashcards.htm
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 individual lakes 

 individual islands 

 beaches 

 waterfalls 

 individual mountains (except the Matterhorn) 

 canyons (except the Grand Canyon) 

 people's first names 

 streets (except the High Street) 

 public squares 

 hospitals 

 stadiums 

 malls 

 parks 

 churches 

 temples 

 universities 

 colleges 

 languages 

 religions 

 days 

 months 

 holidays 

Examples: 

 Have you ever visited Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris? 

 Kenta is Buddhist. 

 We went camping in King's Canyon. 

HOWEVER: There are additional exceptions to some of the above categories. For example, THE is 

often used in the pattern "the ... of ...". 

Examples: 

 The University of Colorado 

 The Temple of Ranakpur 

 The Cathedral of Siena 

Use our Articles Flashcards to memorize the categories in Uses 23 and 24. 

USE 25 

Time expressions can be especially confusing. THE is used in some time expressions such as: 

 in the morning 

 in the afternoon 

 in the evening 

 during the night 

 during the day 

 the day before yesterday 

 the day after tomorrow 

 the fall 

 the summer 

https://www.englishpage.com/articles/articles-flashcards.htm
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Examples: 

 We'll meet in the afternoon. 

 Jake loves to go camping in the fall. 

 There was a small earthquake during the night. 

HOWEVER: In other time expressions, no article is used: 

 at night 

 at noon 

 at midnight 

 all day 

 all night 

 all month 

 every month 

 every year 

 last night 

 last Friday 

 yesterday 

 tomorrow 

Examples: 

 Did you sleep well last night? 

 I'll see you tomorrow. 

 We are meeting for lunch at noon. 

MOREOVER: There are some expressions which can take both A(AN) and THE such as: 

 a/the whole day 

 a/the whole month 

 an/the entire year 

 an/the entire decade 

Examples: 

 He spent a whole month in Hawaii. I wish I could do that. 

 I took last Friday off to go to the doctor. I spent the whole day sitting in his office. 

 When she first moved to Germany, it took an entire year for her to learn enough German to 

go shopping. 

 Phil hated the '90s. He spent the whole decade in a dead-end job struggling to pay his rent. 
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III. 4. PREPOSITIONS: 
 

What is a Preposition? 

A preposition is a word that explains the time, space or logical relationship between the other parts of 

the sentence. In other words, it links all the other words together, so the reader can understand how 

the pieces of the sentence fit.  

There are hundreds of prepositions in the English language. One easy way to remember prepositions 

is that they are words that tell you everywhere a bunny can run; for example, a bunny can run: 

 up 

 down 

 near 

 far 

 by 

 at 

 around 

 close 

 always 

All of these words, and many more, are prepositions.  

Preposition Rules 

There are two major rules when it comes to the use of prepositions. 

1. The first major rule deals with preposition choice. Certain prepositions must follow certain words, and 

the correct preposition must be used to make relationships between words in the sentences clear.  

2. The second major rule deals with the prepositions place in the sentence. Prepositions must be 

followed by nouns, and prepositions can only go on the end of the sentence in certain situations.  

Preposition Choice 

Determining the correct preposition to use can be a tricky proposition.  This can be especially difficult 

when dealing with idioms – expressions in the English language that don't necessarily make sense 

when taken literally. Idiomatic expressions are expressions you just have to memorize, and when 

errors are made, they are almost always preposition errors.  

Here are some examples of idioms, along with the correct prepositions: 

 Able to 

 Capable of 

 Preoccupied with 

 Concerned by 

 Prohibited from 

Each of the italicized words are the only acceptable prepositions to follow these words. It would not 

be grammatically correct to say "able with" or "capable to" 

Prepositions In the Context of Sentences 

Prepositions must always be followed by a noun or pronoun. That noun is called the object of the 

preposition. A verb can't be the object of a preposition. 

 The bone was for the dog. This is correct- the preposition for is followed by the noun "dog." 

 The bone was for walked. This is not correct. The preposition for is followed by a verb "walked." 

Walked can't be the object of a preposition.  

 This rule may seem confusing at first, because you may have seen words that look like verbs 

following the preposition to in sentences; for example: 

 I like to ski. These boots are for skiing. 

However, in these examples, "ski" and "skiing" are not actually acting as verbs. 

http://www.yourdictionary.com/idiom
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 In the first example, to ski is part of the infinitive. An infinitive is NOT a verb. An infinitive occurs 

when a verb is used as a noun, adjective, or adverb. Here, to ski is a THING that the person likes 

doing, not an action that they are doing. It is a verbal noun.  

 In the second example, skiing is a gerund. Like an infinitive, a gerund is NOT a verb, but is instead a 

noun, adjective or adverb.  Here, skiing is a THING that the boots are for. No one in this sentence is 

doing the action of skiing.   

 

Read more at http://grammar.yourdictionary.com/parts-of-speech/prepositions/rules-for-

prepositions.html#1cUqVUb61s5bsrpy.99 

 

 

repositions – Time 

English Usage Example 

 on  days of the week  on Monday 

 in  months / seasons 

 time of day 

 year 

 after a certain period of time (when?) 

 in August / in winter 

 in the morning 

 in 2006 

 in an hour 

 at  for night 

 for weekend 

 a certain point of time (when?) 

 at night 

 at the weekend 

 at half past nine 

 since  from a certain point of time (past till 

now) 

 since 1980 

 for  over a certain period of time (past till 

now) 

 for 2 years 

 ago  a certain time in the past  2 years ago 

 before  earlier than a certain point of time  before 2004 

 to  telling the time  ten to six (5:50) 

 past  telling the time  ten past six (6:10) 

 to / till / 

until 

 marking the beginning and end of a 

period of time 

 from Monday to/till Friday 

 till / until  in the sense of how long something is 

going to last 

 He is on holiday until Friday. 

 by  in the sense of at the latest 

 up to a certain time 

 I will be back by 6 o’clock. 

 By 11 o'clock, I had read five 

pages. 
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Prepositions – Place (Position and Direction) 

English Usage Example 

 in  room, building, street, town, country 

 book, paper etc. 

 car, taxi 

 picture, world 

 in the kitchen, in London 

 in the book 

 in the car, in a taxi 

 in the picture, in the 

world 

 at  meaning next to, by an object 

 for table 

 for events 

 place where you are to do something 

typical (watch a film, study, work) 

 at the door, at the station 

 at the table 

 at a concert, at the party 

 at the cinema, at school, 

at work 

 on  attached 

 for a place with a river 

 being on a surface 

 for a certain side (left, right) 

 for a floor in a house 

 for public transport 

 for television, radio 

 the picture on the wall 

 London lies on the 

Thames. 

 on the table 

 on the left 

 on the first floor 

 on the bus, on a plane 

 on TV, on the radio 

 by, next 

to, beside 

 left or right of somebody or something  Jane is standing by / next 

to / beside the car. 

 under  on the ground, lower than (or covered by) 

something else 

 the bag is under the table 

 below  lower than something else but above 

ground 

 the fish are below the 

surface 

 over  covered by something else 

 meaning more than 

 getting to the other side (also across) 

 overcoming an obstacle 

 put a jacket over your 

shirt 

 over 16 years of age 

 walk over the bridge 

 climb over the wall 

 above  higher than something else, but not 

directly over it 

 a path above the lake 

 across  getting to the other side (also over)  walk across the bridge 
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English Usage Example 

 getting to the other side  swim across the lake 

 through  something with limits on top, bottom and 

the sides 

 drive through the tunnel 

 to  movement to person or building 

 movement to a place or country 

 for bed 

 go to the cinema 

 go to London / Ireland 

 go to bed 

 into  enter a room / a building  go into the kitchen / the 

house 

 towards  movement in the direction of something 

(but not directly to it) 

 go 5 steps towards the 

house 

 onto  movement to the top of something  jump onto the table 

 from  in the sense of where from  a flower from the garden 

Other important Prepositions 

English Usage Example 

 from  who gave it  a present from Jane 

 of  who/what does it belong to 

 what does it show 

 a page of the book 

 the picture of a palace 

 by  who made it  a book by Mark Twain 

 on  walking or riding on horseback 

 entering a public transport vehicle 

 on foot, on horseback 

 get on the bus 

 in  entering a car  / Taxi  get in the car 

 off  leaving a public transport vehicle  get off the train 

 out of  leaving a car  / Taxi  get out of the taxi 

 by  rise or fall of something 

 travelling (other than walking or 

horseriding) 

 prices have risen by 10 percent 

 by car, by bus 

 at  for age  she learned Russian at 45 

 about  for topics, meaning what about  we were talking about you 
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Three Groups of Prepositions: 

a. Prepositions of place, position and direction. 

b. Prepositions of time. 

c. Prepositions for other relationships. 

 

 

SOME COMMON PREPOSITIONS 

PLACE POSITION DIRECTION TIME OTHER 

above 

across 

along 

among 

at 

away from 

behind 

below 

beside 

between 

beyond 

by 

down 

from 

in 

in front of 

inside 

into 

near 

off 

on 

opposite 

out (of) 

outside 

over 

around 

through 

to 

towards 

under 

up 

after 

before 

at 

by 

for 

during 

from 

in 

except 

as 

like 

about 

with 

without 

by 

for 

 

 

Although prepositions are hard to generalize with separate rules, there is one simple rule about them. And, 

unlike most rules, this rule has no exceptions.  

 

 

Rule:  

 

They are always followed by a "noun", never followed by a verb. 

By "noun" we include: 

 

 

 Noun (dog, money, love)  

 Proper Noun (name) (London, Mary)  

 Pronoun (you, him, us) 

 Noun Group (my first car) 

 Gerund (swimming) 

 

 

If we want to follow with a verb, we must use the "-ing" form which is really a gerund or verb in noun form.  

 

Subject + Verb Preposition "noun" 

The pen is On the table. 
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He lives In England. 

Henry is looking For you. 

The newspaper is Under your green book. 

Pascal is used To English people. 

She isn't used To working. 

We ate Before coming. 

 

 

 

 

Prepositions of Time / Place at, in, on 

 

 

 At for a PRECISE TIME  

 In for MONTHS, YEARS, CENTURIES and LONG PERIODS  

 On for DAYS and Dates 

At In On 

At 4:30 pm in March on Monday 

At 3 o'clock In Winter On 6 March 

At noon In the summer On 22 Dec.2012 

At dinnertime In 1990 On Christmas Day 

At bedtime In the next century On your birthday 

At the moment In the future On New Year's Eve 

 

 

Notice that use of the prepositions of time in and on in these common expressions: 

 

 

 In the morning /On Monday morning 
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 In the mornings / On Sunday mornings 

 In the afternoon(s) / On Sunday afternoons 

 In the evening(s) / On Friday evenings 

 

 

When we say next, last, this, every we do not use at, in, on.  

 

I went to New York last June (not in last June) 

She is coming back next Monday. (not on next Monday) 

I go home every Easter . (not at every Easter)  

We'll call you this afternoon. (not in this afternoon)  

 

 

 

Place: at, in, on 

 

In General:  

 

 

 At for a POINT (dog, money, love)  

 In for an ENCLOSED SPACE  

 On for a SURFACE  

 

 

At In On 

At the bus stop In London On the wall 

At the corner In the garden On the ceiling 

At the entrance In a box On the floor 

At the crossroads In a building On the carpet 

At the top of the page In a car On a page 

 

 

 

Some other common uses of at / on / in  

 

At In On 
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At home In a car On a bus 

At work In a taxi On a train 

At school In a helicopter On a plane 

At university In an elevator On a bicycle 

At the top In the sky On the radio 

At the bottom In the street On the left 

At the side In a row On a horse 

At reception In a boat On a boat 

 

Notice how we can use on a boat or in a boat depending on the type and the size of the particular boat/ship.  

 

 

 

More Prepositions 

Prepositions use Example 

during while in 
during the movie, during the 

flight, during my stay 

for 

 

for two days, for an hour 

from / to 

 

from Saturday to Monday, from 5 

to 9 

between 
the time period from 

one to another 

between 1986 and 2012, between 

Saturday and Monday 

until/till before a certain time until/till Sunday,5 o'clock 

by at the least 
by Tuesday, by next month, by 

tomorrow 

to movement towards to school, to work, to the station 
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into 
movement towards 

inside something 
into the cinema, into the car 

out of to leave a place/a thing out of the theater, out of the car 

by near/next to/beside LINK stand by me, by the lake 

through 

 

through the tunnel, through the 

room 

across opposite ends across the river, across the street 

against 

 

against the wall, against the door 

into 
movement towards 

inside something 
into the cinema, into the car 
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UNTI-IV –LISTENING SKILLS 
 

IV.1 Listening: 

 Listening is a process of receiving and interpreting the spoken word. It involves recognizing what is 

said and comprehending the matter that, understands the main and subsidiary points as well as the 

links between the different parts of speech.  

The four stages of listening are  

 Sensing  - the listener hears sounds and does focus on them 

 Encoding – the listener decodes or interprets the message 

 Evaluation – the listener evaluates the message 

 Response – the listener responds 

 Differences between Listening and Hearing: 

Listening Hearing 

Voluntary Involuntary 

Requires conscious efforts Happens automatically 

Active process Passive process 

The listener plays a very active part The listener plays a passive part 

A two-way interactive process engaging the 

speaker and the listener 

A one-way process 

 

IV.2 Types of Listening: 

Types Characteristics 

Superficial listening The listener has little awareness of the content of the verbal message. 

Appreciative listening The purpose of listening is to derive pleasure. Eg: a music lover may listen to the 

latest hit, pick up the chorus and tune and try to sing along 

Focused listening The purpose is to get some specific information. Eg: listening to radio, listening 

to railway and airport announcements 

Evaluative listening The purpose is to evaluate the oral message, commentary and develop a line of 

thought. Eg: classroom lectures, workshops, seminars etc 

Attentive listening It is interactive and productive, facilitating proper interaction and more effective 

listener-speaker relationships. Eg: formal conversational interactions, 

suggestions, important telephone calls 

Empathetic  Listening It involves listening to the speaker’s feelings, emotions and state of mind.  

 

 

Importance of Listening: 

Listening plays an important role in our social as well as professional life. 

Listening is crucial in certain professions. 

Successful businessmen and the apex management of reputed companies consider listening as an 

important skill 

All successful industrialists, advocates, teachers, doctors etc are good listeners 

Effective listening is the hallmark of a successful professional. 

 

Listening Situations: 

 Conversations with friends and relatives 

 Interactions with professionals such as traders, doctors, bank officials etc 

 Listening to professional situations like meetings, seminars, briefings, oral presentations etc. 

 

Uses of Listening: 
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 helps in the cultivation of smooth interpersonal relationships with fellow workers 

 for proper decision making 

 discover the speaker’s ideas during a conversation 

 obtain specific information 

 seek evidence for one’s own points of view 

 

IV.3 Barriers to Listening: 

 

Barriers to listening could be physical, psychological, linguistic or cultural 

   Physical Barriers:  

 Noise 

 Physical discomfort 

 Physical distractions 

 Distance 

Psychological Barriers: 

 Emotional disturbance 

 Over arousal of emotions 

Linguistic Barriers: 

 Improper message decoding 

 Ambiguous (confusing, unclear) language 

 Jargon ( words difficult to understand) 

 Cultural Barriers: 

 Cultural indifferences 

 Different values 

 Different social norms 

 

Developing Listening Skills: 

 Familiarize yourself with the sound system of English 

To comprehend fully, it is essential to recognize the difference between a stressed word and 

an unstressed word, intonation and pause. 

 Focus on Your Purpose 

To gain knowledge, to understand concepts, and to learn the procedure or process of doing 

things or to listen instructions listening should be done with utmost patience and sympathy, 

encouraging the speaker to pour out his heart. 

 Have a Positive Attitude towards the Speaker and the Topic 

 Prevent yourself from paying attention to the dress and physical features of the speaker, they 

hinder the process of listening and the time spent on it may be an utter waste. 

 Listen with your Eyes as well as ears 

The non-verbal clues such as the twinkle in the eyes, the flourish of hands, shrugging of 

shoulders, the movement on podium, the facial expression tec also convey meaning besides 

reflecting the speaker’s attitude towards the topic and audience. 

 Avoid Premature Evaluation 

Sometimes the points discussed at the initial stage appear to be irrelevant but later they are 

connected with the theme or the central thought. 

 Resist Distractions 

The average speed of speaking is about 150words per minute and that of listening about 650 

words per minute. There are two main sources of distraction.  One, the speaker himself may 

distract the listeners by odd body movements, unpleasant facial expressions etc. Second 

distraction may be caused by an external force like gaudy dress, strong perfume etc. discipline 

your mind to ignore the disturbances. 

 Take notes: 
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In a lecture, seminar presentation or a briefing session a speaker usually makes a few basic 

points. While listening identify and make notes of the specific points. 

IV. 4 Ten Thumb Rules for Good Listening 

  Stop talking 

  Stop thinking 

  Remove Distractions 

  Do not let your mind wandering 

 Putting the speaker at ease 

 Do not Pre-judge 

 Be patient 

 Do not be angry 

 Empathise with the speaker 

 Take notes.  
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UNIT-V READING SKILLS 

 
Skimming and scanning are the two methods to understand a passage or literary text while 

reading. The skills will be used while answering comprehensive paragraph.  

V.I   What Is Skimming? 

Skimming is one of the tools you can use to read more in less time. Skimming refers to looking only for the 

general or main ideas, and works best with non-fiction (or factual) material. With skimming, your overall 

understanding is reduced because you don’t read everything. You read only what is important to your purpose. 

Skimming takes place while reading and allows you to look for details in addition to the main ideas. 

How to skim.?Many people think that skimming is a haphazard process placing the eyes where ever they fall. 

However, to skim effectively, there has to be a structure but you don’t read everything. What you read is more 

important than what you leave out. So what material do you read and what material do you leave out? 

Let’s say you are doing research on a long chapter or a web site. By reading the first few paragraphs in detail, 

you will get a good idea of what information will be discussed. Once you know where the reading is headed, 

you can begin to read only the first sentence of each paragraph. Also called topic sentences, they give you 

the main idea of the paragraph. If you do not get the main idea in the topic sentence or if the paragraph greatly 

interests you, then you may want to skim more. 

At the end of each topic sentence, your eyes should drop down through the rest of the paragraph, looking for 

important pieces of information, such as names, dates, or events. Continue to read only topic sentences, 

dropping down through the rest of the paragraphs, until you are near the end. Since the last few paragraphs may 

contain a conclusion or summary, you should stop skimming there and read in detail. Remember that your 

overall comprehension will be lower than if you read in detail. If while skimming, you feel you are grasping the 

main ideas, then you are skimming correctly. 

When to skim.Because skimming is done at a fast speed with less-than-normal comprehension, you shouldn’t 

skim all the time. There are many times, however, when skimming is very useful. 

 

Suppose you are taking a presentation skills class and have to deliver an oral report in a few days about the first 

computers ever made. You locate six books and four newspaper articles about this topic. Because you must be 

ready soon, you do not have time to read each word, but you need a large quantity of solid information. 

Skimming will help you locate the information quickly while making sure you use your time wisely. It will also 

increase the amount of usable material you obtain for your research. 

Suppose you have an exam in a few days. You need to review the material you learned, but you don’t want to 

reread everything. By skimming, you can quickly locate the information you haven’t mastered yet and study 

only that material. 

While reading, ask yourself the following questions to help you decide whether or not to skim. If you answer 

yes to any of these, then skimming is a useful tool. 

?    Is this material non-fiction? 

?    Do I have a lot to read and only a small amount of time? 

?    Do I already know something about this? 

?    Can any of the material be skipped? 

If you have sufficient background knowledge or believe you don’t need the information, then skip it! That’s 

right—don’t read it at all! Believe it or not, skipping material may sometimes be the best use of your time. Just 

because someone wrote something doesn’t mean you have to read it.  If you pick and choose carefully what you 

skim and skip, you will be pleasantly surprised at the large amount of information you can get through in a 

short period of time. 

V.2  What Is Scanning? 

Scanning is another useful tool for speeding up your reading. Unlike skimming, when scanning, you 

look only for a specific fact or piece of information without reading everything. You scan when you look for 

your favorite show listed in the cable guide, for your friend’s phone number in a telephone book, and for the 

sports scores in the newspaper. For scanning to be successful, you need to understand how your material is 

structured as well as comprehend what you read so you can locate the specific information you need. Scanning 

also allows you to find details and other information in a hurry. 
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How to scan.  Because you already scan many different types of material in your daily life, learning more details 

about scanning will be easy. Establishing your purpose, locating the appropriate material, and knowing how the 

information is structured before you start scanning is essential. 

The material you scan is typically arranged in the following ways: alphabetically, chronologically, non-

alphabetically, by category, or textually.Alphabetical information is arranged in order from A to Z, 

while chronological information is arranged in time or numerical order. 

Information can be also be arranged in non- alphabetical order, such as a television listing, or by category, 

listings of like items such as an auto parts catalog. Sometimes information is located within the written 

paragraphs of text, also known as a textual sense, as in an encyclopedia entry. 

Learning to use your hands while scanning is very helpful in locating specific information. Do you do anything 

with your hands to locate a word in a dictionary? To find a meeting time on your calendar? To read a train or 

bus schedule? Using your hand or finger is extremely helpful in focusing your attention and keeping your place 

while scanning a column of material. 

 

Your peripheral vision can also help you scan effectively. When your hand moves down a list of names, you see 

not only the name your finger is pointing to, but also the names above and below. Let your eyes work for you 

when searching for information. 

Keep the concept of key words in mind while scanning. Your purpose will determine the key words. Suppose 

you are looking for the time a train leaves from New York City for Washington, D.C.The key words to keep in 

mind are “from New York City” and “to Washington,D.C.” If you are looking for the cost of a computer printer 

with the code number PX-710, the key word to locate in a list of many printers is “PX-710.” 

When to scan.?You scan when your aim is to find specific pieces of information. If you were doing the research 

for an oral presentation, you could scan the index of books, web sites, and reference materials. You would 

discover whether they contain any information you want and the pages where the information can be found. 

In the past, you probably scanned without knowing you were doing it. Now with the information provided in 

this section, you can use scanning more intentionally and frequently. The more you practice, the more effective 

scanning will become. Finally, the most important benefit of scanning is its ability to help you become a more 

flexible reader. Scanning adds another high gear to your reading. 

Permission to not read everything.?Because you may be used to reading every word and may be uncomfortable 

leaving some words out, you need to give yourself permission to overlook some words by skimming, scanning, 

and skipping material according to your reading purpose. I give you permission to NOT read everything 

 

 

 When you’re reading you don’t have to read everything with the same amount of care and 

attention. Sometimes you need to be able to read a text very quickly.  

For example, to look up the word ‘valuable’ in the dictionary you wouldn’t start at the letter A and 

read every word. The most efficient way is to turn to the letter V and then find the words beginning 

with va-.  

This is called scanning through the dictionary. Scanning is one type of fast reading.  

Skimming is another type of fast reading. You might use skimming to look through a text quickly to 

get the gist (the general idea). So, if you want to know what’s going on in the news, you might skim 

through a newspaper or a news website. You wouldn’t have much detail but you would find out the 

main points. Skimming and scanning are both quick reading techniques but they have different 

purposes.  

You might use scanning to: • look up a word in a dictionary or index 

 • find an address or a phone number in a directory 

 • check what time your programme is on television 

 • look up details or prices in a catalogue 

 • pick out the website you want from options on a Google search You might use skimming to:  

• see what’s in the news in a paper or on a website  

• browse through a book to see if you want to read it 

 • look through the television guide to see what’s on one evening  

• flick through a catalogue to see what’s on offer  

• look through the options given on a Google search to see what sites it suggests 

 

Skimming and Scanning 
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Skimming refers to the process of reading only main ideas within a passage to get an overall impression of the content of a 
reading 
selection. 

How to Skim: 

 Read the title. 

 Read the introduction or the first paragraph. 

 Read the first sentence of every other paragraph. 

 Read any headings and sub-headings. 

 Notice any pictures, charts, or graphs. 

 Notice any italicized or boldface words or phrases. 

 Read the summary or last paragraph. 

Scanning is a reading technique to be used when you want to find specific information quickly. In scanning you 
have a question in your mind and you read a passage only to find the answer, ignoring unrelated information. 

How to Scan: 

 State the specific information you are looking for. 

 Try to anticipate how the answer will appear and what clues you might use to help you locate the answer. For 
example, if you were looking for a certain date, you would quickly read the paragraph looking only for numbers. 

 Use headings and any other aids that will help you identify which sections might contain the information you are 
looking for. 

 Selectively read and skip through sections of the passage. 

(From College Reading and Study Skills and 

Academic Reading and Study Skills for International Students) 
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INTENSIVE READING AND EXTENSIVE READING: 

 

Intensive reading involves learners reading in detail with specific learning aims and tasks. It can be 

compared with extensive reading, which involves learners reading texts for enjoyment and to 

develop general reading skills. The learners read a short text and put events from it into chronological 

order. 

 

 

V.3 & 4  Intensive vs. Extensive Reading 

Reading, despite being one of the four major skills of language learning, is one of the skills that is 

most often neglected by language learners. 

Aside from reading the words and phrases that are presented in textbooks, phrasebooks and grammar 

guides, most learners do not bother to regularly engage in reading native texts in any meaningful way. 

For the language learner who wishes to reach the upper levels of target language capability, this lack 

of reading poses a serious obstacle to the expansion of one’s vocabulary, as a limited vocabulary 

offers less capacity to understand and, in turn, be understood. 

In spite of all this, the question is not simply “to read, or not to read”—the answer to that is a 

resounding “yes”—but what to read, and how. 

You see, although reading is an immensely valuable activity, not all types of reading are created 

equal. 

Indeed, there are styles of reading that are more useful in some contexts, and less so in others. 

The two most important of these styles are known as Intensive Reading and Extensive Reading. If 

you learn to master the what, how, and why of these two manners of reading, you will have two 

extremely powerful tools in your language learning arsenal, which will fuel your ability to acquire 

vocabulary indefinitely. 

Intensive Reading 

To read intensively is to completely deconstruct a text, with the goal of absorbing as much meaning 

from it as possible. This is done by taking a text, and systematically looking up every word, phrase, or 

collocation that you do not understand. 

This is an activity that requires great mental effort and focus. Because of this, the learner who engages 

in intensive reading must be careful to follow specific guidelines, or else risk boredom and burnout. 

Specifically, if you wish to read a text intensively, you must take care to read texts that 

are interesting and short, to read only for brief periods of time, and to do so when you have the 

most mental energy. 

Let’s explore these concepts in further detail: 

 Texts for intensive reading must be interesting, because if you do not enjoy what you read, you will 

quickly forget the content, and have more mental resistance to the intensive reading process. 

 Texts for intensive reading must be short, because the end goal is to understand the text down to the 

most minute detail. The longer a text is, the more laborious it is to complete such a deep analysis, so 

it is better to stick to shorter texts in order to avoid mental exhaustion. 

Ideal learning materials for intensive reading include: 

 News articles 

 Wikipedia articles 

 Short stories 

 Blog posts 

 You must intensively read for brief periods of time specifically to avoid the mental exhaustion that 

is described above. It takes much focus and effort to go from zero (or partial) understanding of a 
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text to complete understanding, so it is best to limit intensive reading sessions to 30-35 minutes 

maximum. 

 You must intensively read only when you have the most mental energy, in order to further boost 

your capacity for learning, and to reduce the risk of mental exhaustion that comes with deep 

analysis of even the shortest texts. Of course, mental energy levels fluctuate throughout the day—

and even differ greatly from person to person—so exactly you should intensively read is something 

you need to determine for yourself. 

Extensive Reading 

To read extensively is to simply read as much as possible, without concerning oneself with the 

minutia of meaning and the occasional unknown word. This is done by reading for large swaths of 

time, and looking up words only when you deem it absolutely necessary to your understanding of the 

text. 

If the text you wish to extensively read is at the appropriate level, you’ll find that most unknown 

words can be deciphered by looking at their surrounding context, making overt use of translations or 

dictionaries unnecessary. 

While intensive reading requires a high level of focus and deliberate effort, extensive reading is meant 

to be a fun and pleasurable experience, requiring a low expenditure of mental effort. The more 

extensive reading you do, the more language you are exposed to, allowing you to increase your 

passive knowledge of vocabulary quite quickly. 

Specifically, if you wish to read a text extensively, you must read texts that are interesting, level-

appropriate, of moderate length, to read when you can dedicate longer blocks of time, and to do so 

when you are relaxed. 

Let’s explore each of these aspects of extensive reading in deeper detail: 

 As in intensive reading, texts for extensive reading must be interesting. Since extensive reading is 

done for longer periods of time, you must take care to select texts that hold your attention, and keep 

you coming back for more, hour after hour. 

 Texts for extensive reading must be level-appropriate. Since you will not be attempting to 

understand every single word and phrase (as in intensive reading), you must be able to understand a 

high-percentage of a text before you even begin. The goal is to absorb unknown words through 

context; therefore, if you don’t understand the bulk of the context, the text is not yet appropriate for 

you to read extensively. 

 Texts for extensive reading must be of moderate length. Specifically, a text should be, on average 

at least 15-30 pages long. Texts of this length are long enough to fully develop an idea or narrative, 

and require you to keep mental “track” of ideas, concepts or characters as they develop over time. 

Ideal learning materials for extensive reading include: 

 Graded Readers 

 Bilingual Books 

 Monolingual (Native) Books 

 Magazines 

 Comic Books 

 Extensive reading must be done for longer blocks of time when compared to intensive reading. 

This is because you will be reading longer texts, which naturally require more time to read, and 

because sitting down to read for longer periods allow you to get into the “flow” of reading, and 

therefore mentally process the material more deeply. When aiming to extensively read a text, it is 

best to do so for sessions of an hour or more. 

 When extensively reading, it is best to stay relaxed. Reading in a relaxed, low-stress environment 

will help you associate reading with pleasure, and therefore increase your willingness to read more 

often, and for longer periods. Clearly, you don’t want to be so relaxed that you fall asleep, but 

instead just relaxed enoughthat you feel comfortable, and willing to absorb whatever you’re 

reading.  
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Intensive vs. Extensive Reading 

By now, you understand the how to read, what to read, and why to read of both Intensive and 

Extensive Reading. Though you may feel more compelled to one style of reading over the other, don’t 

fall into the trap of thinking that one method is intrinsically better. 

Instead, it is important to realize that both styles of reading have their uses, and you should use both 

styles in tandem (across different texts) in order to bolster your vocabulary acquisition quickly and 

effectively. 

Remember that extensive reading and intensive reading are, at their very core, simply tools. Whenever 

and wherever you read in your target language, if you know which of these tools is the right tool for 

the job, you’ll be able to maximize your learning, and take your language skill to new heights. 

 

THE END  

 

 

 

  COMMUNICATION AND SOFT SKILLS-I(CSS-I) 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

1. Prefix is a sound added at the beginning of a word to change (alter) its meaning or to give 

new word from the existing one. 

a. False b. True  c. Partly right   d. None 

2. Suffix is a sound added at the end of a word in order to change its meaning or change the 

classification of the word. 

False b. True  c. Partly right   d. None 

3. A word opposite in meaning to another is called... 

a. Synonym  b. antonym c.  syntax  d. diction  

4. A word that means a similar meaning is called --- 

5. a. Synonym  b. antonym c.  syntax  d. diction  

 

 Use a prefix to find the opposite of these verbs from the source box given: 

un,  mis, dis,  

6.  Wrap: ------  (unwrap) 

7. Behave------         (misbehave)  

8. Agree: -----------       (disagree) 

9. Engage: ------------      (unengaged) 

10. Behave: -----------      (misbehave) 

11. Understand:-------------     (misunderstand) 

12. Fold:----------------         (unfold) 

13. Spell:------------------           (misspelt) 

14. Identify the suffix in the word ‘comfortable’ from the choice given: 

a. for  b. Table  c. Ible  d. Able 

15.  When something doesn’t make sense, you say it’s nonsense.  So the prefix non- most likely 

means:  

a. Lots of b. not  c. full of. d. one who. 
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16. The suffix -est means the most and the suffix -er can mean more. Which word means 

someone who has lived longer than me? 

a. Old b. Older c. Oldest d. ancient 

17. When I add the suffix -ing it means it is happening right now. 

a. True  b. False 

18.  A series of letters placed in front of a word to form a new word is called a suffix. 

a. True   b. False 

19. What are the base word and the suffix for the word REMARKABLE? 

a. remarkab and –le    b. remarka and –ble  c. remark and –able 

d. remarke and –able 

20. What is the prefix in disassociate? 

a. Ate   b. Dis    c. Sociate d. As 

21. The prefix CO- means ‘together,’ so when you COOPERATE you: 

a. Work separately b. Argue c. work with someone else d.  operate 

something 

22. The root sub means under or low. Which of these words means a boat that runs under the 

water? 

a. Subway b. Subdue c.submarine d. subtract 

 

23. The root micro means very small. What does the word microscope mean? 

a. A tiny scope b. a device used to see small things c. a small machine d. A 

tiny creature 

24. What does the suffix “ing” mean? 

a. past tense    b. action or process c. full of  d. runner 

12 . What does the suffix “est” mean? 

a. past tense b. action or process c. to compare d. having a lot of something 

25. The prefix RE- means ‘again,’ so if you REBUILD something you: 

a. build it for the first time b. tear it down  c. build it again 

d. fix it up 

26. Which of these prefixes means AGAIN? 

a. Un  b.dis  c.im  d.re 

27. If COMPOSE means to create, then DECOMPOSE means to take apart. 

a. True  b. False 

28. The suffix -ing in the verb walking shows that the action is happening when? 

a. Yesterday b. Tomorrow c. Now   d. later 

 

29. Which of these prefixes means ‘bad’ or ‘wrong’? 

a. pre- b. non-   c. bi-  d. mis- 

30. In which type of sentence would you use coordinating conjunction? 

a. Complex 

b. Compound 

c. Simple 

 

Identify the sentence type: 

31. My email to Rita bounced.  

a. Simple sentence 

b. Compound sentence 

c. Complex sentence 

 

Combine the sentence: 

32. You can fight the dragon. You can run away. 

a. Or 

b. And 
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c. But 

d. What 

 

33. A simple sentence must have  

a. A subject 

b. A predicate 

c. A finite verb 

d. All the above 

 

Identify the sentence type. 

34. Seeing the butterflies, the children clapped their hands in joy. 

a. Simple sentence 

b. Complex sentence 

c. Compound sentence 

 

Combine the sentence: 

35. The dictionary contains definitions of words. It also contains a great deal of other 

information. 

a. Yet 

b. And 

c. So 

d. While 

36. A compound sentence has ___________ 

a. One dependent clause 

b. One independent clause 

c. Two dependent clauses 

d. Two independent clauses 

 

37. Identify the sentence type. 

Because her school computer had internet access, Saravanan could learn more about Canada.  

a. Simple 

b. Compound 

c. Complex 

d. Compound-complex 

 

Identify the sentence type. 

38. Suman and Rishi both take music lessons weekly. 

a. Simple 

b. Compound 

c.  Complex 

d. Compound-complex 

 

Combine the sentence: 

39. Anil and Kiran read the book. They did not like it. 

a. So 

b. That 

c. Till 

d. But 
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40. In which type of sentence would you use subordinating conjunction? 

a. Complex 

b. Compound 

c. Simple 

 

Identify the sentence type: 

41. I drew an illustration for a poem that was written by Robert Frost. 

a. Simple 

b. Compound 

c. Compound complex 

d. Complex 

 

Identify the underlined part of the sentence: 

42. When I came back my mother would ask me what the teacher had taught me. 

a. Subordinate clause 

b. Principal clause 

c. Main clause 

d. Independent clause 

 

43. A sentence with two or more main clauses is called a  

a. Simple sentence 

b. Complex sentence 

c. Compound sentence 

 

Identify the sentence type. 

44. If I were you, I would take my time with that project. 

a. Simple sentence 

b. Complex sentence 

c. Compound sentence 

45. In Kerala, Squally winds brought down hundreds of trees, snapped power and communication 

lines, destroyed houses and damaged crops. 

a. High  b. sturdy  c. violent  d. lengthy 

46. Dr.Vikram said that every year 7,000 newborns in Andhra Pradesh were suffering from heart 

ailments.  

a. Disease  b. chambers  c. veins  d. vessels  

47. The plight of the elected representatives came to the fore when the MLAs poured out their 

woes during the question hour in Assembly on Thursday. 

a. Joyful  b. happiness  c. contended  d. distress 

48. Tourists and visitors going to Yarada can soon chill out in shacks and enjoy the scenic beauty 

of the pristine beach. 

a. Sullied  b. unspoiled  c. dirty   d. grimy 

49. For the first time, women entrepreneurs, investors and eco system supporters outnumbered 

their male counterparts. 

a. Different  b. dissimilar  c. equivalents  d. disparate 

50. The building is abandoned long time back. Give synonym of the underlined words) 

a. Stopped b. abandoned   c. started  d. none 

51. He is very optimistic of his results. 

a. Negative b. pessimistic c. positive d. none 

52. I believe that God is omnipresent: 

a. All powerful  b. all present  c.  omnipotent  d. none 
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53. My father is a teetotaller: 

a. Doesn’t take tea b. doesn’t smoke    c. doesn’t take any alcohol          d. none  

54. Life is monotonous nowadays.  

a. Active    b. vibrant c. full of activities  d. mechanical 

55. Mitlon poems are full of didactic: 

a. Morals  b. immoral  c. satire  d. pun 

56. One who acts against religion:  

a. Ethnologist   b. Florist  c. Heretic d. none 

57. One who offers one’s services freely:  

a. Volunteer  b. Parsimoniously c. Stingily d. Cheaply 

58. One who eats human flesh:  

a. Non-vegetarian b. Cannibal  c. Vegetarian d. Lacto-vegetarian 

59. One who is indifferent to pain and pleasure:     

a. traditionalist  b. Conservative c. Conformist  d. Stoic  

60. One who studies things of the past: 

a. Antiquarian b. Historian   c. Scientist  d. Fatalist  

61.  One who is gifted with several talents:     

a. Multitalented b. Versatile c. Resourceful  d. None  

62. One who is new to a profession:       

a. Old hand b. Expert c. Novice d. Veteran 

63. One who knows many languages:   

a. Polyglot b. Linguist c. Lexicographer  d. All these 

64. One who cuts precious stones:      

b. Lapidist (lapidary) b. Goldsmith  c. Crusher d. None 

65. One who cures eye diseases:  

a. Visionary b. Oculist c. Florist d. None 

66. One who sells sweets and pastries:        

a. Confectioner b. Sweeter  c. businessman  d. none  

67. One who copies from other writers 

a. Copyist  b. Plagiarist c. Unauthenticist d . none 

68. A study of derivation of words: 

a. Originlogy  b.  Coinology c. Etymology d. Iconology 

69. Systematic study of election trends: 

a. Psephology b. Psychology c. Electology d. Balletology 

70. One who walks in one’s sleep:      

a. Somnambulist b. sleepiest c. Dozer d. None 

71. One who has an irresistible tendency to steal:  

a. Theist b. Kleptomaniac c. Atheist  d. none 

72. One who has special skills in judging art, music, etc: 

a. Connoisseur b. sculpture c. Painter d. None  

73. One who is devoted to the pleasures of eating and drinking:  

a. Florist b.  Epicure c. Spendthrift  d. Artist  

74. A collection of flags:  

a. Mint  b. bunting c. Garland d. none 

75. A number of stars grouped together:  

a. Clangs b. galley c. Constellation d. divisions 

76. A place for the collection of dried plants:  

a. Natural world b. Botany lab c. Botanical garden d. herbarium 
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77. A building for the lodging of soldiers:    

a. Barrack b. cell c. Prison d. none 

78. An institution for reforming young offenders: 

a. Dormitory  b.  Cemetery  c. Reformatory d. Chamber  

79. A case in which the sword is kept:  

a. Sheath b. satchel c. Bag d. Barrel  

80. A cure for all diseases: 

a. Panacea b. entire  c. Totalitarian   d. Mother tincture  

81. The dead body of an animal:      

a. Shell  b. case  c. Carcass d. none 

82. The art of preserving skin:  

a. Taxidermy  b. store room c. skincare  d. none 

83. Separation from other people to avoid infection:   

a. Quarantine  b. deserted  c.  Isolated  d. Secluded  

84. Incapable of being corrected:  

a. Invisible  b. incorrigible  c.  Invalid d. None 

85. Incapable of being burnt:       

b. Flammable  b. inflammable c. Incombustible d. none 

86. Unduly attached to one’s own opinions:  

a. Expressed   b. opinionated  c. Reviewed   d. None 

87. One who is completely self  -- satisfied: 

a. Complacent b. worried c. Fulfilled  d. None  

88. Antonym of word absence is 

a. Untidy b. Presence c. Wise  d. Above 

89. Antonym of word abundant is 

a. Scarce b. Wide c. Length d. large 

90. Antonym of word accept is 

a. Agree b. Approve c. Reject d. assimlate 

91. Antonym of word accurate  is 

a. Anti-clockwise b. Inaccurate c. West  d. worse 

92. Antonym of words admit is 

a. Wealth b. reject c. Appear d. escape 

93. He was acting in a very --------------- way. 

a. Childless b. Childish c. Childful  d. None 

94. She looked -----------------. She started to cry. 

a. Non-happy  b. Dishappy c. Unhappy d. Mishappy 

95. He passed the exam. He was --------------------- for the second time. 

a. Successfully b. Succeededless  c. Successful d. None 

96. The team that he supported was able to win the ------------- 

a. Champion    b. championship c. Championable  d.  None  

97. Sunil saw Sandhya make a dry face: 

a. Abuse  b. Feel sick c. Cry with pain  d. Show disappointment 

98. During the last moments of his life, the criminal made a clean breast of everything he had 

done: 

a. Showed his breast   b. Fought like a hero c. Confessed without reserve d. Faced 

bravely  

99. In the boxing competition Mr .Tyson was beaten neck and crop: 

a. Softly b. Profoundly  c. Completely  d. Swiftly 
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100. Mr.Rajest sold his house because it was a real white elephant: 

a. An expensive one  b. A big one c. A useless one d. A rare thing 

101. The expression to be born with a silver spoon in one’s mouth means: 

a. To be born in a rich family b. to be born as the first child     c. To be born in a 

jeweller’s family d. To be spoon fed, not breast fed. 

102. Hang together means: 

a. Confirm each other b. live together  c. Hand with each other d. Go together 

103. Ramya comes to college once in a blue moon: 

a. Regularly  b. rarely c. Frequently d. Always 

104. A man of letters means: 

a. A man who wrote many letters b. a leader who received more letters  

 c. A scholar with literary taste  d. A good reader of letters 

105. A fair weather friend always tries to fish in troubled waters of his friends 

and benefactors.                                                                                                          A.     To 

borrow money   B.    To steal belongings of   C.     To get benefit in bad situation.  D.     To 

extend a helping hand. 

106. His arrogant behaviour with others has left him high and dry. 

A. To be penniless B. To be very sick. C. To be very famous  D. Isolated. 

78. All the residents of the colony painted the town red on the eve of festival. 

A. To white wash buildings  B. To renovate buildings 

C. To celebrate noisly in public places. D.To create nuisances. 

79. The chairman pulled  a long face when the house did not accept the suggestions put forth by him. 

A. To look disappointed B. To get annoyed C. To be agitated D. To make a quarrel. 

80.  The fair and square policy of the chairman of the committee has made him very popular among 

the residents of the town. 

A. Clever and Deceitful B. Honest C. Ambigious  D. Relevant and practical. 

82. Due his bad habit of borrowing money from others, he will be in the mire one day. 

A.  to be punished B. To be imprisoned C. To be insulted D. to be in trouble. 

83. I do not like his habit of mincing matters. 

A. Not to speak plainly. B. To brag about C. To be talkative D. To show off. 

84.  The chairman of the corporation plays a  second fiddle to the minister. 

A.  To extend a helping hand B. To play a secondary role. C. To be guiding person. D. To be 

facilitator. 

85. In order to become a successful administrator in the office, an executive has to keep his  ears 

to the ground. 
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A. To be very polite B. To encourage backbiting C. To keep informed about happening in 

surrounding. D. To have a strict control over all. 

86.  He had to go through the motion of starting with this new project as he was  least interested to 

take  up it. 

A. To complete quickly. B. To do a work without enthusiasm 

C. To do without any interest.  D. To work at a slow  speed. 

87.  I couldn’t find any -------- in his theory. 

a. Weak b. weakness c. Weakling  d. None 

88. There were only a --------------- of people at the match.  

a. Handful   b. handless  c. Handy  d. None 

89. I think that you should --------- your decision. It may not be the thing to do. 

a. Considerably  b. consider  c. Reconsider  d. None  

90. The road was too narrow, so they had to ---------- it.                                                      a. 

Wideful b. widened  c. Wide d. Widen 

91. The response to a sender’s message is called------- 

a. Food bank  b. feedback c. plan d. Channel 

92. The one  who transmits the message is -------------- 

a. sender b. giver c. receiver d. felicitator 

93. ------------- communication includes tone of voice, body language, facial expressions etc.------

------------------ 

a. Verbal b. non-verbal c. letter d. notice 

94. Environmental barriers are the same as -------- noise. 

a. Physiological b. Psychological c. Physical d. sociological 

95. In oral communication there is a possibility of immediate------------ 

a. Reaction    b. response  c. reflection  d. reset 

96. In oral communication the speaker can observe the listener’s -----to what is being elated. 

a. reset    b. response  c. reflection  d. reaction 

97. Most of our day-to-day reading is done--------- 

a. Loudly b. extensively c. intensively d. Silently 

98. Communication is a nonstop______________. 

a. Paper  

b. Process 

c. Programme 

d. Plan 

99. Communication is a part of ________ skills. 

a. soft            (B) hard                             C.rough                               (D) short 

 

100. The _______________ is the person who transmits the message. 

a.  receiver                    b. driver                  c. sender                             d.  cleaner 

101. _____________ is the person who notices and decodes and attaches 

some meaning to a message.   

a. receiver              b. driver               c.sender                       d.  cleaner 

 

102. Message is any signal that triggers the response of a _________  

a.  receiver              b. driver             c. sender                     d.  cleaner 
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103. The response to a sender’s message is called _________  

a. food bank             b. feedback                   c. food                        d.  back   

104. ___________ context refers to the relationship between the sender 

and the receiver 

    

a.  social                   b. physical               c. cultural                  d. chronological 

105. ___________ context refers to the similarity of backgrounds between 

the sender and the receiver. 

a. physical           b.  social        c. chronological          d.  cultural  

106. _________ refers to all these factors that disrupt the communication. 

a.  nonsense           b. noise                c. nowhere                          d. nobody 

107. Environmental barriers are the same as ______ noise. 

a.  physiological         b. psychological          c. physical              d. sociological 

108. Our dress code is an example of _____________ communication. 

a.  verbal                   b. nonverbal             c. written                d. spoken   

109. Communication strengthens _______ & ______________ relationship is an 

organization.  

(A) employer-father  (B) employer-employer     (C) mother-employer  (D) mother-child 

110. _______________ communication includes tone of voice body language, facial 

expressions etc.  

(A) non verbal                (B) verbal        (C) letter                                (D) notice 

111. When there is similarity   of background between the sender and the receives such as 

age, language nationality, religion, gender then this is called _____________ context.    

(A)  social                (B) cultural            (C) physical                          (D) dynamic 

112. Letter, e-mail telephone are examples of __________ 

(A)  message        (B) feedback         (C) channel                           (D) encoding  

113. Understanding __________different parts of speech forms the base of leaning 

grammar  

(A) Five            (B) Eight             (C) Six                                    (D) Seven 

114. It is of paramount importance that one need to construct a __________sentence in the 

day to day affairs  

(A) Wrong            (B) Correct        (C) Incorrect                         (D) Night  

115. A__________way be defined as the name of a person place or thing    

(A) Verb          (B) Noun            (C) Pronoun                    (D) Adverb  

116. According to hoben “communication is the _____ nituchange of thought or idea. 

(A) Visual            (B) Audio           (C) Verbal                       (D) Written  

117. The person who transmits the message is called the ____ or  
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(A) Sender              (B) Gives               (C) Taker            (D) Receiver 

118. Proper nouns always begin with ________letters  

(A) Running              (B) Capital           (C) Small                    (D) Numerical  

119. ______________nouns require capitalization only if they start the sentence or are part 

of a title  

(A) Common             (B) Proper            (C) Abstract           (D) Collective  

120. Once the message is encoded in a desired format it is transferred through a medium 

called ______ 

(A) Channel                (B) Medium        (C) Media                              (D) Way  

121. The nouns which cannot be felt, seen or heard are called __________ 

(A) Common           (B) Proper             (C) Abstract              (D) Collective  

122. The information which is transferred to the receiver has to be interpreted this process 

is called _____ 

(A) Encoding        (B) Decoding       (C) Opening                          (D) Closing  

123. All communication events have a _________.  

(A) Resource               (B) Source          (C) Start                          (D) End  

124. Personifications of  strength and violence are considered as  ________ gender.   

(A) masculine                 (B) Feminine          (C) common            (D) Neuter  

125. The message may be misinterpreted because of _____ 

(A) Barriers           (B) Distortions           (C) Distractions             (D) Noise  

126. The environment in which the transmitter or receiver are should be ____ 

(A) Complex               (B) Competent        (C) Complete           (D) Compatible  

127. A noun that dandies neither a male or a female is ___________gender    

(A) Masculine             (B) Feminine              (C) Common                        (D) Neuter  

128. Countries when referred to by names are also considered _____________  

(A) Masculine           (B) Feminine          (C) Common              (D) Neuter  

129. The Christian sign of the ____ is a gesture pertaining to religion and spirituality.  

(A) Plus               (B) Minus                  (C) Division                           (D) Cross  
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130. In oral communication there is a possibility of immediate _________ 

(A) Reaction                (B) Response              (C) Refection                   (D) Reset  

131. In oral communication the speaker can observe the listener’s _______ to what is 

being elated.   

(A) Reaction               (B) Response           (C) Rejection                        (D) Reset  

132. Nouns that end in “Y” but have a constant before “Y” form their plural by dropping 

“Y” and adding......... 

(A) ves              (B) es           (C) s                     (D) ies  

133. White talking to friends you do not pay attention to the skills of _____ 

Communication. 

(A) Written         (B) Oral           (C) audio           (D) visual 

134. In oral presentation outside your organisation you must first give the audience 

a  ______ of your organization.  

(A) Flash back              (B) Background       (C) Front view          (D) Forword view  

135. Evaluative listening is also called _____  

(A) Therapeutic       (B) Evaluative               (C) Dialogic            (D) Impathetic  

136. Hearing is only an important component of ____  

(A) Hearing           (B) Listening               (C) Talking               (D) Speaking  

137. In _____ Listening the main intention is to seek certain information which will be 

appreciated  

(A) Empathetic             (B) Appreciative       (C) Evaluative          (D) Dialogic  

138. _____ Is an aggressive behavior and will most likely bring a negative response from 

the speaker.  

(A) Interrupting      (B) Yawning           (C) Slapping                          (D) Dancing  

139. It is important to choose the right environment because it will help the listener focus 

& avoid ____ 

(A) Attrition           (B) Distractions        (C) Disturbances                  (D) Noise  

140. Semantic market are the links between two ____  

(A) Words            (B) Phrases           (C) Clauses            (D) Sentences  
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141. _____ Customer not only returns to your organization for a second time but also tells 

about his satisfaction others.  

(A) Unsatisfied             (B) Impatient            (C) Satisfied             (D) Patient  

142. Always ____ the customer for calling  

(A) Slap                       (B) Reprimand              (C) Thank             (D) Never thank  

143. Reading is a __________________ process.  

(A) Encoding          (B) Listening  (C) Decoding                        (D) Talking  

144. While making a slide, the number of words should be limited to a maximum of 

_______ per slide.  

(A) 8                  (B) 9               (C) 10                      (D) 11 

145. A group of related words that contain both a subject and predicate and that functions 

as part of a sentence is  

(A) Sentence                 (B) Phrase               (C) Clause            (D) Compound  

146. When we read shorter texts like research papers for specific detailed information we 

read slowly & with a lot of concentration, this is called ____ reading.   

(A) Intensive       (B) Extensive      (C) Detailed                          (D Short  

147. Most of our day-to-day reading it done _____  

(A) Loudly                 (B) Extensive         (C) Intensively                     (D) Silently  

148. _____ is to relate the content to that previous and future learning of the subject  

(A) Review              (B) Reading            (C) Recalling                       (D) All  

149. ______ Is nothing but checking whether we have followed the earlier stages promptly 

and efficiently  

(A) Review                  (B) Reading        (C) Recalling               (D) All People  

 

139. One  cannot interact with each other without .............. 

(A) Communication           (B) Transport                (C) Voice           (D) Loudspeaker  

140. The language of the report should be _____  

(A) Formality           (B) Formal                (C) Casual          (D) Loose  

141. A circular or notice may be issued by only _____ designated for the purpose        

(A) Peon          (B) Clerk         (C) Typist                              (D) Officer  
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142.  I’m tired, so I’m going to sleep late in the morning. ------------------tomorrow is a holiday. 

(Beside/Besides) 

143. If you -------------- up straight, you will have less back and neck pain. (set/sit) 

144. The ------------- did not give permission to attend the conference.(Principle/principal) 

145. Many medications have other ---------- besides the intended ones.(affects/effects) 

146. ---------------- the cloth over the table, and then the vase of flowers on it. (Lay/Lie) 

147. Don’t ------------ the rules to your convenience. (Alter/Altar)  

148.  Milton lost his eye------- at the age of forty four. (cite/ site/ sight) 

149.  My teacher asked me to get -----------(in/inn) 

150. My great-grandparents -------------from Ireland in the 1840s.(emigrated/ immigrated) 

151. Tens of thousands of people in sub-Saharan Africa are ------- of Aids.( dyeing/dying) 

152. In a wedding ceremony, the bridesmaids -----the bride down the aisle.( precede/proceed)  

153.  He is not a good student in the class. He is ------- all the time. (ideal/idle) 

154.  Ramya presented an ---------- proposal which is liked by everybody.(ideal/idle) 

155. Lius has come up with a good ----------------- for our group presentation.(idea/ideal) 

156.  From the gloomy way the sky looked, we -------------- that we would have to cancel the 

picnic. ( implied/ inferred) 

157. He has been the acting head of the company, but today he was --------- given the title of 

company president.(formally/ formerly) 

158. The shoe is made of ----------- cloth. (coarse/ course) 

159. Rani purchased ---------- from Ravi Book stores.(stationery/ stationary) 

160. She cleans the --------- neat.(floor/flour) 

161. Idli is made of rice............(floor/flour) 

162.  The Northern pole star is -------------- (stationery/ stationary) 

163. Milk powder is made of --------------(cereal/ serial) 

164.  He cut the tree with a ---------( saw/sow) 

165.  He saw a ----------- wandering alone in the deserts. (night/ knight) 

166. The old woman kept the change in the Sari -------(not/knot) 

In each of the following questions find out the alternative which replace the question mark: 

167. CUP: LIP :: BIRD: ? 

a. Bush b. grass c. Forest  D. Beak  

168.  FLOW:: RIVER: ? 

a. Rain b. stream  c. Pool  d. Cannel  

169. PAW: CAT:: HOOF :? 

a. Lamb b. elephant  c. Lion    d. Horse 

170.  ORNITHOLOGIST: BIRD:: ARCHEALOGIST: ? 

a. Islands  b. mediators’  c. Archaeology d.  Aquatic  

171. PEACOCK: INDIA:: BEAR: ? 

a. Australia   b. America c. Russia   d. England  

172. ARRIVAL: DAPARTURE:: DEATH: ? 

a. Life b. person c. Birth  d. Train  

173. ELBOW: ARM:: KNEE:? 

a. Walking  b. finger  c. Nose  d. Leg 

174. CAR: ROAD:: TRAIN: ? 

a. Track  b. vehicle  c. Wheel   d. Bridge  

175. BAITING HOOK: FISHING:: HUNTING:? 
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a. Loading gun  b. firing gun  c. Stalking game d. Aiming gun 

176. VIOLENCE: ACTIVITY:: MELACHOLY: ? 

a. Evening  b. cruelty  c. Mood  d. Silence  

177. MAN: TROUSERS:: WOMAN: ? 

a. Clothing b. skirt  c. Hat  d. Blanket  

178. UNIVERSITY: INSTITUTION:: MAYOR: ? 

a. Official  b. town  c. Law   d. Council man  

179. GRASS: SOIL:: SEAWEED:? 

a. Water  b. salty  c. River  d. Fish  

180. TRUTHFULNESS: COURT:: CLEANLINESS: ? 

a. Virtue  b. restaurant  c. Bath  d. Pig  

181. EGG: FISH :: --------: PLANT 

a. Leaf  b. root  c. Seed  d. Stem  

182. LION: ANIMAL:: FLOWER: ? 

a. Plant  b. grass  c. Roots  d. Rose  

183. WAVE: CREST:: --------------: PEAK 

a. Water  b. top c. Moving  d. Mountain  

184.  FALLING: GRAVTATION:: COLLAPSE: ? 

a. Balloon   b. electricity  c. Pressure  d. Destruction  

185. PROFESSOR: .......... :: MUSICIAN: ENTERTAINMENT 

a. Pupils  b. school c. Home work  d. Instruction  

186. GRAINS: SAND:: DROPS: ? 

a. Rain  b. snow  c. Surf   d. Flood  

187. WAVE: TIDE: MOMENT: ? 

a. Time  b. Ocean  c. Tardiness  d. Clock  

188. WIFE: WOMAN:: ------------ : MAN 

a. Father  b. groom  c. Boy   d. Husband  

189. BOOK:--------------- :  COMB: TOOTH 

a. Title  b. library  c. Page  d. Knowledge  

190. BOY: CHILD:: MAN:  ------------ 

a. Father  b. uncle  c. Adult  d. Person  

191. FLOWER: WEED:: -------------- : BUZZARD 

a. Plant  b. Swan  c. Bird   d. Vulture  

Identify the type of verb for the following sentences: 

192.  This soup smells funny. 

 a. action verb b. linking verb c. Helping verb  

193. Enid went to the post office. 

 a. action verb b. linking verb c. Helping verb  

194.  Jeremy is tired.  

 a. action verb b. linking verb c. Helping verb  

195. The apple tastes sweet.  
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 a. action verb b. linking verb c. Helping verb  

196.  Mary washed her clothes. 

 a. action verb b. linking verb c. Helping verb  

197. I should do homework now.  

 a. action verb b. linking verb  c. Helping verb 

198. Clara plays piano.  

 a. action verb b. linking verb c. Helping verb 

199. You must listen to her. 

 a. action verb b. linking verb  c. Helping verb 

200.  Dad will come home at 8 pm. 

 a. action verb b. linking verb  c. Helping verb  

201.  Yesterday was sunny.  

 a. action verb b. linking verb  c. Helping verb  

202.  Hayley and I talked on the phone 

                 a. action verb b. linking verb  c. Helping verb  

Identify the functions of the modal auxiliary verbs used in the following sentences. 

203.  You must stop at the traffic signals when the red lights turn. 

 a. Obligation b. Permission  c. Ability  d. Request  

204. Can I use your mobile please? 

 a. Obligation b. Permission  c. Ability  d. Request 

205.  You must not drink alcohol. 

a. Obligation b. Permission  c. Prohibition    d. Request 

206. I might go on Australia in the next summer. 

a. Obligation b. Permission  c. Ability  d. Possibility/ Probability 

SUBJECT AND AGREEMENT OF THE VERB 

207.  Rozario is the one of those students who ---------- lived up to the potential described in the year 

book. 

a. has b. have (Explanation: The 'who' refers, in this case, to 'the only one,' which is singular) 
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208.  The International Club, as well as the Choral Society and the Rowing Club, __________ to 

submit a new constitution 

a. need  b. needs (The subject here is 'The International Club,' which is singular. The 

modifying phrase that comes after 'as well as' modifies the subject but does not compound it as the 

word 'and' would do) 

209. One of my best friends’ _____________ an extra on Seinfeld this week. 

a. are  b. is (The subject of this sentence is 'one,' which is, of course, singular. Don't let the 

intervening prepositional phrase (with its plural 'friends') fool you. 

210.  . Not only the students but also their instructor ________ been called to the principal's office. 

a. has  b. have  (With paired conjunctions such as either ... or and not only ... but also, the 

subject closer to the verb -- in this case, the singular 'instructor' -- determines whether the verb will be 

singular or plural. 

211. Most of the milk _____ gone bad. Six gallons of milk _______ still in the refrigerator. 

a. has, are  b. have , is ('Most' is not a countable noun here (you can't count 'the milk' in 

the first sentence), so the verb must be singular. You can count the gallons of milk, though, so the 

subject in the second sentence is plural.) 

212. Each and every student and instructor in this building __________ for a new facility by next 

year. 

a. hope b. hopes (The subject of the verb is 'each and every,' which is singular: the correct verb 

choice, then, is 'hopes.') 

213.  The students and instructors each ________for a new facility by next year. 

a. hope  b. hopes(When 'each' or 'every' comes after the compound subject, a 

plural verb -- 'hope' -- is appropriate.) 

214. Rice and beans, my favourite dish, __________ me of my native Puerto Rico. 

a. needs b. need ('Rice and beans' is one dish, so we need a singular verb to agree with it) 

215. A large number of voters still ___________ along straight-party lines. 

a. votes b. vote('Number' is a collective noun, but the elements within the collective noun, the voters, 

are acting separately in this case (we hope!), so the verb should be plural: 'vote.) 

216.  Four years _______ a long time to spend away from your friends and family. 

a. is b. are (The quantity of 'four years' here is meant to be taken as a whole, as one quantity, so the 

verb should be singular.) 

217. Politics __________ sometimes a dirty business. 

a. are   b. is ('Politics,' in this case, is one thing, so we need a singular verb) 

218. To an outsider, the economics of this country ________ to be in disarray.  
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a. seem b. seems( 'Economics,' in this case, means any number of aspects of or facts about the 

country's financial health, so we need a plural verb. When the word 'economics' refers to the course or 

the discipline, it is singular.) 

Use suitable verb form for the following: 

219. He ---- to church on every Sunday. 

a. go b. goes c. Is going  d. Will 

220. Look, the old man ------------ the road. 

a. is crossing  b. cross c. Crosses  d. Was crossing 

221.  He ---------his exam just now. 

a. completed  b. is completing  c. has completed 

222. She ------------ working in the office for two hours. 

a. have been working    b. is working  c. will be working  d. has been working  

224.  I ------------ college yesterday. 

a. go b. went  c. has gone d. was going 

225. The bell rang before I ------------ college. 

a. reach b. reached  c. had reached  d. none 

226. He committed a murder in the running train and -------------- . 

a. had escaped b. escaped c. escape d. none 

227. I ------------ by tomorrow. 

a. do   b. does c. shall do d. did 

229.  They ............. this work by next week. 

a. will be completing b. shall be completing c. completed  d. none 

Use suitable article (a/an or the) for the following 

230.  I like ------ blue T-shirt over there better than ----- red one. 

a. a, an  b. an, the   c. the, the   d. not needed 

231. Their car does 150 miles --- hour. 

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

232. Where’s  ........ USB drive I lent you last week? 

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 
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233.  Do you still live in ----- Bristol? 

a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

234. Is your mother working in ---- old office building? 

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

235. Carol's father works as ----- electrician. 

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

236.  The tomatoes are 99 rupees   -----  kilo. 

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

237.  What do you usually have for ---- breakfast? 

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

238.  Ben has --- terrible headache. 

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

239.  After this tour you have -----  whole afternoon free to explore the city. 

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

240. I waited for him ---- hour and -----half. 

 a. a, the  b. an, a   c. the, a  d. none 

241.  I saw  ------ one-eyed beggar terribly vomiting.  

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

242. This is ----- book which I lost in the reading room. 

 a. a  b. an   c. the  d. none 

243. Frederic paid ---- visit to Germany. ----- Visit was a failure. 

 a. a, the   b. an , the  c. the, the   d. none 

Insert suitable prepositions for the following (at, in, on) 

244. ----- once (at/in/on) 

245. -- -- the phone. (at/in/on) 

246. ---- public. (at/in/on) 

247. --- the moment. (at/in/on) 

248. --- a hurry. (at/in/on) 

249. --- the country. (at/in/on) 
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250. --- the age of 21. (at/in/on) 

251. ---business. (at/in/on) 

252.  --- my birthday. (at/in/on) 

253. ----- Good Friday. (at/in/on) 

254. My parents got married --- 2010. (at/in/on) 

255. The police station is --- the right. (at/in/on) 

256. We’re going --- Italy for our holidays. (at/in/to) 

257. We borrowed the bikes ------ our uncle. (from/at/in/on) 

258. There is a bridge ------- the river. (at/in/across) 

259. I saw Chris -----  the bus. (at/in/on) 

260. Be nice -----  your brother. (at/in/to) 

261. Let’s meet ---- the afternoon, not ---- night. (at/in/at/on/ from) 

262. My friend lives ---- the house --- the end of the street. (in/at/on) 

263. They are not  ------ home ----  the moment. (at/at/on) 

Read the comprehensive passage and answer the questions that follow. 

But I did not want to shoot the elephant. I watched him beating his bunch of grass against his knees, 

with the preoccupied grandmotherly air that elephants have. It seemed to me that it would be murder 

to shoot him. I had never shot an elephant and never wanted to. (Somehow it always seems worse to 

kill large animal.) Besides, there was the beast's owner to be considered. But I had got to act quickly. I 

turned to some experienced-looking Burmans who had been there when we arrived, and asked them 

how the elephants had been behaving. They all said the same thing; he took no notice of you if you 

left him alone, but he might charge if you went too close to him. 

 

264. The phrase ‘Preoccupied grandmotherly air’ signifies 

a. Being totally unconcerned b. pretending to be very busy 

c.a very superior race  d. calm, dignified and affectionate disposition  

265. From the passage it appears that the author was 

a. an inexperienced hunter  b. kind and considerate      

c. possessed with fear             d. a worried man 

266. The author did not want to shoot the elephant because he 

 a. was afraid of it b. did not have the experience of shooting big animals 
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 c. did not wish to kill animal which was not doing anybody any harm 

 d. did not find the elephant to be ferocious 

267. What part of speech is ‘quickly’ from the passage... 

 a. Noun b. verb  c. adverb d. adjective 

268. In the expression ‘bunch of grass’, ‘bunch’ means 

 a. cluster  b. a piece c. group  d. all  

Harold a professional man who had worked in an office for many years had a fearful dream. In it, he 

found himself in a land where small slug-like animals with slimy tentacles lived on people's bodies. 

The people tolerated the loathsome creatures because after many years they grew into elephants which 

then became the nation's system of transport, carrying everyone wherever he wanted to go. Harold 

suddenly realised that he himself was covered with these things, and he woke up screaming. In a vivid 

sequence of pictures this dream dramatised for Harold what he had never been able to put in to words; 

he saw himself as letting society feed on his body in his early years so that it would carry him when 

he retired. He later threw off the "security bug" and took up freelance work. 

269.  In his dream Harold found the loathsome creatures 

 a. in his village b. in his own house 

 c. in a different land d. in his office 

279. Which one of the following phrases best helps to bring out the precise meaning of  ‘loathsome 

creatures’? 

 a. Security bug and slimy tentacles  b. Fearful dream and slug-like animals 

 

 c. Slimy tentacles and slug-like animals d. slug-like animals and security bug 

280. The statement that 'he later threw off the security bug' means that 

 a. Harold succeeded in overcoming the need for security 

 b. Harold stopped giving much importance to dreams 

 c. Harold started tolerating social victimisation 

 d. Harold killed all the bugs troubled him 

281. Harold’s dream was fearful because 

 a. it brought him face to face with reality b. it was full of vivid pictures of snakes 

 c. he saw huge elephant in it  

 d. in it he saw slimy creatures feeding on people's bodies 
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